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ABSTRACT 

This document describes the results of a project to investigate methods of reducing 
emissions of and the risk posed by methylene chloride (METH) emitted from furniture 
stripping facilities. METH is used in the stripping formulations used by these shops. 
Two methods of reducing the Maximum Individual Cancer Risk (MICR) at the nearest 
offsite receptor were investigated and analyzed. First, a baseline stripping formulation 
used by most stripping shops in California and eight alternative strippers with no or low
METH content were tested. Two of the low-METH content strippers performed well and 
their use could reduce the METH emissions from stripping shops by 29%. These 
alternative strippers may pose other risks that were not addressed in the report. Second, 
higher air flow ventilation systems were tested to determine whether they could capture 
the METH emitted from the stripping process. One of the higher air flow ventilation 
systems, a 1500 cfm system, achieved a 60 to 70% capture efficiency. The other system, 
a 3000 cfm system, achieved a 90% capture efficiency. It is estimated that these systems 
would reduce the exposure to METH at the nearest offsite receptor by 13 to 17%. The 
MICR reduction at the nearest offsite receptor that could be achieved by combining a 
high air flow ventilation system and a low-METH content stripper is estimated at 40%. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND 

Furniture stripping shops are small facilities that strip wood furniture and other wood 
items as a service. Some of these stripping facilities also repair and paint the wood 
furniture after stripping. Virtually all furniture strippers are small businesses with fewer 
than five employees. 

Furniture stripping firms use methylene chloride (METII) based stripping formulations to 
remove a variety of different types of coatings from furniture that is made of a range of 
different woods. There may be as many as 80 stripping shops in California that use more 
than 700 gallons per year of :METH based stripper and have equipment for efficiently 
performing stripping. 

:METH is classified as a Toxic Air Contaminant in California and is listed on Proposition 
65. The chemical is a suspect carcinogen and companies that use it pose a high risk to 
workers and to the surrounding community. The California Air Resources Board 
(CARB) and local air districts in the state are interested in identifying methods that could 
be effective in minimizing the risk posed by stripping facilities. In that light, the Institute 
for Research and Technical Assistance (IR.TA) conducted a project to investigate two 
methods of reducing the risk. One of the methods that was examined during the project 
is use of alternative low- and non-METH stripping formulations. Another method that 
was examined was use of high air flow ventilation systems. 

:METHODS 

The stripping formulation used by most furniture strippers contains about ..80% :METH. 
IR.TA arranged for eight alternative low- and non-METH strippers to be formulated and 
these alternative strippers were tested in four stripping facilities in the South Coast Basin. 
Six of the stripping formulations did not perform well. Two of the alternative low
:METH strippers did perform well and both of these strippers contained less than about 
50% :METH. The two best performing strippers were tested more extensively in one 
facility to determine whether they kept their composition over time. The stripper 
composition did not change and one of them was selected for additional testing with the 
higher air flow ventilation systems. 

In an earlier project sponsored by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH), IR.TA arranged for two higher air flow ventilation systems to be 
designed and installed in two Southern California stripping facilities. These systems 
were tested to determine if they coulq meet more stringent worker exposure regulations 
established by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). One of the 
systems, rated at 1500 cfm, did not control the worker exposure adequately but the other 
system, rated at 3000 cfm, was capable of reducing the worker exposure level to the 
OSHA action level. 

During this project, IR.TA arranged for the South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD) to perform source testing to determine whether the two higher air flow 
ventilation systems could reduce the Maximum Individual Cancer Risk (MICR) at the 
nearest offsite receptor (assumed to be 25 meters from the source of :METH emissions) 
posed by stripping facilities. The source testing involved measuring the :METH emission 
rate during stripping and determining the capture efficiency of the ventilation systems. 
The baseline stripper containing 80% :METH was tested and the best performing 
alternative stripper was also tested. In one of the stripping facilities, the effectiveness of 
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the higher air flow ventilation system in capturing METH emissions was compared to the 
effectiveness of the older low air flow system. 

Using the results of the alternative stripper testing and the results of the ventilation 
system source testing, IRTA estimated a METH emissions factor for this industry. IRTA 
also performed risk assessment calculations using a look-up table method devised by 
SCAQMD from earlier source tests at furniture stripper sites to estimate the reduction in 
exposure ofMETH emissions at the close.st offsite receptor using the alternative strippers 
and the higher air flow ventilation systems. Finally, IRTA performed a cost analysis to 
assess the cost impacts of requiring use of alternative strippers and/or more expensive 
ventilation systems. 

RESULTS 

The best alternative low-METH stripper was tested during the source testing. The source 
test results indicated that use of this stripping formulation reduced emissions of METH 
by 29%. Since exposure to METH emissions is directly proportional to risk, use of the 
stripper would also reduce the risk by 29%. This stripping formulation contains n-methyl 
pyrollidone (NMP) in place of METH. NMP is a reproductive and developmental toxin 
that may soon be added to Proposition 65. Although use of this stripper reduces the 
carcinogenic risk of METH, the reproductive or developmental toxicity risk could be 
increased. 

High air flow ventilation systems can reduce the MICR to the closest offsite receptor 
because they capture the METH emissions and send the METH emissions out a higher 
stack. The. source testing results indicated that use of the 1500 cfm higher air flow 
ventilation system was able to capture 62 to 70% of the METH emissions. This can be 
compared with the 22% capture efficiency of the older ventilation system. The capture 
efficiency of the 3000 cfm ventilation system was even higher, at about 90%; in this case, 
the older ventilation system only captured 40% of the METH emissions. IRTA estimated 
the :MICR reduction at the nearest offsite receptor that can be achieved with use of the 
higher air flow ventilation systems at 13 to 17%. 

IRTA estimated the MICR reduction at the nearest offsite receptor that could be achieved 
through use of both the low-METH alternative stripper and the higher air flow ventilation 
systems. Use of the 1500 cfm ventilation system and the low-METH content stripper 
reduced the MICR due to METH emissions at the nearest offsite receptor by 38%. Use 
of the 3000 cfm ventilation system and the low-METH content stripper reduced the 
MICR due to METH emissions at the nearest offsite receptor further, to 41%. 

A typical stripping facility makes a profit of about $30,000 annually. The limited cost 
analysis performed during this project indicated that shops would incur a cost of between 
$900 and $1,400 per year if they purchased a higher air flow ventilation system. Use of 
the alternative stripper could increase costs by $800 to $900 per year. Use of both 
methods could increase the cost to a typical facility by 6 to 9% of profits. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Furniture strippers are small businesses that emit substantial quant1t1es of METH, a 
suspect carcinogen. Two methods of reducing the exposure to METH emissions at the 
nearest offsite receptor posed by stripping facilities were investigated. If use of higher air 
flow ventilation systems and alternative low-METH content strippers were mandated by 
local air districts for stripping facilities, the :MICR at the nearest offsite receptor due to 
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:ME'Hf emissions could be reduced by about 40%. Stripping facilities would increase 
their costs by about 6 to 9% of their current annual profits of $30,000. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Institute for Research and Technical Assistance (IR.TA) received a contract from the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) in September 1999 to conduct a project with 
furniture stripping facilities in California. The CARB project was designed to investigate 
methods of reducing the exposure to methylene chloride (METH) emissions posed by 
furniture stripping firms in California to the surrounding community. The contract 
involved testing several alternative stripping formulations in four stripping facilities in 
Southern California. The project also involved designing and installing higher air flow 
ventilation systems in two stripping facilities and conducting source testing to determine 
the impacts of capturing and expelling toxic emissions from ventilation stacks. : 

The component of concern in the stripping formulation most widely used by furniture 
stripping shops today is methylene chloride. The chemical is a suspect carcinogen and is 
classified as a Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) by EPA and a Toxic Air Contaminant 
(TAC) by the state of California. On January 10, 1997, the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) finalized a rulemaking that lowered the permissible 
exposure level (PEL) ofMETH in the workplace from 500 ppm to 25 ppm. 

The Maximum Individual Cancer Risk or MICR is defined and discussed in more detail 
in Section V. Briefly, the MICR is defined as the estimated probability of a potential 
maximally exposed individual contracting cancer as a result of exposure to toxic air 
contaminates over a period of 70 years for residential and 46 years for worker receptor 
locations. 

Two methods of reducing the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor 25 meters from the 
source of stripping emissions posed by the METH strippers were examined during this 
project. The first method is to reduce or eliminate the METH content of the strippers. 
This involved reformulating strippers and testing the new strippers under field conditions. 
A reduction in the METH content of the strippers leads to a decrease in emissions of 
METH. The second method is to increase the air flow and effectiveness of the ventilation 
systems in stripping facilities. This leads to a reduction of the MICR at the nearest offsite 
receptor from METH emissions. 

IRT A conducted two earlier projects that are directly related to the CARB project. The 
first, sponsored by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), 
involved performing a survey of furniture strippers in the South Coast Basin and 
determining their stripping practices and the quality of their ventilation systems. The 
second, sponsored by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), 
involved testing alternative strippers and designing, installing and testing high air flow 
ventilation systems to determine if they can effectively reduce worker exposure to the 
METH strippers. 

Several organizations contributed to the work during the CARB project. Benco Sales, a 
stripping formulation and equipment supplier, formulated all the alternative strippers that 
were tested and built the new higher air flow ventilation systems. NIOSH staff assisted 
in the design of the ventilation systems. The SCAQMD staff performed source testing to 
compare the emissions of METH to the surrounding community of the baseline and 
alternative strippers and the existing and new ventilation systems. IR.TA assisted Benco 
Sales in the design of alternative strippers, identified the facilities for testing, helped 
devise test plans, assisted in the short- and long-term testing of the alternative strippers 
and the testing of the ventilation systems and analyzed the results of the testing. 
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This document summarizes the results of the alternative stripper and ventiiation system 
testing. Section II provides background information on the furniture stripping industry 
and specifically, the facilities in the Southern California area, the stripping formulations 
the industry uses and the regulations that apply to the industry. It also includes some of 
the results of the survey data from the earlier SCAQ~ project. Photographs of the 
equipment and ventilation systems currently used in some of these facilities are provided. 
Section III describes the alternative strippers that were tested in four stripping facilities 
and summarizes the results of the comparative stripper tests. Section IV describes the 
ventilation systems that were constructed and tested in two stripping facilities. It also 
discusses the results of the ventilation system testing. Section V develops an emissions 
factor for METH for this industry, analyzes the MICR reduction at the nearest offsite 
receptor that can be achieved through adoption of alternative low-METH strippers and 
higher air flow ventilation systems and presents a cost analysis for stripping facilities to 
implement the new strippers and ventilation systems. The last section, Section VI, 
summarizes the results of the testing and research. 

The results indicate that there could be as many as 248 firms that use METH based 
strippers for stripping wood furniture and other items in the Southern California area 
around Los Angeles. There are about 38 firms that have stripping equipment and use 
more than 200 gallons of stripper annually. There could be as many as 80 facilities in 
California that have stripping equipment and use relatively large quantities of stripper. 

The tests of the alternative stripping formulations indicate that the best performing 
alternative strippers were two low-METH blends. Some of the alternative strippers that 
were tested performed well on certain types of coatings. The two best performing low
METH strippers, however, were more consistent than the other alternative strippers in 
their capability to effectively remove all kinds of coatings in a timely manner. These 
strippers also performed well in longer-term tests. As described later in Section ill, each 
of the two best performing strippers contains a non-METH solvent that poses toxicity 
problems. In Section V, it was estimated that use of the alternative strippers could reduce 
the emissions ofMETH and consequently the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor due to 
stripping shops by 29%. 

None of the furniture stripping facilities in Southern California had effective ventilation 
systems. Higher air flow and more effective ventilation systems were built, installed and 
tested in three facilities during IRTA's earlier NIOSH project. Two of the higher air flow 
systems were tested during this project to determine the extent to which they could be 
effective in reducing the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor. One of the ventilation 
systems, the lower cost system, was capable of capturing between 60 and 70% of the 
METH emitted from stripping operations. A second more expensive ventilation system 
was capable of capturing about 90% of the l\1ETH emitted from stripping operations. 
The results indicated that these systems have good potential for reducing the MICR at the 
nearest offsite receptor due to l\1ETH emissions. It was estimated that the reduction in 
the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor that could be achieved through use of these 
systems is between 13 and 17%. 

One of the best low-METH alternative strippers was also tested with the old and new 
higher air flow ventilation systems. Total stripper I\IBTH emissions of the alternative 
stripper were lower than METH emissions of the baseline stripper. This is because the 
alternative stripper contained between 50 and 60% METH whereas the baseline stripper 
contained about 80% METH. The alternative stripper tests also indicated that the total 
volume of alternative stripper that was used is lower than that of the baseline. This is 
because the vapor pressure of the alternative stripper is much lower than the vapor 
pressure of the baseline stripper. Because the two best alternative stripping formulations 
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contain other materials that may be toxic, use of the alternatives may increase the risk of 
different toxicity endpoints. 

The MICR at the nearest offsite receptor posed by a typical facility probably cannot be 
reduced to 25 in a million, the MICR threshold level specified in the SCAQMD rule that 
regulates toxic emissions from existing facilities. Even so, use of the two methods for 
reducing exposure to METH emissions at the nearest offsite receptor could have a 
significant impact on lowering that MICR location. The testing and analysis indicate that 
the MICR reduction at the nearest offsite receptor due to METH emissions could be 
achieved through use of both an alternative low-METH stripper and a higher air flow 
ventilation system in the order of40%. 

The SCAQMD plans to develop a technology-based regulation for the furniture stripping 
industry in 2002 as part of their risk reduction strategy. A limited cost analysis was 
performed here to determine the effects on stripping shops of a regulation that required 
the adoption of low-METH strippers and high air flow ventilation systems. The results 
indicate that these shops would incur an increased cost that represents between 6 and 9% 
of their profits. 
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II. BACKGROUND ON FURNITURE STRIPPING IN CALIFORNIA 

There may be as many as 250 firms in a four county area (Los Angeles, Orange, San 
Bernardino and Riverside Counties) that strip, repair and refinish wood furniture and 
other wood items. The Southern California area accounts for about half the stripping 
facilities in the state which indicates that there may be about 500 stripping facilities 
statewide. These firms are virtually all small businesses with one to five employees. 
Some of the companies perform only stripping; others have both stripping and refinishing 
operations. 

The largest strippers use equipment to apply the stripper. The most widely used type of 
equipment is the flow tray which is a shallow sloped tray with a drain at one end. The 
stripper is applied with a pump and a brush. A few strippers use dip tanks instead of a 
flow tray to strip furniture. Some shops have both a dip tank and a flow tray. The vast 
majority of strippers use very little stripper and they apply it by hand either in a coating 
booth, outside or in their facility without ventilation. The physical details of the stripping 
operation are described in more detail later. 

STRIPPER USE 

The use of stripper varies widely from firm to firm. Table 2-1 provides estimates of the 
stripper usage for the industry using the assumption that there are 248 firms that perform 
stripping in the Southern California Basin and twice that number in the state. The survey 
results from the earlier SCAQMD project indicated that 248 firms in the Basin used 
METH formulations for stripping. Perhaps two or three of the largest strippers use more 
than 1,200 gallons of stripper per year. An estimated 15 strippers use between 700 and 
1,200 gallons of stripper annually. About 20 strippers use between 200 and 700 gallons 
per year. The smallest strippers, about half of the firms in the Basin, use less than 5 
gallons of stripper per year. The remaining strippers, 86 of them, use between 5 and 200 
gallons of stripper per year. 

Assuming that the South Coast Basin accounts for about half the strippers in the state, the 
statewide distribution might be expected to be similar. On this basis, there may be as 
many as 496 stripping facilities in California. Perhaps six of those stripping facilities use 
between 1,200 and 2,000 gallons of stripper annually and 40 of them use between 700 
and 1,200 gallons of stripper per year. The vast majority of the stripping facilities use 
less than five gallons of stripper per year. 

Table 2-1 
Estimated Annual Stripper Usage 

Annual Stripper Usage 
(gallons Qer year) 
1,200 - 2,000 

Number ofFirms 
in South Coast Basin 

3 

Number ofFirms 
in California 

6 

700 - 1,200 15 30 

200 - 700 20 40 

5 - 200 86 172 

<5 124 248 
Total 248 496 
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WOOD AND COATING TYPES 

Various types of woods are used to make wood items and furniture. A variety of coating 
types are also used on the woods. The most important factor in the stripping process is 
the type of coating that needs to be stripped. Stripper effectiveness is determined by its 
ability to strip the coating and the wood type is comparatively unimportant. 

The most common type of coating that requires stripping today is the conventional 
solventborne coating. This type of coating represents more than 50% of the coatings that 
require stripping by furniture strippers. Between 20 and 30% of the coatings encountered 
are conventional clear varnishes which include shellacs. Cross-linked clear finishes that 
also fall into this category have begun to be used over the last 15 or 20 years. Waterborne 
latex and acrylic coatings and high performance cross-linked pigmented and dear 
coatings account for the remaining 15 to 20% of the finishes encountered by furniture 
strippers today. 

The waterborne, cross-linked and pigmented coatings are more difficult to strip than the 
traditional solventborne lacquers. The mix of coatings furniture strippers encounter will 
change in the future because of the regulations requiring greater use of low VOC 
coatings. Furniture strippers must be able to rely on effective strippers capable of 
removing a wide range ofcoatings. 

REGULATIONS ON FURNITURE STRIPPING SHOPS 

The companies that perform stripping in California are faced with regulations at the 
federal and local/state level. 

OSHA Regulation 

On January 10, 1997, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
finalized a regulation on methylene chloride that was under development for 10 years. It 
lowered the Permissible Exposure Level (PEL) of methylene chloride from 500 ppm to 
25 ppm over an 8-hour time-weighted average (TWA). The regulation established a 
Short-Term Exposure Limit (STEL) of 125 ppm; the previous STEL was set at 1,000 
ppm. 

The regulation also established a so-called action level of 12.5 ppm. If the workers' 
exposure exceeds 12.5 ppm, the employers must institute exposure monitoring and 
medical surveillance. If the exposure is above the action level, monitoring is required 
every six months; if the exposure is above the PEL, monitoring is required more often, 
every three months. Where the action level is exceeded, the employees with exposure to 
:METH for more than 30 days per year must see a health care provider and this must be 
paid for by the employer. 

EPA Title V Operating Program 

Title V is a federal program that requires certain sources to obtain an operating permit 
and to provide notification of significant changes in that permit. Sources that have the 
potential to emit more than IO tons per year of an individual HAP or 25 tons per year of 
combined HAPs are subject to the program. In most air district jurisdictions, actual 
emissions of an individual HAP that are between 4.5 and 8 tons per year could be pulled 
into the program. Some of the largest furniture strippers--those emitting more than about 
900 gallons of stripper per year--could be required to obtain a Title V permit. 
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SCAQMD Rules 

The SCAQMD rule that regulates stripper used by furniture stripping firms in Southern 
California is Rule 1136 "Wood Products Coatings." It limits strippers to those with a 
Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) content of 350 grams per liter of material or less or 
those that have a composite vapor pressure of 2 mm Hg or less. METH is not classified 
as a VOC; the other components in stripping formulations are the contributors to the 
VOC content of the stripper. Many of the other local air districts in California have 
regulations that have requirements similar to SCAQMD Rule 1136. 

Another SCAQMD rule that has had a substantial effect on furniture stripping firtp.s in 
Southern California is Rule 1401 "New Source Review of Carcinogenic- Air 
Contaminants." This rule contains a list of chemicals that are considered carcinogens, 
including METH. New firms and firms that relocate or modify their operation that use 
one of the listed chemicals are covered by the rule requirements. The rule requires that 
the MICR posed by the facility not exceed 1 in a million. If the facility installs Toxics 
Best Available Control Technology (T-BACT), then the MICR must not exceed 10 in a 
million. The Maximum Individual Cancer Risk or ::MICR is defined in Rule 1401 as the 
estimated probability ofa potential maximally exposed individual contracting cancer as a 
result of exposure to toxic air contaminants over a period of 70 years for residential and 
46 years for worker receptor locations. 

SCAQMD Rule 1402 "Control of Toxic Air Contaminants from Existing Sources" 
affects existing stripping shops. Rule 1402 requires that existing facilities reduce MICR 
to no more than 25 in a million. Currently, Rule 1402 applies to larger AB2588 facilities 
and all of these facilities have prepared and submitted risk assessments to the District. 
An additional 7,500 facilities in the South Coast Basin are likely to pose an MICR higher 
than 25 in a million. Because there are so many of these facilities and because many of 
them are small businesses, the District will not require them to perform risk assessments. 
The SCAQMD plans to develop technology based industry specific regulations for 
several industries including furniture strippers. The furniture stripping regulation will be 
developed in 2002. 

Other local air districts in the state have toxics policies and regulations. These policies 
and regulations affect the METH emissions from furniture stripping facilities. 

TECHNOLOGIBS FOR REDUCING METH USE/EMISSIONS 

The aim of the project described here was to identify and test technologies for reducing 
the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor posed by furniture stripping facilities. Two 
methods that accomplish both of these aims are available and they were both investigated 
during this project. 

First, the MICR can be reduced through the use of strippers that do not contain METH or 
contain lower concentrations of METH thereby reducing emissions of METH. Second, 
exposure to METH emissions at the MICR location can be reduced through use of 
effective high air flow ventilation systems. Such systems capture METH emissions from 
the stripping operations and send emissions out the ventilation stack(s). The nearest 
offsite receptor 25 meters from the stripping source is exposed to a lower concentration 
of METH and the MICR at that receptor is lower. The work that was performed during 
this project to investigate the effectiveness of these methods is described in Section III 
and Section IV. 
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INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION 

As part of IRTA's earlier project for SCAQ!\.,ID, IR.TA conducted a survey of furniture 
strippers in the Southern California area to determine their current practices and their 
future plans. Some of the survey results are presented here to serve as a background 
description of the industry. 

One of the sections of the questionnaire was designed to determine what types of 
equipment the stripping firms used to strip the wood furniture and other wood items. As 
mentioned earlier, most stripping shops use a flow tray for stripping the furniture. Dip 
tanks are sometimes used for primary stripping but often they are used to soak items that 
are difficult to strip. After these items have been soaked, they are generally placed io the 
flow tray for stripping. 

Figures 2-1 through 2-3 show various views of a flow tray used in a typical stripping 
operation. It is a sloped shallow tank eight feet long and four feet wide with a drain at the 
lower end. The stripper is pumped through a brush from a five gallon container. The 
item to be stripped is placed in the tray and the worker moves the brush over the part 
vigorously. At times it is necessary to scrape the item to completely remove the coating. 

Fi re 2-1 : Side View of a T ical Flow Tra 

Figures 2-4 and 2-5 show photographs of a typical ventilation system that is connected to 
a flow tray. Figure 2-4 shows a top view of the flow tray with the ventilation system 
hook-up. There are several vent ports along the back of the flow tray that draw the 
METH-laden air from the front of the flow tray, where the worker stands, to the back of 
the tray. In other words, the air is drawn away from the worker to prevent exposure. The 
air is collected in a four-inch vent pipe and is exhausted, with a blower, through a duct 
out of the facility. Figure 2-5 shows another view of the flow tray. 
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Figure 2-3: View ofTypical Flow Tray and Formulation Drum 



When the worker is finished stripping the wood item, it is transferred to the water wash 
booth. Figure 2-6 shows a typical water wash booth. High pressure spray wands 
containing water and oxalic acid are used to rinse the remaining stripper and coating 
residue from the item. The oxalic acid is used to brighten the wood surface. On the left 
hand wall of the water wash booth, the duct to the vent system is clearly visible in Figure 
2-6. 

Some furniture stripping shops use a dip tank instead of a flow tray for stripping. In these 
cases, the dip tank has a sloped cover on which the item to be stripped is placed. A pump 
delivers the stripper to the item and the residual stripper flows back into the dip tank. 
Some stripping firms have both a flow tray and a dip tank. In this case, the dip tank is 
used to pre-soak certain wood items that have tough coatings. When the item is ready to 
be stripped, it is moved to the flow tray and stripped as described above. The dip tank, in 
this case, is also used as a repository for the used stripper from the flow tray. 
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Figure 2-4: Flow Tray Ventilation System Figure 2-5: Another View of Flow Tray Ventilation System 

Figure 2-6: Tvoical Water Wash Booth 
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Figures 2-7 and 2-8 show a dip tank from a facility that has both a flow tray and a dip 
tank. The dip tank has a recessed lid. When the lid is opened, if the tank has a 
ventilation system, the blower draws air from the tank. In this case, the dip tank is 
connected to a vent system as shown in Figure 2-7. Figure 2-8 shows a view of the 
ventilation system connected to both the dip tank and a flow tray. 

••. 

·,.···.·. ·.;, . 
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SURVEY RESULTS 

The survey for IRTA's SCAQMD project was mailed to 397 firms located in the four
county area of the South Coast Basin. Of these, 18 were duplicates or were not viable 
businesses. This left a total of 379 firms that were surveyed. IR.TA received fourteen of 
the surveys back. IR TA staff then placed telephone calls to the remaining strippers to fill 
out the survey information for the firms. Of the 379 businesses, IRTA did not obtain 
survey responses from 214. IR.TA was not able to contact some of these, some did not 
return phone calls and some refused to answer the questions. Of the 3 79 firms surveyed, 
165 ended up providing information to complete the surveys. This represents 44% of the 
surveyed population. 

Of the 165 firms surveyed, 57 of the firms or about 35%, did no stripping. This left 108 
firms or 65% that conduct stripping operations. Some 214 facilities did not respond to 
the survey. Assuming the same percentages as for the 165 survey respondents, this 
would add an additional 140 firms that conduct stripping. The total number of firms that 
conduct stripping in the Basin could amount to 248. 

Of the 108 firms that responded to the survey and performed stripping, 24 used a flow 
tray only for stripping, 8 used both a flow tray and a dip tank and 3 used a dip tank only. 
The total number of firms that used equipment was 35 which represented 32% of the 
survey respondents. The larger more sophisticated strippers would be more likely to 
respond to the survey. It is doubtful that the percentage of the remaining firms with 
equipment is as high as the percentage of the survey respondents. Industry sources place 
the number of firms that have equipment at about 50. 

The firms that do not have equipment reported that they applied the stripper by hand in 
various locations in the facility. Some indicated that they stripped outside; others 
reported that they stripped inside the facility; still others indicated that they stripped 
inside a coating booth. 

The survey results on the types of equipment used by furniture strippers are summarized 
in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 
Survey Results--Stripping Equipment 

# Surveys sent 379 

# Survey respondents 165 

# Firms that perform stripping 108 

# Firms with flow 
trays only 

24 

# Firms with dip 
tanks only 

3 

# Firms with flow tray 
and dip tank 

8 

Total number of firms 
with equipment 

35 



Of the 24 facilities that perform stripping in a flow tray only, 10 did not have a 
ventilation system. Of the remaining 14 facilities, 11 indicated that they did not know the 
horse power of the blower. Of the remaining 3, one indicated the shop had a 1 horse 
power blower which would suggest an 800 to 2,000 cfm ventilation system. The other 
two indicated their shops had a 5 and 15 horse power blower which are obviously 
incorrect. 

Ofthe 3 facilities that have dip tanks only, one reported having no ventilation system. Of 
the remaining two shops, one did not know the blower horsepower and the other 
indicated the ventilation system had a one-half horsepower blower which would suggest a 
500 to 1,000 cfm system. · 

Of the 8 firms that used both a flow tray and a dip tank, 6 had vents on the flow tray and 
5 of the 6 also had vents on the dip tank. Three of these also had vents on the water wash 
booth. In all cases, the horse power of the blowers on the flow tray and the dip tank in 
the facilities was the same.· One facility did not know the horsepower of the blower. 
Two facilities had one-half horsepower blowers, 2 had three-fourths horsepower blowers 
and 1 had a one horse power blower. 

Of the facilities that have stripping equipment (flow trays or dip tanks), 11 indicated they 
would be willing to purchase new higher air flow ventilation systems, 21 indicated they 
would not be willing to purchase new systems and 3 did not know. 

The survey results on the ventilation systems are summarized in Table 2-2. 

Table 2-2 
Survey Results--Ventilation Systems 

# Survey respondents with equipment 35 

# Firms with flow tray only 24 

# That have ventilation system 14 

# Firms with dip tank only 3 

# That have ventilation system 2 

# Firms with flow tray and dip tank - 8 

# That have ventilation system 6 
on flow tray 

# That have ventilation system 5 
on dip tank 

# Firms that would be willing to purchase 11 
better ventilation equipment 

The third section of the questionnaire focused on whether firms would be willing to adopt 
new low-METH formulations. The survey asked if shops would be willing to pay 10%, 
20% or 50% more. Of the 108 facilities that performed stripping, 20 indicated they did 
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not know whether they would be willing to adopt an alternative formulation, 13 indicated 
they would not and 75 indicated that they would adopt an alternative stripper. Of these 
75 facilities, 26 said they would pay 10% more, 14 said they would pay 20% more and 5 
said they would pay 50% more. The remaining 30 facilities said they would not pay 
more for alternative formulations. 

The survey results on alternative strippers are summarized in Table 2-3. 

Table 2-3 
Survey Results--Reformulated Stripper 

# Firms that perform stripping 108 

# Firms that would not adopt 
alternative stripper 

13 

# Firms that did not know 20 

# Firms that would adopt 
alternative stripper 

75 

# Firms that would not pay more 30 

# Firms that would pay 10% more 26 

# Firms that would pay 20% more 14 

# Firms that would pay 50% more 5 

The results of the survey indicate that only about 38 stripping shops m Southern 
California are large enough to use equipment for stripping. It is likely that these 
companies use a larger amount of stripper than facilities without equipment. These 
companies are the ones that pose the highest MICR. 

The survey results also indicate that most stripping companies with equipment have 
inadequate, if any, ventilation systems. Higher air flow ventilation systems might be 
effective in dispersing emissions of METH from the ventilation stack( s) resulting in a 
reduction in the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor due to emissions ofMETH. 

The survey results indicate that many firms would be willing to adopt an alternative 
stripper. · In some cases, these companies would even be willing to use an alternative 
stripper that was more costly than the stripper they use currently. Use of alternative low
or non-METH strippers is potentially an effective method of reducing emissions of 
METH thereby reducing cancer risk these facilities pose. 
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ill. TESTS OF ALTERNATIVE STRIPPERS 

A baseline and eight alternative stripping formulations were tested in two furniture 
stripping facilities during the project. The best performing two alternative strippers were 
further tested in four stripping shops to determine their longer-term viability. One of the 
criteria for alternative strippers tested during this project was that they meet the VOC 
levels set by SCAQMD Rule 1136 so they could be used legally in Southern California. 
Since many other air districts in the state use the same standards as the SCAQMD, they 
could likely be used in other parts of California as well. This means that the strippers 
must contain 350 grams per liter or less VOC or have a vapor pressure less than 2. mm 
Hg. A second criterion was that the alternative strippers were limited to those approved 
by the fire departments. Many flammable strippers would be discarded on this basis. 
The third criterion was that the alternative strippers could not be clearly more toxic than 
the methylene chloride baseline stripper. As discussed below, it is difficult to compare 
the toxicity of some of the stripper components with the toxicity of METH. This section 
discusses the baseline stripping formulation, the alternative strippers that were tested, the 
testing conditions and the results ofthe stripping tests. 

BASELINE STRIPPING FORMULATION 

The stripper most commonly used today by most firms has the following approximate 
composition: 

• 70 to 85% METH 
• 8 to 15% methanol 
• 5 to 10% other ingredients 

The METH is the active agent that penetrates the coating film and lifts the coating from 
the surface of the wood. The methanol acts synergistically to enhance the stripping 
capability of the METH. The other ingredients include other VOC solvents, surfactants 
to make the stripper rinseable and wax to hold the volatile METH on the surface long 
enough to strip the coating. 

The stripping formulation that served as the baseline stripper for the tests of alternative 
strippers that were conducted for this project is made by Benco Sales. A Material Safety 
Data Sheet (MSDS) for the stripper, called Benco #B7 Industrial Paint Remover, is 
included in Appendix A. This particular stripping formulation is blended by the firm that 
sells stripper to most of the furniture strippers in Southern California. 

The MSDS for the baseline stripper, called B7, indicates that the VOC content of the 
stripper is 244 grams per liter. This meets the SCAQMD Rule 1136 limit for VOC 
content. 

ALTERNATIVE STRIPPING FORMULATIONS 

Several classes of alternative stripping formulations have been investigated and tested 
over the years. These can generally be categorized as flammable strippers, combustible 
strippers and low-METH content strippers. Flammable and combustible strippers-
strippers that contain no METH--have received the most attention as potential 
alternatives in the past. 

Flammable strippers commonly consist of blends of low flash point solvents including 
acetone and methanol. One problem with these strippers is that they are dangerous 
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because ofthe flammability. In fact, most fire departments will not allow the use of these 
stripping formulations in flow trays or dip tanks. Another problem with these strippers is 
that they are not very effective. No flammable strippers were tested in this project. 

Combustible strippers are commonly composed of low vapor pressure solvents like n
methyl pyrrolidone (NMP), dibasic esters (DBE) and terpenes or their blends. Generally, 
in the tests that have been conducted to date, these strippers have also had performance 
problems. The flammable and combustible strippers can often strip older coating types, 
like solventborne lacquer coatings and varnishes, fairly well. They are much less 
effective than the traditional METH-based products on the newer coatings, like cross
linked and water-based paints. As the base of furniture moves more toward the newer 
coating types, the flammable and combustible products may prove even less effective 
overall. 

In IRTA' s earlier project sponsored by NIOSH, three non-METH combustible strippers 
were tested. One of these was based on terpenes and another was based on DBE. Both 
of these strippers performed extremely poorly. The third non-METH stripper that was 
tested contained NMP and, although it did not perform particularly well, it did perform 
much better than the terpene or DBE strippers. During this project, IRTA decided not to 
test terpene or DBE formulations. 

In order to conduct a good comparative analysis of non-METH alternative strippers, three 
combustible strippers were tested. The first of these contains NMP as the primary 
component. The second stripper that was tested contains NMP and a solvent fairly new 
to the market called Soy Gold. It is classified as a combustible stripper. The third 
stripper contains Soy Gold and tert-butyl acetate (TBAC). It, too, is classified as a 
combustible stripper. IRTA decided to test a formulation containing TBAC because the 
producers of the chemical have petitioned EPA to exempt the chemical from VOC 
regulations. EPA has proposed but not finalized the exemption. The specific 
formulations are discussed in more detail below. 

NMP Product 

The MSDS for this product, called B23 Industrial Paint Remover, is shown in Appendix 
B. It consists of 50 to 65% NMP and 15 to 25% aliphatic petroleum distillates. The 
balance, three different glycol ethers, each account for 5 to 12%. The product has a high 
VOC content, probably in the range of 8 to 9 pounds per gallon since all of the 
components are VOCs. The MSDS indicates that the vapor pressure of the stripper is less 
than 10 mm Hg. The vapor pressure ofNMP is less than 1 mm Hg. The vapor pressure 
of petroleum distillates is about 2 mm Hg. The vapor pressure of the mixture is probably 
no higher than 2 mm Hg which meets the SCAQMD Rule 1136 cutoff level of2 mm Hg. 

NMP is a reproductive and developmental toxin. Over the last few years, it has been 
added to EPA' s Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) list because of its toxicity. A petition to 
add the chemical to Proposition 65 is pending. Aliphatic petroleum distillates contains 
small amounts of aromatic fractions. This means there are probably trace quantities of 
components like benzene which is an established human carcinogen, toluene which 
causes central nervous system damage and xylene which can cause birth defects. 

NMP, because it is established as a reproductive and developmental toxin, may not meet 
the requirement that the alternative strippers be less toxic than the baseline stripper. 
Because the stripper based on :NMP was thought likely to be the best alternative non
METH stripper, the project team decided it should be tested for completeness. It was 
always clear, however, that the toxicity ofNMP was an issue of concern. 
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NMP/Soy Gold Product 

The MSDS for this stripper, called CAE6 Industrial Paint Remover, is included in 
Appendix C. Soy is a combination of alkyl methyl esters. It is a low vapor pressure 
material that has a fairly low VOC content, in the range of 90 grams per liter. The 
company that offers the product promotes its use in paint stripping. The project team 
decided it was worth testing the soy product in combination with NMP which is the best 
combustible stripper. 

As the MSDS for this product indicates, it contains between 50 and 65% NMP, 15 to 
25% of the soy and 15 to 25% of aliphatic petroleum distillates. The vapor pressure is 
less than 10 mm Hg and it is probably low enough to meet the 2 mm Hg regulatory cutoff 
limit. 

Soy Gold/TBAC Product 

The MSDS for this stripper, called Benco CAE8 Industrial Paint Remover, is provided in 
Appendix D. It is composed of between 50 and 65% soy or alkyl methyl esters, 15 to 
25% TBAC and 5 to 15% methanol. 

IR.TA wanted to test a stripper containing TBAC. The manufacturer of TBAC has 
petitioned EPA to exempt TBAe from voe regulations and the petition is pending. 
TBAC, however, even if it is exempted, may pose toxicity problems. TBAe itself has 
not been tested for chronic toxicity so nothing can be concluded about whether or to what 
extent it may be toxic. The chemical is metabolized in the. body to tert-butyl alcohol, 
however, and tert-butyl alcohol is considered a carcinogen. As is true for the NMP based 
strippers, stripping formulations based on TBAe may not substantially reduce the 
toxicity of the current stripper. 

If TBAe is exempted from voe regulations, the voe content of this stripper would be 
very low in light of the low voe content of the other major component, Soy. The vapor 
pressure of the blend, as indicated on the MSDS, is less than 10 mm Hg and it is likely to 
be less than 2 mm Hg, the regulatory cutoff level. 

Low-METH Content Strippers 

The other category of strippers that were tested during the project contain lower METH 
concentrations than the baseline B7 stripper. Five low-METH content strippers were 
tested during this project. 

METH/NMP Product. The MSDS for the first product is shown in Appendix E. This 
stripper, called Benco B25 Industrial Paint Remover, contains between 40 and 50% 
METH which can be compared with the 80 to 85% in the baseline B7 stripper. The NMP 
content of the stripper is 20 to 30%. The balance of the stripper is various voe solvents 
including glycol ethers and methanol. The stripper, at 291 grams per liter voe content, 
meets the 350 grams per liter cutoff level of SCAQMD Rule 1136. 

The chemicals in the B25 stripping formulation that have replaced METH in the B7 are 
all fairly toxic. NMP, as mentioned above, is a reproductive and developmental toxin 
and 2-butoxy ethanol, a glycol ether, is a listed HAP. METH is an animal carcinogen and 
it is not clear that replacing the METH with other compounds that have a different toxic 
endpoint leads to a reduction in toxicity. 
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METH/TBAC Product. The MSDS for the second low-METH content stripper, called 
CAE2 Industrial Paint Remover, is shown in Appendix F. This stripper is similar to the 
METH/NMP stripper described above but the stripper contains TBAC instead of NMP. 
Again the stripping formulation contains 40 to 50% METH instead of the 80% in the 
baseline B7 stripper. It also contains 20 to 30% TBAC. As mentioned earlier, TBAC 
metabolizes to tert-butyl alcohol, a carcinogen. The balance of the stripper is methanol 
and two glycol ethers. 

The stripper is rated at 144 grams per liter VOC content which meets the cutoff level of 
350 grams per liter in SCAQMD Rule 1136. The VOC content was determined under the 
assumption that TBAC will be exempt from VOC regulations. 

METH/Soy Gold Product. The MSDS for this product, designated CAE3 Industrial Paint 
Stripper, is shown in Appendix G. This low-METH product, like B25 and CAE2, 
contains between 40 and 50% METH. It also contains 20 to 300/4 alkyl methyl esters or 
soy. The balance, like B25 and CAE2, is methanol and glycol ethers. This stripper is 
attractive because the alkyl methyl esters are likely to be very low in toxicity and they 
have a very low VOC content. The VOC content ofthe stripper is listed at 142 grams per 
liter which meets the SCAQMD Rule 1136 requirement. 

METH/Propylene Carbonate. The MSDS for this product, deemed CAE4 Industrial Paint 
Remover, is provided in Appendix H. Like the other low-METH products, this stripper 
contains between 40 and 50% METH. This particular product contains 20 to 30% 1,3-
dioxolan-2-one, methyl which is otherwise known as propylene carbonate. The reason 
this stripper was formulated is because propylene carbonate has been touted as a good 
paint stripping agent for several years. Again, similarly to the other low-METH products, 
this stripper contains methanol and glycol ethers. Propylene carbonate has unknown 
toxicity. The VOC content of the stripper is 352 grams per liter just slightly above the 
threshold of350 grams per liter listed in SCAQMD Rule 1136. 

METH/NMP/TBAC/Soy Gold Product. The MSDS for this product, called CAE7, is 
shown in Appendix I. Like the other low-METH strippers tested in this project, CAE7 
contains between 40 and 50% METH. It also contains methanol and between 8 and 15% 
ofNMP, TBAC and Soy Gold. The VOC content is listed at 125 grams per liter which 
meets the cutoff level for SCAQMD Rule 1136. Again, the toxicity ofNMP and TBAC 
present problems for this formulation. 

Table 3-1 summarizes the baseline and eight different strippers that were tested in the 
project. 
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Table 3-1 
Strippers.Tested During Project 

Stripper Ingredients VOC Content 
(grams/liter) 

B7 Baseline 

B23B 

CAE6 

CAE8 

B25 

CAE2 

CAE3 

CAE4 

CAE7 

METH 
methanol 
glycol ethers 
wetting agents 
wax 

244 

m.,,ip 

aliphatic petroleum 
distillates 
glycol ethers 

m.,,ip 

aliphatic petroleum 
distillates 

672 

soy 

Soy 
TBAC 
methanol 
surfactants 

79a 

METH 
m.,,ip 

methanol 
glycol ethers 
surfactants 

291 

wax 

METH 
TBAC 
methanol 
glycol ethers 
surfactants 

144a 

wax 

METH 142 
soy 
methanol 
glycol ethers 
surfactants 
wax 

METH 
propylene carbonate 
methanol 
glycol ethers 
surfactants 

352 

wax 

METH 
m.,,ip 

TBAC 

125a 

soy 
methanol 
surfactants 
wax 

Vapor Pressure 
(mm Hg) 

<300 

< 10 

< 10 

< 10 

< 300 

< 300 

<300 

< 300 

< 300 

a Assumes TBAe is exempt from voe regulations with a voe content ofzero grams per liter 
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Note that the low-METH strippers in Table 3-l--B25, CAE2, CAE3, CAE4 and CAE7-
all have parallel constructions. That is, they all contain METH at the same percentage. 
Four of them--B25, CAE2, CAE3 and CAE4--contain one additional active ingredient as 
well as methanol, glycol ethers, surfactants and wax. In addition to METH, CAE7 
contains three active ingredients (NMP, soy and TBAC) instead of the glycol ethers and 
also contains methanol, surfactants and wax. 

ALTERNATIVE STRIPPER TESTS 

Two facilities in the South Coast Basin were selected for the extensive comparative tests 
of the baseline and eight alternative strippers listed in Table 3-1. The owners agreed to 
assist the project team in carrying out the tests of alternative strippers. The test facilities 
include: 

• Strip Joint 
136 No. Catalina Ave. 
Redondo Beach, CA 90277 

• Sunset Strip 
17381 Nichols St. #F 
Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Each of these facilities has both a dip tank and a flow tray. Both also have a rinse booth. 
The Strip Joint personnel strip furniture three days a week, 8 hours per day. Sunset Strip 
generally strips a few days each week for several hours. The two facilities are busy shops 
and fall into the category of larger strippers. 

The nine strippers that were tested at Strip Joint include: 

• B7 baseline stripper 
• B23B 
• CAE6 
• CAE8 
• B25 
• CAE2 
• CAE3 
• CAE4 
• CAE7 

Out of the eight alternatives, three performed well at Strip Joint. Only the baseline 
stripper and the three best low-METH alternative strippers were tested at Sunset Strip. 

Benco Sales, the firm that provides stripping formulations and equipment to most of the 
Southern California furniture strippers, donated the B7 baseline stripper for the tests. The 
company also sells B23B stripper to a few strippers in the country. Benco Sales also 
specially formulated the seven additional alternative strippers for this project. 

The tests of the baseline and alternative strippers were conducted during a two-day 
session at Strip Joint and a one-day session at Sunset Strip. The facilities each collected 
items with different types of coatings in advance of the scheduled stripping sessions. In 
particular, they tried, to the extent possible, to select matched items that could be used for 
comparison of the strippers. Examples of matched items include bureaus with several 
drawers and sets of several identical chairs. 
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Tests of the two best alternative strippers and the baseline stripper were conducted at two 
additional stripping facilities to select the alternative stripper that performed best. The 
two additional facilities are: 

• Los Angeles Stripping & Finishing Center 
1120 N. San Fernando Rd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90065 

• Stripper Herk 
2015 1/2 Main Street 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Criteria for Stripping Formulations 

Four performance criteria were selected for determining the ability of the strippers to 
strip the wide variety of the coatings encountered by furniture strippers. Another 
criterion that was thought to be important, since these facilities are virtually always small 
businesses, is the cost of the alternative stripper. The five criteria that were compared 
are: 

• stripping time 
• ease of removal 
• removal quality 
• usage based on volume/coverage area 
• cost 

During the preparation for the stripper testing, the project team agreed that it would be 
best to fix the stripping time for each of the strippers. As discussed in more detail below, 
this decision was made because it was anticipated that some of the stripping formulations 
might not be especially effective. If the stripping time was to be determined, the 
stripping formulation tests might have had to last for weeks. With the time fixed, the 
other variables could be measured quantitatively or qualitatively. 

Ease of removal is a characteristic that must be judged qualitatively by the worker 
performing the stripping. If the stripper completely stripped the coating, then there 
appeared to be no difference between the strippers in the removal quality. In cases where 
the stripper did not completely strip the coating, the removal quality was obviously not as 
good. 

The time allotted for stripping with each of the strippers was set at between 40 and 45 
minutes. The worker stripped various items which were part of matched pairs for this 
period. After each item was stripped, the worker used the water wash booth to rinse each 
piece. Finally, the worker placed the items in the drying area. 

At each of the two major test facilities, furniture pieces made of a variety of woods were 
stripped. These included ash, oak, pine, walnut, mahogany, teak and poplar. The coating 
types were also varied and included lacquer, varnish and pigmented coating. The worker 
qualitatively evaluated the ease of removal of the coating and, if all of the coating was 
removed, the removal quality was judged to be good. 

The stripper usage was logged for each of the stripping formulations by weighing the 
stripper container before and after stripping. The cost was estimated only for the best 
performing alternative strippers. 
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The stripping tests were recorded in photographs. In what follows, the photographs are 
included and their content is discussed. 

Photographs From Initial Screening Stripper Tests at Strip Joint 

Figure 3-1 shows an example of two cabinet doors that were stripped at the Strip Joint. 
Figure 3-2 shows an example of a chair that was stripped during the stripping tests. 

Figure 3-3 shows an example of a drawer with a difficult to remove pigmented coating 
and Figure 3-4 shows an example of another drawer. 

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show the worker applying the B7 baseline stripper to cabinet doors in 
the flow tray. Figure 3-7 shows a view of the worker rinsing one of the stripped items in 
the water wash booth. 

Figures 3-8 through 3-13 show the quality of several items that are drying after being 
stripped with the B 7 baseline stripper. They include two sets of drawers, two chairs and 
two cabinet doors. Note that the coatings are completely removed :from the items. 

Figures 3-14 through 3-19 show the furniture that was stripped with the B23B stripper 
which contains NMP and DBE but no METH. The stripped items include two drawers, 
two chairs and two cabinet doors. The coatings have been removed adequately from the 
chairs because they contain lacquers. The drawers, however, particularly the one shown 
in Figure 3-14 which had a pigmented coating, still contain portions of the coating. The 
paint has not been completely stripped from one of the cabinet doors shown in Figure 3-
19. 

Figures 3-20 through 3-25 show the furniture that was stripped with the CAE6 stripping 
formulation which contains NMP and soy gold but no METH. Again, this non-METH 
stripper had difficulty in removing all of the coatings. The coatings on the drawers in 
particular were not fully removed. In Figure 3-20, for example, the pigmented coating on 
the drawer is still largely intact. The stripper even had difficulty in removing the lacquer 
stain on the cabinet doors as shown in Figure 3-24. 

Figures 3-26 through 3-30 show the p.imiture items that were stripped with the CAE8 
stripping formulation. This formulation contains soy gold and TBAC but does not 
contain METH. Like B23B and CAE6, the other non-METH strippers, CAE8 performed 
very poorly. The stripper could not remove the stain from the drawer in Figure 3-26 or 
the pigmented coating from the drawer in Figure 3-27. The formulation also could not 
effectively remove the coatings from the cabinet doors shown in Figure 3-29 and 3-30. 

Figures 3-31 through 3-36 show the furniture stripped with B25, the low-METH stripper 
that contains NMP. This coating stripped all of the furniture items well. It was very 
effective in removing even the pigmented coating from the drawer shown in Figure 3-32. 
It removed the coatings well from the chair base and the chair shown in Figures 3-33 and 
3-34 respectively. It also removed the cabinet door coatings as shown in Figures 3-35 
and 3-36. 

Figures 3-37 through 3-42 show the furniture items stripped with CAE2, the low-METH 
stripping formulation that also contains TBAC. All items were stripped effectively 
including the pigmented coating on the drawer shown in Figure 3-38. 

Figures 3-43 through 3-48 show the items stripped with CAE3, the low-METH 
formulation containing soy. This stripper did not perform as well as the other two low-
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~TH strippers, B25 and CAE2. It also separated into two distinct components during 
the stripping and became less effective as time passed. 

Figures 3-49 through 3-54 show the items stripped with CAE4, the low-METH stripping 
formulation containing propylene carbonate. This stripper did not work as well as the 
other low-METH strippers, B25 and CAE2. It was not able to remove the pigmented 
coating from the drawer in Figure 3-50. 

Figures 3-55 through 3-60 show the furniture that was stripped with CAE7, the low
~TH stripper that contains NMP, soy and TBAC. This stripper did not perform as well 
as two of the other low-~TH strippers, B25 and CAE2. It was not capable of stripping 
the pigmented coating from the drawer shown in Figure 3-56. It also left some resid1:1e of 
the stain on the chair support shown in Figure 3-58. 

Figure 3-61 shows the stripped furniture piled in the drying area in groups for each 
stripper. The appearance of this furniture was used to judge the stripping ability of each 
of the strippers. 

Comparison ofAlternative Strippers at Strip Joint 

In many cases, it is difficult to determine a visual difference in the strippers from the 
photographs. For one thing, the lighting and angle make a difference. Another issue is 
that several of the strippers stripped some of the items which contain an easily stripped 
lacquer coating fairly well. 

The stripping time for the tests was fixed. The worker stripped similar pieces of furniture 
with each stripper. The worker that performed the stripping at the Strip Joint gave his 
opinion of the strippers. He liked B7, the baseline stripper, the best. The non-METH 
strippers performed very poorly and were not capable of stripping the coatings uniformly; 
the worker thought they were completely unacceptable. Next to the B7, the worker 
thought the B25 stripper, the low-~TH stripper that contained NMP, worked best. The 
next best stripper, in his view, was CAE2, the Low-~TH stripper containing TBAC. 
He believed the other low-METH strippers were completely unacceptable because of 
poor performance. 

Photographs from Sunset Strip 

At Sunset Strip, the strippers that performed best at Strip Joint were tested further. The 
strippers that performed best at Strip Joint were B7, the baseline METH stripper, B25, the 
low-METH stripper containing NMP and CAE2, the low-METH stripper containing 
TBAC. The project team also decided to further test CAE3, the low-METH stripper 
containing soy. Figures 3-62 and 3-63 show the flow tray during stripping for the 
alternative stripper comparison at Sunset Strip. Figure 3-64 shows the water wash booth 
used in the stripper tests. 

Figures 3-65 through 3-70 show several items that were stripped with the baseline and 
two alternative stripping formulations at Sunset Strip. Figure 3-65 shows a large 
mahogany headboard containing lacquer before stripping. Figure 3-66 shows a 
mahogany drawer containing a lacquer finish. Figure 3-67 shows a boat step made of 
teak with a varnish finish. Figure 3-68 shows a poplar drawer containing lacquer. Figure 
3-69 shows a poplar door containing lacquer. Figure 3-70 shows a mahogany drawer 
containing a lacquer. 
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Figures 3-71 and 3-72 show several furniture items that were stripped with the B7 
stripper. These items are drying. Note that the stripper removed all of the coatings 
effectively. 

Figures 3-73 through 3-76 show the furniture items after they were stripped with B25, the 
low-~TH NMP stripper. The stripper was very effective on all the pieces except the 
boat step. This piece even presented some problem for the B7 baseline stripper. 

Figures 3-77 and 3-78 show the furniture after it was stripped with CAE2, the low
~TH stripper containing TBAC. This stripper, like the B25 performed fairly well. 
Again, the boat step was the piece most difficult to strip. 

Figures 3-79 and 3-80 show the furniture after stripping with CAE3, the low-~TH 
stripper containing soy. This stripper did not perform as well as the B25 or the CAE2. It 
did not effectively remove all of the coatings and the formulation separated into two 
phases in the supply container. 

Comparison ofAlternative Strippers at Sunset Strip 

The worker at Sunset Strip judged that the B 7 baseline stripper performed the best but 
that two alternative strippers also performed very well. The other two strippers that 
performed well were the B25 low-~TH stripper containing NMP and the CAE2 low
~TH stripper containing TBAC. He believed that the two alternative strippers 
performed equally well. 

ADDITIONAL LONGER-TERM ALTERNATIVE STRIPPER TESTS 

The ventilation system testing is described in the next chapter. The intent was to select 
the best performing alternative stripper and compare the results of the source tests with 
this alternative stripper to the results with the baseline stripper. Two of the alternative 
strippers appeared to perform well so additional testing was conducted with four facilities 
to determine which one should be used during the ventilation system testing. 

Another aim in selecting the best alternative stripper was to determine which one would 
perform best over the longer term. Some of the low-~TH strippers tested in other 
projects did not perform well over the longer term. The ~TH, because of its high vapor 
pressure, evaporated rapidly leaving the stripper ineffective with a substantial volume 
remaining. Although ~TH could have been added to the stripper to restore its 
performance, this would defeat the purpose of using a low-~TH stripper in the first 
place. Thus, one of the criteria for selecting the best alternative stripper was that the 
stripper retain its composition over .the longer term. Accordingly, IR.TA provided both 
B25, the NMP stripper and CAE2, the TBAC stripper to four facilities for longer term 
testing. These facilities were the Strip Joint, Sunset Strip, Stripper Herk and Los Angeles 
Stripping & Finishing Center. 

Results of the Longer Term Stripper Tests 

The worker at Sunset Strip used the two alternative strippers periodically over a month to 
determine if they were effective. Both B25 and CAE2 retained a constant composition. 
The worker did not like either of the alternative strippers as well as B7. If forced to 
select an alternative stripping formulation, he indicated that the B25 had a slight edge in 
performance over the CAE2. 
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At Stripper Herk, the workers also tested the two alternative strippers over a one-month 
period. They tested furniture with various types of coatings including lacquer and 
pigmented coatings with the two strippers. Stripper Herk has two flow trays and the two 
alternative strippers were each tested in one tray at the same time that B7, the baseline 
stripper, was tested in the second tray. Figure 3-81 shows a worker stripping cabinet 
doors in one of the flow trays during the testing. Figure 3-82 shows one of the cabinet 
doors during the stripping. Figure 3-83 shows some the furniture drying after stripping 
and rinsing. The workers at Stripper Herk indicated that they liked the B7 baseline 
stripper the best. They also stated that they liked the CAE2 TBAC stripper better than 
the B25 NJvIP stripper overall. The testing indicated that the CAE2 stripper performed 
better with lacquer coatings whereas the B25 performed better with pigmented coatings. 
Although the workers liked the CAE2 better than the B25, they did not like the odor of 
the CAE2. Another problem was that the workers thought the CAE2 did not rinse well. 
The CAE2 retained its effectiveness longer than the B25. · 

At Los Angeles Stripping & Finishing Center, the workers also noted the intense smell of 
the CAE2. They indicated that the B25 stripped much faster when it was fresh; it did not 
retain its effectiveness over time. The B25 rinsed better than the CAE2. The CAE2 
penetrated and stripped more slowly than the B25. The B25 worked well on a lacquer 
coating on cabinet doors but neither stripper worked especially well on the pigmented 
coatings on carousel horses the facility stripped. It's worth noting that even the B7 does 
not easily strip the coatings on the carousel horses. Figures 3-84 and 3-85 show two 
views of the owner of the stripping facility stripping a carousel horse in the flow tray 
during the testing. 

Sunset Strip tested the alternative strippers extensively on a variety of coatings including 
varnish, lacquer and shellac. On most coatings, the owner of the facility found that 
CAE2 and B25 stripped and rinsed about the same as the baseline stripper, B7. The 
owner indicated that the smell of the CAE2 might be an issue. He also indicated that the 
B25 took a very long time to dry which could pose a problem for subsequent refinishing. 
In some cases, the owner found that the CAE2 became ineffective more quickly than the 
B25. 

IRTA conducted additional testing on stripper usage at Sunset Strip in order to obtain 
some information on the comparative cost of using the B7 and the alternative strippers. 
The intent was to strip panels containing the same coatings to get a rough idea of the 
volume of stripper required. 

Two panels were stripped with the B7 baseline stripper and the CAE2 alternative stripper 
containing TBAC. Four panels were stripped with the B25 alternative stripper containing 
NMP. The volume of stripper used was recorded during the testing. IRTA then 
calculated the volume of stripper lost per square foot of panel stripped. 

For B7, the value was 0.208 gallons per square foot. For CAE2 and B25, the values were 
much lower, 0.078 gallons per square foot and 0.059 gallons per square foot respectively. 
It was expected that the volume used would be lower for the alternative strippers since 
their vapor pressure is much lower than the vapor pressure of the B7. The values 
obtained during this test are used later to perform a cost analysis of the alternative 
strippers. 

ALTERNATIVE STRIPPING FORMULATION RANKING 

The data from the testing suggested a ranking for the alternative strippers. Not 
surprisingly, the B7 baseline stripper performed best of all the strippers tested. The next 
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best performing strippers were the B25 iow-METH stripper containing NMP and the 
CAE2 low-METH stripper containing TBAC. The three other low-METH strippers, 
CAE3, CAE4 and CAE7, did not perform very well for a variety of reasons. The non
METH strippers were virtually ineffective on many of the coatings. In summary, then, the 
ranking for the strippers tested in this project is as follows: 

• B 7 baseline stripper 
• B25 and CAE2 low-~TH strippers 
• CAE3, CAE4 and CAE7 low-~TH strippers 
• B23, CAE6 and CAE8 non-~TH strippers 

The next phase of the project was to test both B7, the baseline stripper, and the best 
alternative stripper with the higher air flow ventilation systems. The B25 and the CAE2 
were the next best performing strippers and one of these had to be selected for the 
ventilation system testing. Although each of the alternatives had advantages and 
disadvantages from a technical standpoint, after consultation with CARB staff, a decision 
was made to test the B25 NMP stripper during the ventilation system investigation. The 
B25 stripper had demonstrated a lower consumption rate than the CAE2 stripper during 
the long-term stripping tests. Because a lower consumption would lower exposure and 
cost, the B25 was the alternative stripper selected for the ventilation system testing. 
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Figure 3-1. Cabinet Doors Stripped at Strip Joint Figure 3-2: Chair Stripped at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-3 Drawer with Pigmented 
Coating Stripped at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-4 Drawer Stripped at 
Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-5: Worker Applying B7 Figure 3-6: Another View of Worker Applying B7 Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure J-9: Drawer Stripped with B7 Stripper at Strip Joint Figure 3-10: Chair Stripped with B7 Stripper 
at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-1 I· Chair Stripped with B7 Figure 3-12: Cabinet Doors Stripped 
Stripper at Strip Joint with 87 Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-19: Door Stripped with B23B Figure 3-20: Drawer Stripped with CAE6 
Stripper at Strip Joint Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-21 : Drawer Stripped with CAEG Figure J-22: Chair Stripped with CAE6 
Stripper at Strip Joint Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-23: Chair Stripped with CAE6 Figure 3-24: Door Stripped with CAE6 
Stripper at Strip Joint Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-31: Drawer Stripped with 1325 Stripper at Strip Joint Figure 3-32: Drawer Stripped with 825 
Stripper at Strip Joint 
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1:igure 3-33. Chair Base Stripped wil h 1325 Figure 3-34: Chair Stripped with 1325 
Stripper at Strip Joint Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-35. Door Stripped with 1325 Figure 3-36: Dom Stripped with 1325 
Stripper at Strip Joint Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-39 Chair Stripped with CJ\E2 Figure 3-40: Chair Stripped with CJ\E2 
Stripper al Strip Joint Stripper at Strip Joint 
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hgu1c 3-43 Drawer Stripped with CAE3 Slripper at Slrip .Joint Figure 3-44: Drawer Stripped with C:AEJ 
Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-47: Door Stripped with CAEJ Figure 3-48: Door Stripped \Vith CJ\EJ 
Stripper at Strip Joint Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure J-49 Drawer with CAE4 
Stripper at Stnp Joint 

Figure 3-50 Drawer Stripped with 
CAE4 Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-5 l. Chair Stripped with CAE4 Figure 3-52: Chair Base Stripped with 
Stripper at Strip Joint CAE4 at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-57: Chair Stripped with CAE7 Figure 3-58: Chair Base Stripped with CAE7 
Stripper at Strip Joint Stripper at Strip Joint 
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Figure 3-61 · Stripped Furniture Drying at Strip Joint Figure 3-62: Flow Tray Used for 
Stripping at Sunset Strip 
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Figure 1-Ci7 Boat Step before 
Stripping at Sunset Strip 

Figmc 1-68 Drawer Before 
Stripping. at Sunset Strip 
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Figmc -1 -N) Door Before Stripping at Sunset Strip Figure _l-70: Drawer Before Stripping 
at Sunset Strip 
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Figure 1-75 Items Stripped with B25 Stripper at Sunset Strip Figure 3-76 Items Stripped with B25 
Stripper at Sunset Strip 
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Figure 3-85: Applying Stripper Lo Carousel Horse at L.A. Stripping & Finishing Center 
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IV. VENTILATION SYSTEM TESTING 

As discussed earlier, IR.TA conducted a project sponsored by NIOSH that involved 
designing and building higher air flow ventilation systems that might be effective in 
reducing worker exposure in furniture stripping operations. A new OSHA regulation 
requires workers in stripping facilities to meet a 25 ppm exposure level. During the 
NIOSH project, the worker exposure at three stripping facilities with improved 
ventilation systems was tested. Use of higher air flow ventilation systems can be 
effective in reducing the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor as well as reducing the 
worker exposure. Two of the higher air flow ventilation systems designed and installed 
at Strip Joint and Sunset Strip were tested as part of this project to determine whether and 
how much they could reduce the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor. The baseline and 
best alternative strippers were also tested with the higher air flow ventilation systems. 
SCAQMD staff members performed the source testing at the two facilities. The 
ventilation system testing is described in this section. 

VENTILATION SYSTEM TESTING AT STRIP JOINT 

In the ventilation system evaluation, two different strippers were tested at Strip Joint. 
They included the Benco B7 stripper, the baseline stripper discussed earlier and the 
Benco B25 stripper, the low-l\.1ETH stripper containing NN.IJ> that performed best during 
the alternative stripper tests. The B7 stripper contains about 82% :METH and the B25 
contains much less :METH, at between 40 and 50%. 

The old ventilation system on the flow tray at Strip Joint consisted of six inch PVC pipe 
wrapped around the two sides and the back side of the tank. There were seven holes 
which were each two inches in diameter cut through to the inner, upper sides of the 
stripping tank. Flexible duct connected the system to a small fan and was exhausted out 
the roof The old ventilation system had been replaced with a new higher air flow 
ventilation system as part of the NIOSH project. The old ventilation system had been 
discarded so it was not available for testing. During an earlier project with SCAQMD 
and NIOSH, however, the SCAQMD source testing team did measure emissions and the 
efficiency of the old ventilation system. These data are presented here with the new test 
data. 

The new ventilation system, supplied by Bence Sales, consisted of two hoods, one on the 
flow tray and one on the rinsing tank. The flow tray is a five foot by ten foot tank, 3 7 
inches high. The depth of the tank slopes from nine inches to 13 inches at the drain. A 
hood that is nine feet eight inches long, 23 inches high ranging in depth from 7.5 to 17 
inches, is attached to the back of the tank. There is a baffle around the tank and hood that 
encloses the tank positioned 56 inches above the top edge of the tank. The hood contains 
three slots that were nine feet long and one inch wide. The hood is connected to a 12.5 
inch diameter duct on the left side. The duct was connected to a centrifugal blower 
which is in tum connected to 10 inch duct that is routed through the ceiling of the facility. 
Figure 4-1 shows a picture of the new ventilation system. 

The hood on the water wash booth is similar to the hood on the flow tray. The rinse tank 
is four by eight feet and 3 7 inches high. The depth of the tank slopes from eight to 11 
inches. A hood that is seven feet long, 23 inches high and 7.5 to 17 inches deep is 
attached to the back of the tank. The tank is surrounded on three sides by walls. Again, 
the hood contains three slots. The hood is connected to a duct on the right side; the duct 
is connected to a blower which is in tum connected to duct that is routed through the roof 
Figure 4-2 shows the ventilation system on the water wash booth. 
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Figure 4-1: New High Air Flow Ventilation System on Flow Tray at Strip Joint 

Figure 4-2: Ventilation System on Water Wash Booth at Strip Joint 
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During the testing in the earlier project, NIOSH measurements indicated that the old flow 
tray ventilation system exhausted 126 cfm. At the same time, SCAQMD measured the 
flow rate at 114 cfm. The old ventilation system had been removed and replaced with the 
new higher air flow ventilation system during the earlier study so no air flow 
measurements on the old system were made. 

In the earlier project,.NIOSH measured the air flow of the new ventilation system on the 
flow tray at 1400 cfm; SCAQMD found a flow rate of 1596 cfm. According to the 
NIOSH measurements, the rinsing hood exhausted approximately 1900 cfm; SCAQMD 
measured a flow rate of 1650 cfm for the rinsing tank. The NIOSH and SCAQMD 
measurements for the flow tray ventilation systems agree fairly well. During the current 
CARB project, the SCAQMD measured the flow rate for the ventilation system on the 
flow tray at 1570 cfm which agrees well with their earlier measurement of 1596 cfm. In 
the current study, SCAQMD measured the flow rate on the rinse hood at 1470 cfm which 
is somewhat lower than the earlier measurement of 1650 cfm. The difference may be due 
to deterioration over time. 

There were four sampling periods at the Strip Joint. During those periods, SCAQMD 
staff performed source testing at the stacks. The four sessions were conducted under the 
following conditions: 

• Use of baseline stripper (B7) with the new ventilation system 
• Use of low-METH B25 stripper with the new ventilation system 
• Use of low-METH B25 stripper with the new ventilation system 
• Use of low-METH B25 stripper with the new ventilation system 

SCAQMD wanted to conduct triplicate test runs under one test condition to evaluate the 
precision of the testing by the EPA Data Quality Objective from its "Guidelines for 
Determining Capture Efficiency." Thus three of the sessions were the same. 

Source Testing Procedure and Results 

The source testing was conducted during normal stripping operations. The facility 
workers collected furniture in advance for the four runs that was similar so that one piece 
of each type could be stripped during each run. The coating types varied and included 
lacquer, stain and pigmented paint. 

One worker performed the stripping and the rinsing, The pieces were stripped in the flow 
tray and the flow tray pump continued to pump stripper when the worker transferred the 
piece to the water wash booth for rinsing. When the rinsing was completed, the worker 
transferred the piece to the drying area. 

The SCAQMD source testing was performed for the flow tray and the water wash booth. 
During the four sessions, there were eight sampling runs--four for the flow tray and four 
for the water wash booth. The four sampling runs were 65, 60, 55.5 and 60 minutes 
respectively in duration. The five gallon bucket used to dispense the stripper was 
weighed before and after each run. The SCAQMD staff sampled the stripper before and 
after the run to determine the METH content and the solids content. During each run, the 
capture efficiency was determined by measuring the mass of stripping solution lost to 
evaporation and measuring the mass of METH that passed through the collection vent to 
the atmosphere. The ratio of the collected METH to the total emissions gives the capture 
efficiency. 
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In the earlier NIOSH/SCAQMD project, the SCAQMD source testing staff tested both 
the old ventilation system capture efficiency and the new higher air flow ventilation 
system capture efficiency. The SCAQMD source testing results indicated that 6.7 
pounds per hour of .METH was captured by the old ventilation system on the flow tray 
when the B7 baseline stripper was used. Total emissions were 31.2 pounds per hour so 
the emissions routed through the ventilation system amounted to only about 22% of the 
total emissions. The source testing indicated that the emissions routed through the new 
ventilation system on the flow tray and the rinse area vent were 12.6 and 2.7 pounds per 
hour respectively when the B7 baseline stripper was used. These emissions represented 
about 64% oftotal emissions. 

In the current study, the source testing with the B7 Baseline stripper used in the :new 
ventilation system showed similar results. The total .METH emissions amounted to 18.5 
pounds per hour. The flow tray vent captured 8. 7 pounds of .METH per hour and the 
rinse area vent captured 2. 7 pounds per hour; the total captured .METH emissions were 
11.5 pounds per hour. This resulted in an overall capture efficiency of 62.3%. 

The source test results for the B25 low-.METH stripper showed a somewhat higher 
capture efficiency. In this case, the SCAQMD performed triplicate runs and the results 
from the three runs were averaged. Total average .METH emissions were 12.4 pounds 
per hour. Flow tray average vent emissions were 7.3 pounds per hour and rinse area 
average vent emissions were 1.2 pounds per hour. The average capture efficiency was 
69.6% for the low-.METH stripper. 

The results of the source testing for the earlier NIOSH project (see references) and the 
current project are summarized in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 
Summary of Emissions and Capture Efficiency at Strip Joint 

Project/ Stripper .METH Flow Tray Rinse Area Capture 
Run Description Emissions Emissions Emissions Emissions Efficiency 

(lb/hr) (lb/hr) (lb/hr) (lb/hr) (%) 

NIOSH/old 33.6 31.2 6.7 21.5 
ventilation/B7 

NIOSH/new 24.3 24.0 12.6 2.7 64.0 
ventilation/B 7 

CARB/new 21.2 18.5 8.7 2.7 62.3 
ventilation/B 7 

CARB/new 15.0 12.4 7.3 1.2 69.6 
ventilation/B25 

Comparing the capture efficiency of the old ventilation system with the B7 stripper with 
that of the efficiency of the new ventilation system with B7 demonstrates a significant 
advantage for the new ventilation system. The capture efficiency of the old ventilation 
system was 21. 5%; the new ventilation system increased the efficiency to 62 to 64%. 

The source test results showed that total stripper emissions were about 21 pounds per 
hour for the B 7 with the new ventilation system and that emissions were lower, 15 
pounds per hour, for the B25 with the new ventilation system. This was expected 
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because the B25 stripper has a much lower vapor pressure than the B7. The results also 
showed that the emissions routed through the new ventilation system on the flow tray and 
rinse area vents were 7.3 and 1.2 pounds per hour respectively when the B25 low-METH 
stripper was used. Emissions from the flow tray and rinse area vents for the B7 were 
slightly higher, at 8. 7 and 2. 7 pounds per hour. This can be explained by the fact that the 
B25 contained less METH than the B7 and that it seemed to maintain its consistency 
during the testing. 

The capture efficiency of the B7 with use of the new ventilation system was 62%. This is 
lower than the capture efficiency, about 70%, of the B25 with use of the new ventilation 
system. Although this difference might, at first, be considered significant, IRTA has 
concluded that it is not. The difference can be attributed to other factors like size of 
furniture pieces, temperature, or humidity. The results from Sunset Strip presented later 
did not show a difference in the capture efficiency of the two strippers. 

The MICR at the nearest offsite receptor is reduced when the METH emissions are lower 
and when they are routed through a ventilation system. This occurs because the METH 
emissions due to stripping operations are captured and pulled out the ventilation stacks 
for dispersion. The SCAQMD source test results at the Strip Joint indicate that both the 
low-METH stripper and the new ventilation system would be effective in reducing the 
MICR at the nearest offsite receptor. The MICR at the nearest offsite receptor reduction 
that can be achieved is estimated in Section V. 

VENTILATION SYSTEM TESTING AT SUNSET STRIP 

Sunset Strip had installed a new higher air flow ventilation system during the earlier 
NIOSH project. Although the company no longer used their old flow tray for stripping, 
they had kept it. For the source testing, Sunset Strip was able to reassemble their old 
ventilation system. The old ventilation system at Sunset Strip was similar to the old 
ventilation system at the Strip Joint. It consisted of a flow tray containing four one-inch 
vents in the sides. The vents are connected to a 1/2 hp blower and vented through a 4-
inch PVC pipe. SCAQMD measurements indicated a flow rate of 235 cfm. The rinse 
booth did not have a ventilation system. Figure 4-3 shows a picture of the old ventilation 
system at Sunset Strip. 

The new ventilation system at the Strip Joint was designed with cost in mind. Furniture 
stripping firms are very small and some short cuts were taken in the design to determine 
the effectiveness of a low cost ventilation system. The new ventilation system at Sunset 
Strip was designed without taking cost into account. It was built by Bence Sales and 
NIOSH staff participated heavily in the design. It consists of two exhaust systems, one 
on the flow tray which includes an air shower to supply fresh air and one on the water 
wash booth. On the flow tray, a two-sided slot design was used for the hood. In addition, 
flexible plastic sheet was used to enclose the tank leaving an open area in the front of the 
tank for the worker. The hood is connected to 16 inch diameter duct on the left side. The 
duct has a long radius 90 degree el and it is routed through the ceiling and connected on 
the roof through a second long radius el to a centrifugal blower. The blower is connected 
to a 12 inch diameter duct which is routed directly upward. Figure 4-4 shows a picture of 
the new flow tray ventilation system at Sunset Strip. 

The air shower is positioned over the front part of the stripping tank to provide clean 
make up air to the work station. It is composed of pegboard and a plenum which is 
attached through a transition to an 8-inch diameter duct which makes a 90 degree tum 
and is routed through the ceiling where it is attached to a centrifugal blower. The duct for 
the fan extends to the edge of the roof It has a 90 degree tum downward so it draws air 
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from the side of the building. In the earlier study, NIOSH measurements indicated that 
the stripping hood exhausted 3100 cfm. In the current study, the SCAQMD measured the 
flow rate at 2980 for the flow tray. Figure 4-5 shows a picture of the air shower above 
the flow tray. 
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Figure 4-3: Old Ventilation System Figure 4-4: New High Air Flow Ventilation System on 
at Sunset Strip Flow Tray at Sunset Strip 
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Figure 4-5: Air Shower on Flow Tray at Sunset Strip 

The water wash booth is an enclosed area with a platform made of pegboard. The sides 
and top are made of plywood. Plastic sheet is also attached to limit the size of the front 
opening. A plenum is attached to the back wall. It is connected through a transition to 12 
inch diameter duct at the top. The duct is routed through the ceiling and connected to a 
centrifugal blower. This blower, in turn, is connected to a duct that goes directly up. The 
rinse booth does not include an air shower. In the current study, SCAQ.MD measured the 
air flow in the rinse booth at 3230 cfm. Figure 4-6 shows a picture of the new water 
wash booth ventilation system. 

Source Testing Protocol and Results 

The source testing at Sunset Strip was similar to the source testing at the Strip Joint. At 
Sunset Strip, there were four runs to determine the capture efficiency. The runs included: 

• Baseline B7 stripper with old ventilation system 
• Low-J\;IETH B25 stripper with old ventilation system 
• Baseline B7 stripper with new ventilation system 
• Low-METH B25 stripper with new ventilation system 

As before, the facility collected similar pieces of furniture for testing during the four runs. 
Each of the runs lasted approximately an hour. The first, second and fourth runs lasted 
exactly 60 minutes and the third run--the run with the baseline B7 stripper with the new 
ventilation system--lasted 57.5 minutes. As was the case at Strip Joint, a five-gallon 
bucket was used to apply the stripper and it was weighed before and after the test run. 
The capture efficiency was determined as before. 
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Figure 4-6: Ventilation System on Water Wash Booth at Sunset Strip 

For the first run, the B7 baseline stripper with the old ventilation system, the total METH 
emissions were 19 .2 pounds per hour. The amount of METH captured in the flow tray 
vent was 7. 6 pounds per hour. The old system did not include ventilation on the rinse 
booth. The total capture efficiency for this run was 39.8%. 

For the second run, the B25 low-METH stripper with the old ventilation system, the total 
METH emissions amounted to 13.0 pounds per hour. The amount of:METH captured in 
the flow tray was 5.4 pounds per hour which leads to a capture efficiency of 41.6%. 

For the third run, the B7 baseline stripper with the new high air flow ventilation system, 
the total METH emissions were 21.2 pounds per hour. The METH captured in the flow 
tray vent and the rinse booth amounted to 17.3 and 1.7 pounds per hour respectively. The 
total capture efficiency for this run was 89.7%. 

For the fourth run, the B25 low-METH stripper with the new ventilation system, the total 
METH emissions were 16.3 pounds per hour. The NfETH captured in the flow tray and 
the rinse booth was 13.5 and 1.2 pounds per hour respectively. The capture efficiency for 
this run was 90.0%. 

The information for the four runs at Sunset Strip is summarized in Table 4-2 below. 
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Table 4-2 
Summary of Emissions and Capture Efficiency at Sunset Strip 

Stripper METH Flow Tray Rinse Area Capture 
Run Description Emissions Emissions Emissions Emissions Efficiency 

(lb/hr) (lb/hr) (lb/hr) (lb/hr) (%) 

old ventilation/ 20.4 19.2 7.6 39.8 
B7 

old ventilation/ 13.5 13.0 5.4 41.6 
B25 

new ventilation/ 22.0 21.2 17.3 1.7 89.7 
B7 

new ventilation/ 16.0 16.3 13.5 1.2 90.0 
B25 

The data in Table 4-2 show a very high capture efficiency for the new higher air flow 
ventilation system. The data also show that use of the low-:METH stripper reduces total 
emissions of :METH as expected. Comparing the results of the first run with the second 
run and the third run with the fourth run, the use of the low-:METH lower vapor pressure 
stripper results in lower total emissions of stripper. Note that in this case, there is no 
significant difference in the capture efficiency of the new ventilation system with B7 and 
B25. 

DISCUSSION OF :MEASURE:MENT RESULTS 

The source tests performed by the SCAQ110 at Strip Joint and Sunset Strip demonstrate 
that the higher air flow ventilation systems were effective in routing a greater portion of 
the METH through the hoods. The lower cost 1500 cfm system at Strip Joint was able to 
capture 60 to 70% of the METH depending on the stripping formulation that was used. 
The higher cost 3000 cfm system at Sunset Strip performed very well and was able to 
capture about 90% of the METH emitted from the facility. The more METH emissions 
routed through the ventilation system, the lower the exposure to :METH emissions at the 
MICR location 25 meters from the stripping emissions source. 

The testing at Strip Joint showed that emissions of METH could be reduced significantly 
through use of one of the alternative low-:METH stripping formulations. Total METH 
emissions with the baseline stripper amounted to 18.5 pounds per hour. Total METH 
emissions with the alternative low-:METH stripper were 12.4 pounds per hour, a 
reduction of one-third. This is expected because of the lower :METH content of the 
stripper. In the earlier NIOSH project, the lower-METH strippers lost their METH, the 
high vapor pressure component, selectively. In this project, the stripper was formulated 
well and there was no selective loss of:METH. 

The testing at Sunset Strip also indicated that total METH emissions were lower when the 
alternative stripper was used. With the new high air flow ventilation system, total METH 
emissions with the baseline stripper were 21.2 pounds per hour. Total :METH emissions 
with the alternative stripper were 16.3 pounds per hour, a reduction of23%. 

The results of the ventilation system tests also demonstrate that the use of a higher air 
flow ventilation system can capture more of the METH emissions from the stripping 
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operations. At the Strip Joint, the 1500 cfm ventilation system capture between 62 and 
70% of the METH emissions. At Sunset Strip, the 3000 cfm system captured about 90% 
of the METH emissions. 
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V. IMPLICATIONS OF ADOPTING IMPROVED VENTILATION SYSTEMS 
AND LOW-METH CONTENT STRIPPERS 

If furniture stripping facilities in the state were to purchase and use higher air flow 
ventilation systems and low-METH content strippers, the MICR at the nearest offsite 
receptor could be reduced. The source test results described in the last section 
demonstrated the reduction in emissions that could be achieved through use of lower 
METH content strippers. IRT A used earlier SCAQ~ modeling calculations to analyze 
the risk implications of the emission reductions and the capture of emissions from 
stripping operations. The SCAQ~ is currently performing additional modeling 
calculations that may more accurately characterize the risk reduction. 

If furniture stripping facilities were required through a regulation to adopt higher air flow 
ventilation systems and use low METH content strippers, there would be costs. IRTA 
performed a cost analysis for typical strippers to determine how the cost of the two 
options would affect stripping facilities in the state. 

This section discusses the METH emissions from furniture stripping operations. It 
focuses on developing a -METH emissions factor that can be used to determine the likely 
emissions from a typical facility. It uses the emissions factor to determine the reduction 
of the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor that can be achieved through adoption of the 
two METH emissions exposure reduction methods, use of an alternative low-METH 
content stripper and use of a higher air flow ventilation system. Finally, it analyzes the 
costs to a typical stripping firm for adopting these emission reduction measures. 

EMISSIONS FACTOR 

In the furniture stripping operation, there are three process areas where METH emissions 
occur. First, METH is emitted during the stripping process at the flow tray, during the 
rinse operation and during the furniture drying process. Second, depending on the 
operation, a small amount of METH may enter the water during the rinse process and be 
discharged to the sewer. Third, some of the METH is shipped off-site as hazardous 
waste. 

The amount ofMETH lost to the water during the rinse operation is negligible. Some of 
the METH still entrained in the furniture when the furniture is being rinsed will enter the 
rinse water. In many stripping operations, the rinse water is continuously recycled. 
Because METH has a very high vapor pressure, most of the METH evaporates from the 
water during rinsing and therefore a very small amount may remain in the water. Only in 
the case of strip shops that discharge the rinse water to the sewer would a small amount 
of METH be lost through the water. For purposes of analysis, this small amount of 
METH retained in the water will be considered negligible and will be ignored. 

IR.TA gathered information from two waste haulers on the amount of METH in the 
hazardous waste shipped off-site by furniture strippers. One hauler hauls waste from 15 
or 20 stripping shops, half of them in California. He indicates that the amount of METH 
remaining in the sludge he picks up ranges from 0 to 12%. A typical stripping shop 
generates about one drum of waste for every 10 drums of stripper purchased. A large 
stripping shop may purchase 1,000 gallons or about 18 drums of stripper annually. The 
shop generates about 1.8 drums of waste. Assuming a METH content of 6%, the METH 
in the waste accounts for 0.6% of the stripper purchased. Assuming a METH content of 
80% for the stripper that is purchased, the METH in the waste accounts for 0.8% of the 
METH purchases. 
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Most stripping firms generate waste with a very low METH content. They use the 
stripper efficiently which means they use it until the liquid is exhausted. This means that 
most stripping firms generate waste with very little METH in it. 

Some stripping firms that use the stripper less efficiently generate waste containing larger 
amounts of METH. Another hauler picks up waste from a furniture stripper in the 
Southern California area. He indicates that the METH content of the waste is about 30%. 
This stripper purchases about 1,000 gallons of stripper annually and generates about 5 
drums of waste. The amount ofMETH in the waste, in this case, is 8.3% of the stripper 
purchased. Assuming the METH content of the stripper is 80%, the METH in the waste 
is 10.4% of the METH purchases. 

For purposes of reporting, air districts in California commonly allow companies to 
subtract some amount of the chemical from their purchases when they estimate emissions 
to account for waste. Often the air districts allow companies to assume a default value of 
50% of what is manifested as waste. In other words, if the company cannot provide 
waste profiles listing an annual amount of METH shipped off-site, they can deduct 50% 
of the waste from the emissions of the chemical. An average number taking into account 
the lower METH content wastes, the higher METH content waste and the air district 
default value is 5% of the METH purchases. This is the default value that should be used 
for this industry. 

As an example, consider a stripping shop that purchases 10 drums per year of stripper 
containing 80% METH. This amounts to 8 drums annually ofMETH. The default value 
for this shop for the METH in the waste would be 22 gallons or about 240 pounds. The 
remainder of the METH, 418 gallons or 4,598 pounds, is emitted. As another example, 
consider a shop that uses a low-METH content stripper containing 50% METH. This 
shop also purchases 10 drums per year of stripper. The amount of METH the shop 
purchases each year is only 5 drums. Using the waste default value of 5%, the METH 
waste would amount to about 14 gallons or 151 pounds annually. The balance of the 
METH, 261 gallons or 2,871 pounds, is emitted. 

From the analysis performed and the data collected during this project, IR.TA 
recommends that a default value of 5% by volume of the METH purchases be used to 
account for the METH lost in the waste. The amount of METH emitted can be 
determined based on the stripper purchases and the percent ofMETH in the stripper. The 
calculation is shown below. 

METHE = 11 x 0.95 x STRIPPERPUR x METH¾ 
= 10.45 x STRIPPERPUR x METH% 

where METHE is the annual METH emissions in pounds 
10.45 is a factor that represents the density ofMETH (11 pounds per gallon) times 
0.95, the% ofMETH emitted 
STRIPPERPUR is the volume of stripper purchased annually in gallons 
METil°/4 is the fraction ofMETH in the stripper 

MICR REDUCTION AT THE NEAREST OFFSITE RECEPTOR 

The two options for reducing the exposure to METH emissions from furniture stripping 
that were analyzed and tested during this project are use of alternative low-METH 
strippers and use of higher air flow ventilation systems. The capability of these two 
options in reducing MICR at the nearest offsite receptor is analyzed in this section. 
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Need for Cancer Risk Reduction 

The SCAQMD has two regulations in place currently that focus on risk reduction. 
SCAQMD Rule 1401 regulates new, modified and relocated sources of Toxic Air 
Contaminants (TACs). SCAQMD Rule 1402 regulates existing sources of TACs. 
METH is a listed TAC in both rules. Rule 1402 establishes an MICR threshold of25 in a 
million and it requires facilities to reduce the MICR below this level. The rule covers 
facilities that are currently included in the Hot Spots program. Most of these companies 
are large and they have already prepared risk assessments. 

The District has identified seven industry groups that represent over 7,500 businesses in 
the Basin that could potentially pose an MICR above the threshold level. One of these 
industries is "wood stripping/refinishing." Because resources are limited and beqmse 
many of the facilities that are members of these industries are small companies, the 
District has decided not to require each of the 7,500 businesses to perform risk 
assessments. Rather, the District is planning to develop source-specific toxic rules over 
the next few years to achieve risk reductions. Development of a source-specific rule for 
the stripping industry is expected to begin in 2002. Although the target MICR is 25 in a 
million, the source-specific rules will set technology standards rather than particular 
MICR levels. 

The SCAQMD, in their staff report for the Rule 1402 amendments, listed emission 
thresholds for certain carcinogens that have the potential to pose a high risk. The 
emission thresholds are conservative estimates of the minimum emissions that could 
result in an MICR of 100 in a million. For METH, this threshold is 3,300 pounds per 
year. This translates into 300 gallons of emissions annually. An MICR of 25 in a 
million, the threshold value targeted in Rule 1402 is 25 in a million. Thus emissions of 
about 75 gallons of METH annually would trigger concern for the 25 in a million target 
MICR. As discussed earlier, many of the larger stripping companies with stripping 
equipment typically use and emit roughly 1,000 gallons of stripper containing about 800 
gallons ofMETH. 

Risk Assessment Procedures 

The SCAQMD has developed risk assessment procedures for Rule 1401 for companies to 
determine whether they can establish new, relocated or modified operations that emit 
T ACs. The procedures involve calculating the MICR which can be compared with the 
established thresholds. As mentioned earlier, the MICR is defined in SCAQMD Rule 
1401 as the estimated probability of a potential maximally exposed individual contracting 
cancer as a result of exposure to toxic air contaminants over a period of 70 years for 
residential and 46 years for worker receptor locations. The equation for calculating the 
MICRis: 

MICR = Q X X/Q X MET X u X MP X LEA 

where MICR is the Maximum Individual Cancer Risk which has no units 
Q is the maximum emission rate in tons/year(tpy) 
X/Q is the dispersion factor in (micrograms/meter cubed)/(tons/year)((µg/m3)/tpy) 
:MET is the meteorological correction factor 
U is the unit risk factor in 1/(µg/m3

) 

MP is the multi-pathway factor 
LEA is the lifetime exposure adjustment factor 

METH is not a multi-pathway toxic and MP is lso the equation is: 
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NIICR = Q X X/Q X MET X u X LEA 

The SCAQMD has developed look-up tables for estimating certain of the factors in the 
equation shown above. Sources can be characterized on the one hand as a point source, 
one that releases its emissions through a stack, or on the other hand as a volume source, 
one that releases emissions from inside a building. Most sources, including furniture 
strippers, are a combination of point and volume sources. Stack height for point sources 
is also an important factor. The schedule of operation can also be important in 
determining the NIICR and the SCAQMD has developed tables for facilities operating 12 
hours per day or less and facilities operating for more than 12 hours per day. Furniture 
stripping companies generally operate for 12 hours per day or less. The type and dist;mce 
from the receptor can influence the NIICR Receptor sites can be residential, worker or 
sensitive, which includes schools, hospitals and day-care centers. Furniture strippers 
generally pose a higher NIICR at the facility property boundary than some other larger 
businesses because they are located closer to receptor sites. 

The value for X/Q in the equation above is determined based on the release height, which 
is influenced by the stack height and the receptor distance. The term MET will vary 
depending on the location of the facilit:r. U, the Unit Risk Factor, is fixed for a certain 
substance. For METH, U is 1 x 10~/µg/m3(South Coast Air Quality Management 
District Staff Report for Rule 1402 - Control of Toxic Air Contaminants from Existing 
Sources and Rule 1401 - New Source Review of Toxic Air Contaminants, March 17, 
2000). LEA is determined based on the characteristics of the nearest receptor site. LEA 
is 1.0 for a residential receptor and is 0.14 for an off-site worker receptor when the 
facility operates 24 hours per day and 365 days per year. If the facility operates for less 
than 24 hours per day, LEA for an off-site worker is 0.66. Using the SCAQMD look-up 
tables in Appendix J, a value for X/Q can be obtained. This factor, when multiplied by 
Q, can provide an estimate ofNIICR 

This approach is designed to be very conservative and it is likely that using the screening 
NIICR assessment procedures will overestimate the true MICR. Use of the dispersion 
model ISCST3 may yield lower NIICR values. The SCAQMD plans to develop a more 
accurate look-up table based on a variety of different ISCST3 model runs for the Strip 
Joint and Sunset Strip as part of their upcoming rule development process. These look
up tables may be used to estimate the risk reduction that can be achieved through the use 
of low-METH content stripping formulations, and show the reduction of exposure to 
METH emissions at the nearest offsite receptors. 

During IRTA's previously mentioned NIOSH project (see references), when SCAQMD 
performed source testing on one of the higher air flow ventilation systems analyzed 
during the current CARB project, SCAQMD developed a look-up table specifically for 
Strip Joint. The District made several assumptions about operating times and used the 
MET data for Redondo Beach. The SCAQMD ran several ISCST3 runs for the facility 
that varied the percentage of the METH emitted from a volume source or through a stack. 
The results for X/Q for Strip Joint are shown in Appendix J. The values in Table 2 were 
used in the analysis here to estimate the cancer risk reduction at the nearest _offsite 
receptor that can be achieved through use of the higher air flow ventilation systems at 
Strip Joint and Sunset Strip, as well as the alternative strippers. 

In the earlier NIOSH project during the testing at Strip Joint, the SCAQMD source 
testing results indicated that 21.6% of the emissions were captured when the old 
ventilation system was used with the baseline stripper. The source testing results in the 
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current CARB project indicated that the capture efficiency with the new higher air flow 
ventilation system was 62.2% when the baseline stripper was used. 

Using the values in Table 2 in Appendix J for a downwind distance of 25 meters and 
interpolatin~ between the air flow values, X/Q with the old ventilation system is 
19.02/(µg/m) and X/Q with the new higher air flow ventilation system is 16.64/(µg/m3). 
Assuming the facility uses 1,000 gallons of baseline stripper annually and that the 
stripper contains 80% :METH, the cancer risk posed by the facility to the nearest offsite 
receptor 25 meters from the source with the old ventilation system is 84 in a million and 
the MICR posed by the facility with the new ventilation system is 73 in a million. 
Adopting the higher air flow ventilation system, in this case, leads to a reduction in the 
MICR of about 13% to the nearest offsite receptor 25 meters from the source. 

During this project, the source testing results indicated that the capture efficiency for the 
old ventilation system at Sunset Strip was 39.8% when the baseline stripper was used. 
The testing also showed that the capture efficiency for the new higher air flow ventilation 
system at Sunset Strip was 90.0% when the baseline stripper was used. Assuming the 
look-up table in Appendix J is appropriate for Sunset Strip, at 25 meters downwind 
distance, X/Q is 17.95/(µg/m3

) for the old ventilation system and 15.02/(µg/m3
) for the 

new ventilation system. Assuming the facility emits 800 gallons of:METH annually, the 
MICR at the nearest offsite receptor posed by the facility with the old ventilation system 
is 79 in a million and the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor posed by the facility with 
the new ventilation system is 66 in a million, a reduction of 17%. 

Source tests at Strip Joint, using the B7 baseline stripper with the new ventilation system 
showed :METH emissions were 18.5 pounds per hour. Usage of the B25 stripper with the 
new ventilation system gave :METH emissions of 12.4 pounds per hour. The B25 stripper 
has a lower vapor pressure and, for this reason, losses of :METH are lower. At Strip 
Joint, use of the alternative stripper with the higher air flow ventilation system reduced 
:METH emissions by 33%. At Sunset Strip, use of the alternative stripper reduced :METH 
emissions by 23% when the new ventilation system was used. When the old ventilation 
system was used, use of the alternative stripper at Sunset Strip reduced emissions by 
32%. Taking the average of the three tests, use of the alternative stripper reduced :METH 
emissions by 29%. 

If the Strip Joint used the lower :METH content stripper and the 1500 cfm ventilation 
system, the cancer risk at the nearest offsite receptor 25 meters from the source of :METH 
emissions would be reduced from 73 in a million to 52 in a million. IfSunset Strip used 
the lower :METH content stripper and the 3000 cfm ventilation system, the cancer risk at 
the nearest offsite receptor 25 meters from the source of :METH emissions would be 
reduced from 66 in a million to 47 in a million. 

Table 5-1 summarizes the reductions that can be achieved through use of a higher air 
flow ventilation system and use of an alternative stripper. 
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Table 5-1 
Estimates of Cancer Risks Posed by Strip Joint and Sunset Strip under Various 

METH Emissions Scenarios1 

1 Cancer risks are estimated for a receptor 25 meters from the source ofMETH emissions 

Measure Strip Joint 
(in a million) 

Sunset Strip 
(in a million) 

Percent 
Reduction2 

Old Ventilation System/ 84 79 
Baseline Stripper 

1500 cfin Ventilation System/ 73 13 
Baseline Stripper 

3000 cfm Ventilation System/ 66 17 
Baseline Stripper 

Old Ventilation System/ 60 56 29 
Alternative Stripper 

1500 cfm Ventilation System/ 52 38 
Alternative Stripper 

3000 cfm Ventilation System/ 47 41 
Alternative Stripper 

2 Difference in cancer risk from the old ventilation system/baseline stripper 

The values of Table 5-1 indicate that shops that use a higher air flow ventilation system 
and also adopt the low-METH alternative stripper could reduce their MICR at the nearest 
offsite receptor by about 40%. None of the MICR values shown in Table 5-1 is low 
enough to meet the threshold MICR level of 25 in a million specified in SCAQMD Rule 
1402. It should be emphasized, however, that the industry-specific rules that the District 
develops will not be based on a certain MICR level but will be technology-based. 

COST ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 

Furniture stripping facilities are very small businesses with few employees. Stripping 
facilities with stripping equipment are generally the largest and most sophisticated firms 
in the industry. A typical stripping company with stripping equipment probably makes 
an annual profit of about $30,000. Because profits are so low, it is important to examine 
and minimize, if possible, the costs these facilities must incur to reduce the MICR at the 
nearest offsite receptor. IRTA analyzed the costs to stripping facilities for purchasing a 
new higher air flow ventilation system and for adopting the new low-METH strippers. 

Strip Joint Ventilation System 

The ventilation system that was installed and tested at Strip Joint was a relatively low 
cost system. This system was designed to determine if a lower cost and less efficient 
system could reduce exposure to METH emissions and achieve a significant MICR 
reduction at the nearest offsite receptor. 

The capital cost of the 1500 cfm air flow system at Strip Joint is estimated at $2,500. The 
delivery and installation cost would range from $200 to $2,000, depending on whether 
installation through walls would be required. For this analysis, it was assumed that a 
typical facility would pay $800 for delivery and installation. The analysis assumed the 
stripping firm would purchase the system on credit and that the system has a useful life of 
10 years. This is a conservative value and the system lifetime is likely to be much higher, 
at least 20 years. Assuming a cost of capital of 10%, the annualized capital/installation 
cost would amount to $538. 
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The system at Strip Joint has a one horsepower motor on the flow tray and one on the 
rinse booth. Most larger stripping facilities strip two or three days per week for perhaps 
five or six hours per day. Assuming the stripping facility strips for 16 hours per week, 
the system electrical requirement is 2,230 kWh annually. Assuming a cost of electricity 
of 12 cents per kWh, the total annual electrical cost with the higher air flow ventilation 
system is $264. The old ventilation system had a three-fourths horsepower motor on the 
flow tray and no exhaust system on the rinse booth. The electricity cost using the old 
ventilation system was $100. It should be noted that electricity costs have recently risen 
in California but higher electricity costs will not make a significant difference in the 
conclusions. 

The new ventilation system would require more maintenance than the old ventil<:-tion 
system. It was assumed that the old ventilation system would require about $20 per year 
in maintenance and the new ventilation system would require about $200 per year. 

Table 5-2 compares the cost of the new and the old ventilation system. 

Table 5-2 
Annual Cost Comparison of Strip Joint Old and New Ventilation Systems 

(Year 2000 Dollars) 

System 
Annualized Equipment Cost 
Electricity Cost 
Maintenance Cost 

Old Ventilation System 

$100 
$20 

New Ventilation 

$538 
$268 
$200 

Total Cost $120 $1,006 

The values of Table 5-2 show that a typical stripping company would pay about $900 per 
year more for a 1500 cfm ventilation system similar to the system tested at Strip Joint. 
This system, however, did not reduce the estimated risk at the nearest offsite receptor as 
much as the system installed at Sunset Strip. In addition, during the worker exposure 
testing in the earlier NIOSH project, the findings indicated that the ventilation system at 
Strip Joint was not capable of reducing the worker exposure to the OSHA limit of 25 
ppm. 

Sunset Strip Ventilation System 

The system tested at Sunset Strip had about twice the air flow of the system tested at 
Strip Joint. The cost of the 3000 cfm system is estimated by the supplier at $6,000. 
Again, assuming that delivery and installation amounts to $800, that a typical stripping 
firm finances the purchase, that the c.ost of capital is 10% and that the system is paid off 
over a 10 year period, the annualized capital cost is $1,108. 

This higher air flow ventilation system has a one horsepower blower on the air shower, a 
two horsepower blower on the flow tray and a three-fourths horsepower blower on the 
rinse booth. Assuming the facility strips 16 hours per week, the electrical load would be 
4,181 kWh per year. At a cost of 12 cents per kWh, the total annual electricity cost 
would be $502. In this case, it was again assumed that the electricity cost for the old 
system with a blower only on the flow tray would amount to $100 per year. 

The maintenance cost of the 3000 cfm system would be the same as the maintenance cost 
of the 1500 cfm system, $200 per year. The maintenance cost of the old ventilation 
system was again assumed to be $20 annually. 
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As discussed above, the system at Strip Joint was not capable of meeting the OSHA 
worker exposure level of 25 ppm. In contrast, the higher air flow ventilation system at 
Sunset Strip was capable of meeting the 25 ppm level. In addition, the system was also 
capable of meeting the 12.5 ppm action level established by OSHA. Firms that cannot 
meet the action level must perform regular medical surveillance of their workers and 
monitoring of the air concentration. The strip shops must perform a medical exam every 
three years on each employee exposed to METH at a cost that ranges between $75 and 
$400. Assuming a cost of $150 and assuming that a shop has two employees, the annual 
cost for medical surveillance would amount to $50. Monitoring involves testing each 
worker with badges every six months at a cost of about $100. The annual cost for 
monitoring for a facility with two employees would be $200. The Sunset Strip system, 
since it meets the OSHA action level, would reduce the medical surveillance· and 
monitoring costs by about $250 per year. 

Table 5-3 shows the annual cost comparison of the old ventilation system and the new 
higher air flow system at Sunset Strip. 

Table 5-3 
Annual Cost Comparison of Sunset Strip Old and New Ventilation Systems 

(Year 2000 Dollars) 

Old Ventilation System New Ventilation System 
Annualized Equipment Cost $1,108 
Electricity Cost $100 $502 
Maintenance Cost $20 $200 
Medical Surveillance Cost $50 
Monitoring Cost $200 
Total Cost $370 $1,810 

The cost to the facility for using the new higher air flow ventilation system is $1,810 
annually. The facility can offset the costs associated with worker exposure and the net 
cost to the facility is $1,440 annually. This accounts for about 6% of the profits of a 
typical facility. 

Use ofAlternative Strippers 

The alternative stripper testing was reported in Section III. IRTA conducted additional 
testing to decide which of the two alternative strippers should be used during the source 
testing. Another purpose of the stripper tests was to gather information on the 
comparative cost of using B7, the baseline stripping formulation, and the two best 
alternative strippers, B25 and CAE2. In these tests, four panels were stripped with the 
baseline and alternative strippers. The volume of stripper used was recorded and the 
volume of stripper consumed per square foot of stripper removed was noted. The results 
of the testing should be used judiciously since the testing was not rigorous. It was 
performed to gain a qualitative idea of the relative stripper usage. 

For the B7 baseline stripper, 0.208 gallons of the stripper per square foot were required. 
For B25, the value was 0.059 gallons per square foot and for CAE2, the value was 0.078 
gallons per square foot. These values differ substantially from the METH usage figures 
for the baseline and alternative B25 stripper that were noted during the source testing. 
The source testing figures are more reliable since they were obtained over a longer period 
of stripping and under more controlled circumstances. The source test data indicated that 
the METH emissions during use of the B25 stripper were about 29°/o lower than the 
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emissions during use of the baseline B7 stripper. The CAE2 stripper was not tested 
during the source testing. Based on the comparative stripper usage figures, emissions of 
METH from the use of CAE stripper are likely to be higher than emissions of METH 
during use of the B25 stripper. 

The current price of a 55-gallon drum of B7 is $429, or about $7.80 per gallon. The 
supplier who formulated the B25 and CAE strippers estimates that he would offer the 
B25 stripper at about 10% more than the B7, or $8.58 per gallon. The price of the CAE2 
would be 5% more than the B7, or $8.19 per gallon. 

A typical larger stripping facility might purchase 1,000 gallons of stripper per year. The 
annual cost of the B7 stripper would amount to $7,800. If this stripping facility were to 
convert to the B25 stripper, less stripper would be required. Using the usage figures 
above, 71% of the B25, or 710 gallons per year, would be required. On this basis, the 
cost of the stripper would amount to $6,092 annually. For CAE2, 725 gallons of the 
stripper would be required in a year. The cost of this stripper would be $5,938 annually. 

One of the major issues in using the alternative strippers is that the workers in the 
stripping facilities believed that their performance was not as good as the performance of 
the baseline stripper. The workers would likely have to expend more labor to use these 
alternative strippers. Some items might have to be stripped twice and, in some cases, 
workers might have to increase the use of sanding. It was assumed that the typical 
facility would strip for 16 hours each week. If the facility converted to one of the 
alternative strippers, four additional hours of sanding and/or stripping would be required 
each week. _ Assuming a labor rate of $12.75 per hour, the increased cost of labor for 
using the alternative strippers would amount to $2,652 per year. One of the other issues 
that was noted by one of the facilities was that the items did not dry as fast after stripping 
with the alternative strippers. More time might be required before the facility could paint 
the items. Although this is a disadvantage, it is not clear how to quantify it. 

Table 5-4 presents the comparative costs of using the two alternative strippers under the 
assumptions described above. 

Table 5-4 
Annual Comparative Cost of Baseline and Alternative Strippers for Typical 

Stripping Facility 
(Year 2000 Dollars) 

Baseline B7 B25 Alternative CAE2 Alternative 
Annual Stripper Cost $7,800 $6,092 $5,938 
Increased Labor Cost $2,652 $2,652 
Total Cost $7,800 $8,744 $8,590 

The values of Table 5-4 show that use of the B25 alternative would increase the total 
stripping costs 12% for the typical facility described here. Use of the CAE2 alternative 
stripper would increase costs by 10% per year. If the labor costs were increased more 
than accounted for here, the use of both alternative strippers would carry an increased 
cost to the facility. In addition, if use of the alternative strippers were actually higher 
than the source testing indicated, the stripping cost would also increase. 

FUTURE WORK 

As mentioned earlier, the SCAQMD is performing more extensive modeling calculations. 
The calculations are based on the source testing data developed during this project. The 
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modeling runs will be performed for one of the meteorological areas in each of the four 
counties under the SCAQMD jurisdiction. This will allow the generalization of the 
source testing results to other locations in the Basin. The SCAQMD plans to rely on the 
modeling results for the regulatory development for this industry in 2002. 

The use of one of the alternative low-11::ETH strippers was effective in reducing METH 
emissions by about 29% during the source tests. This reduction in emissions translates 
into a commensurate reduction of cancer risk from METH. In the cost analysis section 
above, however, it was noted that the facilities that tested the alternative strippers did not 
believe they performed as effectively as the baseline stripper. They suggested that some 
items might have to be stripped twice and that more stripper overall might be required. It 
is not clear whether the reduction in emissions and resulting reduction in the MICR :from 
METH achieved over the period of the source test would translate into a similar MICR 
reduction from METH over the long-term, in actual use. It would be prudent for some 
shops to conduct additional long-term testing of the alternative low-METH strippers to 
determine the true effect on emissions. 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

METH is employed widely in formulations that are used to strip wood furniture and other 
wood items. The chemical is a suspect carcinogen and it poses a danger to the workers 
who use it. :rvfETH is classified as a Toxic Air Contaminant in California and it also 
poses a cancer risk to the residents in the communities surrounding stripping shops. The 
focus of this project was to identify and test methods of reducing the MICR when :rvfETH 
based strippers are used in California stripping shops. This document provides the results 
of the project testing. 

In a survey conducted in an earlier project, it was estimated that there may be 3 8 furniture 
stripping firms that use stripping equipment and large quantities ofMETH based strippers 
in the South Coast Basin. There may be as many as 80 such facilities statewide. These 
facilities emit a significant amount of METH during stripping and the METH emissions 
pose a risk to people who live and work near the facilities. 

Two methods of reducing the MICR posed by furniture strippers were investigated during 
this project. The stripper used widely by furniture strippers contains about 80% METH. 
As one of the methods of reducing the exposure to emissions of METH and the 
associated MICR at the nearest offsite receptor, alternative non-METH and low-METH 
strippers were formulated and tested in four stripping facilities. Of the eight alternative 
strippers tested, two of the low-METH content strippers performed the best. Both of 
these strippers contain less than about 50% METH. 

One of these alternative strippers was used during the ventilation system testing. During 
this testing, it was found that emissions of METH from stripping facilities could be 
reduced through use of these strippers in place of the baseline stripper. This follows from 
the fact that the two alternative strippers have a lower METH content and they also have 
a lower vapor pressure. Use of the alternative strippers could reduce cancer risk from 
METH posed by furniture stripping facilities. The magnitude of the cancer risk reduction 
that was achieved through use of the alternative strippers during the source tests is 
estimated at 29%. 

The two best alternative strippers each contain other non-METH components that could 
be toxic. One of the strippers, the one tested with the higher air flow ventilation systems, 
contains n-methyl pyrollidone, a chemical that is a reproductive and developmental toxin. 
The other stripper contains tert-butyl acetate which has unknown chronic toxicity. The 
chemical does metabolize to tert-butyl alcohol in the body, however, and tert-butyl 
alcohol is a carcinogen. Use of these alternative strippers reduces the canter risk from 
METH;. however, they may increase the cancer and non-cancer risks posed by other 
components in the stripper. 

The second method of reducing exposure to emissions of METH at the MICR location 
involved testing higher air flow ventilation systems in two facilities. These systems were 
installed during an earlier IRTA project with NIOSH. Higher air flow ventilation 
systems can capture more METH for dispersion from stacks on the facility, lowering the 
MICR at the nearest offsite receptor. The 1500 cfin ventilation system was able to 
capture between 62 and 70% of the METH depending on the stripping formulation that 
was used. The 3000 cfm ventilation system was able to capture 90% of the METH that 
was emitted from stripping operations. The MICR reduction at the nearest offsite 
receptor that can be achieved through use of the higher air flow ventilation systems is 
estimated at between 13 and 17%. In an earlier study conducted for NIOSH, worker 
exposure testing indicated that the 3000 cfm ventilation system could reduce worker 
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exposure to the action level of 12.5 ppm. In contrast, the 1500 cfm system was not 
capable of reducing worker exposure to the action level. 

The combined reduction to exposure of METH emissions at the nearest offsite receptor 
due to the use of the higher air flow ventilation systems and the low-METH content 
strippers is estimated at between 38 and 41 %. The analysis conducted here indicates that 
adoption of the two measures would reduce the MICR at the nearest offsite receptor to 
about 50 in a million in a typical large stripping shop. This is higher than the threshold 
MICR value of25 in a million established in SCAQMD Rule 1402. 

A typical stripping shop makes a profit of about $30,000 annually. A limited cost 
analysis performed here indicated that the annual cost increase of purchasing a higher air 
flow ventilation system would range from about $900 to $1,400. This represents between 
3 and 6% of a typical shop's profits. Use of the alternative low-METH strippers might 
increase the costs of stripping to a typical shop by an additional $800 to $900 annually. 
The purchase of a higher air flow ventilation system and use of the low-METH stripper 
might increase costs by 6 to 9% of profits annually. 
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Appendix A 

MSDS for Baseline Stripper 
Benco #B7 Industrial Paint Remover 
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MATERL.\L SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc.. P.O. Box 364_9, Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 931--48-4-9:578 
Product ~fame: BENCO #B7 INDUSTRIAL PAL'fT REMOVER 

I. PRODL'CT LSFOR\(A.no:-; 
G.:n.."fJ.l .:,r Q,:no:ric ID: ChlCXU13t.:d Hydroc:ubon.. Alcohol 81.:nd 
Tr:ide :s;;un.e: &nco =87 
DOT lfaz.:i..rd Cl=ifiction: ?J.int Rc:l:it.:d \l:ito:ri:il. 3. L:--3066. !I 

2. H.-\Z..\ROOlS CO\tPO:s;E'.\TS: 

l'.\GREDIEc\T PEL(OSH.--\) TW.-\(OS!I.-\) APPRO:\:"• 
D1.:hlocom<thane 25 ppm 25 ppm 70-&5 
~lc:thanol ZOO ppm 200 ppm 8-15 
::!-Butox:,-eth.lnol 50 ppm 2.5 ppm 1-10 
2-\lc:tho'.l.·ym:thyl.:tho:1.;-pro~I 25 ppm 25 ppm 1-10 
Biodegr.uii.bk Wetting .-\gems&: W".1.'( NIA ~IA 1-S 
:-;QTE: Didtlorom,:than,: 3.lld \lcthanol Me subj.:ct to reponing rtquircments ofS.:ction 313 ofTitle Ill of the 19&6 Supcrfund Amendments :i.nd 
Rcauthoriz.:iuon Act (SAR.-\) Jnd 40CFR P:ut 372, which 1pply to businesses with 10 or more employees. Please call Bcnco regarding reporting 
qu:1111111.:s .11 S00-632-3626. 

J PHYSICAL DAT.-\: 
Boiling Po1ru: 
\' apor D.:nsir.-: 
Sp,:-:1ti.: Gr.i,ir:,-

I04 F ( Initial) 
2.93 (Air=!) 
1.20 

Vapor Pressure: 
Perccnt Volatile: 
VOC Contcnt: 

<300 mm Hg 
>91.0°,. 
I80 gr:irn.s,1 

Odor: T~picil ~kthyi-=n.: Chloride 

-1. FIRE .-\...'iD E..XPLOSIO:'-i HA.Z.-\RD DATA: 
Fla.sh Point: )';one to boiling point Lower Explosivc Limit: Unknown 

- ['.l.1inguishing \.(edia: Wata Fog 

Fire and E_,q,losion HaZ3rcls: \lay form flammable vapor-air mi."ttUrcs at tcmp,:raturcs above ambiffll. Lower t,mipc:r.UUrcs decrease the difficulty of ignition. 
Spc,;ial Firctighting Pro.:tdures; S.:lf-Conlilincd Breathing . .\ppanlUS with a full fa,."Cpiece op,entcd in pressure demmd or otMr positive prcssure mod<. 

5. HE.--\LTH H..i,2.--\RD 0.--\T.--\: 
Eft~-is <>f O-.·cre:q,osure: 
Ey.:s: Can .;:msc s.:vcre imution and slight corneal injuey-. Vapors may also irrible ,:yes. Injury int=ifi,:s wilh .:'Xl.:nckd .:ontan 
Skin:. Prol~.:d or r.:-peu.cd ~"l)OSlll'e will .;:ause a. bum Th,: bum will intensify ,\ith extended contact. 
Skin .-\bso_rp1.1.:,n: .--\ single preiongcd cxposurc is nol like!~- to result in lhc material bcing absorb.ed through thc skin in harmful amounts.. 
lngcs1ion: Cm .:aw.: gastroirn.:stinal irritation. na=a. vomiting. diarrhea. blindncs.s.. and even d.=alh. Ifa.spirat.:d (liquid cntc~ the lung). may bc 

r:1pidl~ :ibsorb,:d through thc lungs and result in injury 10 olha body syst.:ms. 
[nhal:mon: \lajor route .:,ipotcnlial exposure. Di.:hlorom.:thane ~ess.:s lhe cenu-al nervous sysum. Concentrations bctween 900-1,000 ppm may 

~-:ius.: jizzin,:ss Of drunlc.cnn.:ss.. NaUSQ. headache. :ind \-ocniting can occur at concentrations above 2.000 ppm. ..\17,000 ppm. numtm.:ss :i.nd 
tingling in arms :ind legs and rapid heartb,:at have a.:currcd. Loss ofconsciousnes., and death have occurred al levels above 9,000 ppm. if 
exposure is prolonged. C.uboxybanoglobia levels cm be deva1cd in pcr,om exposed to Dichloromcthaoe and can c:auso a substantial stress on th( 

o:udio\-:u.."\lw- syswm.. This eloevalion cm be addiliff 10 tbe increase caused by smoking and odla' carbon IIIGOOXide sources. 
M.:dici C_ondi1iom .--\ggr.lvaud by E.-q,osure: .-\Jcoholism. xu&e and chronic liver disc:ue. chnlllic hmg disease. or rtay,bm disorders ofthe heart. 
Notkc: Rcparts l:iave associaud repatcd and prolonged~ IO solvaa to peunaQelll brain and ncrvous S)Slrmdanage. Pascal tbouglll to have ht;in 

or r<!Spiratory probkms should seek medical advice bd'°" using solveu&s ofany kind. Ifsipofallergy develop (breathing diffiailty. eye ·: 
ii.:hing. prolonged itchins and redness ofthe skin_ b-tac:hes, dizziness. etc.) discontinue us.: ofthis product imncdiately and consult a physician. 

. Drinking :ikohol !>.:fore Of afta cxposure to solv.cnu may Quse Ulldairable .:lf«1.s.. 
"FIRST .-\.ID: 
Skin: Thorooghly wash expos.:d ;u-ea wilh soap ;ind wat<r. R,:nl(WC: contaminated dothing. L:iundcr conuminat.:d .:loth.ing before r.:us.:. 
E~·cs: Flush ,vith [arg,: llllOW11S ofw:ita. lifting upp,cr ind lower lids occasionally. Get medical mention. 
[ngcstion: CJ.II physi.:i311.. poison .:ontrol .:.mt.:r. oc hospit.11 ~ room immcdiatc:ly. 
inhai.111on: If .llf.:.:ted. ranu,·c :ndi vidua.l to fresh ;,ir. If!:r-:1:hing is diffi::ult, ac.-ninister r.espir:ition.. K,=,:p person '"3ml. qui<:t, :1nd get m,:dica.l 1tt.:r.1i~n.. 
;-;QTE TO ?HYSICl.-\...'s: 11us product can indu.:e .:ardi:i, :<nSiti.ution 10 .:irculating cpincphrinc-li.ke .:ompounds. Do not :i.dm.inister adrcnaline or simil:ir 

~ml)31homim.:ti.: drugs for 24 hours following pctcnt1al~ toxi.: exposures. 
TOXICITY 
Chrom.: T ox:i,.-,ty: The findings ofchronic toxic :ufe<.--ts in !abon1ccy animals may indicate: toxicity to humans. 0-,aexposure should b.: a.voidcd. 

Failure 10 do so could result in injury, illncss. or C\'ffl dal.h. 
Can:inos,:nicuy: HW!WIS cxposcd rcpcalcdly to 2,0 ppm m.:~i.:n.: .:hloridc foc 7.5 hours pa day dcvelopcd no :id,·= health effects. R,:pc:itcd :i.ndC1' prol,mg,:<l 

exposure to high ,"Or!Callntions has indu.:cd liver :ir.d kidney effects in eicpcrimcnt.al mimals. The Nationa.l Tox.i.:ology Program (:-.'TP) ha.s issu.:J a stu<l~ 
whi.:h rcpons th.ii mice exposc:d for two yars by :M.1l:i.t1on to methylene ,hloride vapo~ :it con.:entrations of 1000 :1nd 4000 ppm dc\·,:lopcd lung 
md li,·.:r tumor;. R.:its similarly ,:xposcd 10 I000. :coo. uid 4000 ppm developed benign mammary gland tumors. In two ,:arli.:r inh:ifation 
studics.. r:i.ts J.nd h:iJnsL= e,cpos,:d to m.:thylene .:hJ,;,ndc :11.:oncentrations from 50-3500 ppm did not develop significant incidences ofmamm:iry. lung. <>r 
!t, er rumo~. EP.-\"s S..,.ence Advisory Board rec:,:r.tly .:oncludcd that the lllinul evidcno.:e for =inogcnicity is -sufficient" to indica.te that m.:thylcne 
.:hlond.: ha.s .::ironogcni.: potential. Two cpidemio~.::il studies showed no evidence ofhuman ca.rcinogcnicity or :my oth.:r health c:ffCCIS rel:itcd to 
m.:th~ !en,: .:hlorid.: exposure. The collective evid,:n,..---e of scvcr:il :i.ninul snsdics and human c:xp.:ricnce suggests that there is linle ClfC1IlOgenic risk for humans 
undCT ,-onlr'Ol!cd .:onditions of occupational c:xposutt. 

· The Sut.: ofCa1ifomia has list.:d Dichloromethan,: undc:r Proposition 65 as :i chemical known to the St.uc: to cause c:i.ncer. Epid.:miology studi.:s of 751 
hum:uis .:hronically c::cposcd to dichloromcthane in the WCl'k.place ofwhich 2~2 were .::cpos,ed a minimum of20 years did not demonstrate :my in..T.:-.is.: in 
J.:aths .:auscd by= oc ca.rdi~ problems. A s«"000 5Dldy of2,227 worlc.m c:onfumcd these results. 
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M . .\TERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 36➔ 9. Crossville. TN 3855i 

Emergency Phone: 931-48➔ •9578 

Product Name: BE.'.'iCO #87 INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER · Page 2 

R..-proou..1.-·c: T uxicity· Rq,rodu-.1iw: toxicity t,esu h.;iv,: b.:,m .:undu..1.:d to .:v:ilu:uc: the: :idvc:rs.e c:lf.:cts dichloromc:th;inc: may h.:i,-., on r..-pr~...iu..1ioo J.ntl 
l.ltlspnng l.lf l:ibl.lr:itory ;mimJ.ls. The: r.:sults indi ..-:it,: ~t Dichloromcth:inc do,:s not -:J.usc birth tlc:f.:..,s in l.:ibor:ltory animals. 

6 RE.\CTl\"ITY DAT.-\: 
H=dous Pul~mcnz.:i11un: C;m 1101 ..,.;cur. 
Stah,htv· Stable: 
lm:umpa11b11i1y: Avoid .:onu ..1 with strong oxidizing ,g~ts-
H:u:irdous D«omposillon Produ ..,s: Op<n 11.:imc:s .:ind _.,:;ding JJ\.-S .::in .::iusc th<m1al dc:gnd.:ition with thc: c:volut1on of hydrogen .:hloridc :ind ,·c:r.· small 

a.mounts of phosgcn,: iltld chlorine:. 

7 SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDL"RES: 
Action I<.> t.:i.kc: tor spills or l.:aks: 
Small Spills: !\.lop up. ,..;pc: up, or soak up immc:di.ltdy. Remove to ou•.of doors. 
l..:irg,: Spills: Ev:i..-u.:it.: J.ro::i. Contain liquid a.nd tr:w.i.:r to dosc:d mc:t.11 or poly.:thylcn.: .:ontainc:rs. Avoid conurnin.:ition ofground :ind~rfa.:.: \\-:tl.:r.1. If 
• spil! o-.-..-urs ind~. tum off air .:onditioning J.nd:or haring systc:m to prevent vapors from .:onumin.:iting .:ntire building. 
Dispos,:,.l ~l,:thod: Ev:iporat,: mull quantit1.:s in .:ompli;in,,;,: with local. state:. and f.:der:il rc:gul.:itions. Do not dispos.: ufthis m.:irc:rial or 3.nv wast.: r.:sitluc: int<.> 

s.:pt1.: systems. storm drains. or dir.:..1.ly onto the: ground _ · 
R.:ponabl.: Qua.n1i1y (RQ) ,s 1.250 lb. Sotify :--ation.:il Rosponsc: C.:nt.:r al 800~24-8802 llf un.:ontrollc:d spills in c:x.:.:ss of rc:porubl.: qu.:in111~-

!{.\_,;ou:-:G PRECAL "T!O~S: 
\',m1ila1iun: Controlling J.irbomc .:onccntr::1.tions ~iow the .-\CG[H TLV .:xposure guidc:lin.: is r.:.:omrn.:ndc:d ACGIH TW . .\ is SO ppm. OSH.-\ PE!. is 

25 ppm 8 hour TWA. :ind a STEL of 125 ppm. Tius rule also c:stablishcs an .~1ion Lc:v.:I of 12.5 ppm. t.:~ only with ad.:qu.:itc vaitilation. L.i..~l .:xhaust 
,·.:nulation is n.:.:.::ss.:iri,· for most :i.pplic:itions. Lc:tha.l cooo:ntrations may .:xi.st in areas with poor vaitilation. Contact B.:nco for funh.:r information. \kdi-.-.1! 
munitoring is :i.1so r.:quir.:d by OSHA for appli.::itions that .::cc.:.:d [h,: .~on Lc:vel of 12.S ppm. 

R.:spir.11ory Prot.:..1ion: .-\lmosph,:ric l,m:b should be maimainc:d below tho: aposure guidc:lini:.. lfthis l,cvd is .:xceed.:d. use an approved air puril)ing 
r,:spir:uor. For .:mag.mcy and och:r ,;ooditions wbi:rc the ,exposure guideline may be greatly exceeded, use m approved positive pressure ~lf...:onlain.:d 
br.:athing appar;uus. 

Skin Pr-uco.-tiun: W .:ar .:ho:nU\.-..J resistant rubber gloves. apron. bools. and plas1ic arm sl.:.:,.~ 
F.y.: Protc,.1ioo: t·~ satcty gws.es. Wh.:re ..-aatact is lik.dy. us,: ...-thmli...~1 splash goggl.:s. 
H~ g1o:nc:: Avoid ..-oatact with skin and avoid bradling vapon. Do nol cal. drink. or srnok,: in work arc:a. \V.ish h.:inds prior 10 c:ating. drinking. ,ir usmg 

r.:stroom..-\ny dothing or sho.:s that h.:ivc bccn ..'"Olll:ln1inalc_should be removcd immc:diatdy :ind thoroughly laundcr.:d b.:forc wearing ag:11n. 
sa.1;:1y Showc-r and Eycwash Station should be available iA "·orlt ara. 
S..\R . .\ Tit!.: III Hazard Cat.:gories - Immc:dia.tc Hc:alth. O.:i.:iy.:d Health. 

. .\.DDITl01'.-U. l'.'iFOR.\IATION: 
Spc:.:ial Prc.:au1ions to b.: Takcn in Handling & Storagc: E.u:rc:is.: rcasonabl,: care and caution. Avoid breathing v:ipors. Store in a cool pl.a.co: out ofdir.:..1 

sunlighL Cono:aur:ued v:ipo~ ofthis product .:ir.: bca,-icr than air and will .:ollcct in low areas such as pits and dcgrc.:iscrs. storzgc tanks. and othc-r 
.:ontint:d arcas. Do not cnur thosc arcas who:re Yaplll$ ofIbis produ1.'t are suspected unless spcci.al brcdhing apparatus is used and an observer is pr=t 
for assist.:ini:.:. Do not usc this produ..'t in a tank or'l;al wbcrc the produ(t l.cvd is Ii■ from the top oftho: tank. Lahal o:ot1Cffllralio ofvapxso.-,.'llr in bnb 
.:ind ~-er)· .:lfon should be made io keep &om brc:allliPs bdow or near tho: lOp kwJ oftho: tank. . - . '; -· -. :-. ~:. · · .,·. .J ~, -~l!. 
Do not prasure produ..'t out ofcopraino:r with air. \\'lam opening bung. op,:n bung partially and vall any a0QOUWed pr-,,: bo!fcri mniMris~ 
.:ompldcly. Empey produci comaino:rs may .:ontaia liquid or vapor raidu,:s oflhis product. All ~"alUiom sug,:sr.:d in this Data Sh.:.:opply 10 anpcy 
.:ontain.:rs also. Empty containers are property ofea.» Saks. Inc. and should not b.: sold to individuals or other parties. Do not rq>ai:lc.ag,: this produ~1 
for r.:sal.: ..-\ny product purchas.:d for resale must Ju"" this MSDS anach.:d to .:ach .:onuincr and must be in original .:ontaincr. If ,:ach ~'Ollt.:iin.:r doc:s 1101 

h.:ivc :in ~ISDS • .::i.11 Bcnco at 800-632-3626. Do oot use: this produ ..1 in J.rcas where contact ofvapors "ith g:is 11.:imcs o~ hot d.:.."tri.: dancnts .::in o.:..-ur. 
Plc:is-= .::ill B.:nco J.I 800-632-3626 for advicc on prop,,:r h.:ating systems. Contact with ll:unes or hot cl.:ctric clcmcnts c;in produce hydrochloric a.:id ;ind 
phosg.:nc fumc:s which CJ.n be fau.l. 
Ov.:r.,:,.--posurc 10 this product ca.n raise the lc:vcl oi =bon monoxide in th,: blood ..~usin9 ~diov-ascular su-ess. 
Do nni r.,,nov<: or d,<fa,:,: !:?.b.:ls off ,:on!.1ir.,:r.;. 

This \l:11.:nal Safoy Data Sh.:.:1 sup,:rs.:d.:s any pr.:vious \l:itc:ri.:il Safoy Data She:.:! on this produCL Eff.:ctive D:ite: June: I. 1999. 

111.: in1onn.:i1iun J..:cumula1.:d h.:r.:in is given in good faith .md b.:li.:v.:d 10 b.: a.:..-uratc. but no warranty, cxpr.:ss or implic:d. of =h.:intibility. litncss. or 
oth.:rwisc is mad.:. Th.: sugg.:stcd procedures J.rc ~ on .:,q,eri.:n.:.: as of the dat.: of publication. Th,:y :itt not nc:.:=rily .:ill inclusive nor lull~ 
ad.:qualc in ,:very circumstance. Consult Ben.:o Saks. Inc.. for proper handling pro.:.:dur.:s in sp,:cili.: situ.:iuons or for any furthc:r mlorma1tu1L 
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MATERL\L SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 870. Forney. TX 75126 

Emergency Phone: 972-552-29 l 7 
Product ~ame: BE~CO #B238 11\DUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER 

1. 

--1. 

5. 

6. 

i. 

~. 

9. 

PRODL"CT l:'-iFOR.\,fATIO:'<: 
G.:n.:t"al 0r G.:nc:ric ID: Cvclic Amid.:. Aliphatic Solv.:nt 81.:nd 
Trad.: :-;am,:: Bc:nco ::8238 
DOT Huard Classification: :-lot :.1 DOT Hazardous \lat«riil 
H.-\Z . .\RDOL·s CO\-IPO:--ESTS 
l~GREDIE:--T PEL{OSHA) ni.· ..\(OSHA.) APPROX•• 
:---\kthyl-2-P;-rrolidon.: :-;, _.·, S A. 50-65 
.-\liph:.1t1c P.:trol.:um Dist1llat.:s 100 ppm 100 ppm l5-25 
~-Butoxy.:thanol 50 ppm 25 ppm 5-12 
~-\-1.:thox:,rn.:thyl.:tho:~ypropanol 2~ ppm 25 ppm 5-12 
Ethyl-3-Ethoxypropianate NIA Ni.-\ 5-12 
:--OTE: Son.: ofth.:s.: ingr.:di.:nts are subje,,.--i to r,:porting rcquiranfflts ofS.:ction 313 ofTill.: III of the 1986 Sup,:rfimd Am.:ndm.:nts and 

R.:a.uthorization Act (SAR.-\) and -40CFR P:irt 372, which apply to busin=cs with 10 or more employees. 
PHYSICAL DAT.-\: 
Boiling Point: 329F (Initial) Vapor Pressure: <lOmmHg 
VJ.por D.:nsity: Gr.::ua- than Air Po:Tc.:nt Volatile: >95.~ 
Sp,:cilic Gr:1sity 1.01 
Odor: :1,(ild solv.:nt odor 
:'!RE _.;so EXPLOSIO:Si !i.-".Z.\.RD D.-\T.-\: 
Flash Point: >l-40F Low.::r Explosiv.: !:..unit: unkno"'n 
E.'l.1inguishing :l,kdi.1:Wat.:r Fog 
Fir.: and Explosion Hazards: :l,lay form t1amnubl.: vapor-au- nu.'1.11.m:s at t.:mp.:ratures above 1-40F. Lowo:T t.:mp,:rarur.:s decrease the difficulty of ignition. 
Sp,:cial Firelighting Procedures: S.::u:contain.:d Breathing Apparatus with a full fac.::piccc operated in pressure demand or oth.::r positive pressure mod,:. 

HEALTH H.-\Z.-\RO DAT.-\: 
Effe,,."IS ofOv.::re:q,osure: 
Eyes: Can .;ause irritation and slighl comeaJ injury. Injury inlcosifies with~coow:t. 
Skin: _Prolong,:d or repeated exposure will cause a rash or bum. The bum will DIUIISify with extended COOIKt. 
Skin Absorption: A single prolong,:d .:xposure is oot likely IO r=iJt in the material being absorbed dlrough the stia in lmmtul amounts. 
lng.:stion: Can .:ause gastroint.:stinal irritation. nausa. vtlllliting. diarrhea. · 
inhalation: \lajor rout.: ofpot.:ntial .::xposure. ~fay cause: ~ respiratory tract irritation. or .:.:ntral navous systan depr.:ssion. 
:-;01ic.:: R.::ports hav.: associ:n.:d r.::p,::11.:d and pc-olonged .:.-q,osur,: to solvenu to p.:nnanenl brain and nervous ~'Stffll damage. Persons thought to haw h.:::in 

or r.:spu-atory probl,ems should s.::.:k medi.::il :idvice bdore using solvents ofany kind. Ifsigns of all.::rgy develop (breathing difficulty. ~-,: 
itching. prolonged itching and redness ofth,: skin. headach:s. dii.zin.:ss. etc.) discontinue use of this product imnlo=diately and consult a physi,-ian. 

Drinking akohol b.:for.: or all.::r exposure to solv.::rns may .::ws.: und.:sirabl.: cffa."IS. 
FIRST AID: 
Skin: Thoroughly wash exposed area with :;oap and wat.:r. R.:move contaminated clothing. Launder cootaminar.:d clothing b.:fore reuse. 
Ey.:s: Flush with large amounts of water. lifting upper and lower lids occasionally. Get medical attention. 
Ingestion: Call physician. poison control cenur. or hospital~ room immediately. 
Inhalation: Ifalf.:ct.:d. rcmov.: individual to fresh air. lflnalhing is difficult, administer respiraticlll. Keep p,:noo wum. quid, and get ~ attallion. 
TOXIcm·: 
Chronic Toxicity: This material or its emissioos may atreapregmocy or f.:tal developmc:ot. 
RE.-\CTIVITI" DATA: 
Huardous Polymc:rization: Can not occur. 
Stability: Stable 
Incompatibility: .-\void conU..'t with strong oxidizing J.~..IS. 
SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDL"R.ES: 
A,-tion to take for spills or leaks: 
Small Spills: \-lop up. wip,: up. or soak up immediate~--
L.1.Cge Spills: Contain liquid and tr:insfa to dos.:d cor.wn.::rs. .-\void contamination of ground and surface watas. If spill occurs indoocs. rum offair 

conditioning and/or h.::ating system to Pfe"enl vapon :rem contaminating .:ntire building. 
Disposal :1,1.::thod: Dispos.: in compliance with local state . .mi federal regulations. Do not dispose ofthis matc:rial or any waste residue into septic syst=. Sllorrm 

drains. or dire,-tl y onto th.: ground. 
H.-\:-..ou:-.G PREC.-\L'TIONS: 
V.:ntilation: L"s.: only with :.1d,:quate ventilation. Lo.:::il exhaust ventilation is n.:cessary for most :ippli,--ations. 
Skin Prote,"lion: W.:ar chemical resistant rubbo:r gloves.. ,pron. boots, and plastic arm sleeves. 
Eye: Protc:,-iion: lJs.: safety glass.:s. Where .:on1aet is lik6'·. use chemical splash goggles. 
Hygi,me: .-\void ~ontact with skin and avoid bre:ithmg vapors. Do not .:at. drink. or smoke in work area. Wash hands prior to .:ating. drinking. <X usmg 

r.:stroom . .-\ny clothing or sho.:s that have been conuminal.:d should be n:moved immediately and thoroughly laundered before: wc:aring .1g:1in. 
s;it-.,ty Shower and Eyewash Station should be available in -..ork area. · 
.-\D0ITIONAL INFOR.'vU.TION: 
Sp,:cial Precaullons to b.: Talc.en in Handling & Storage: S.ttrcisc reasonable care and cautiorL Avoid breathing vapors. Store in a cool pll!CC out of dire-ct 

sunlig,hL Empty containers are propc:rty ofBenco S»cS. Inc. and should not be sold to individuals or other parties. Do not repack.age this produ,-,: 
for rc:salc:..-\ny product purchas.:d for re:we must ha,-e this MSDS attached to eadi contain.::r and must be in original container. If.:ach containeT 00,::1 ,,;ni 
h.av.: an ~ISDS. call B.:nco at 800-632-3626. Do llDl remove or deface labels off .:onlaincrs. 

This M:11erial Saf.:ty Data Sh«t sup,:neda any previous ~ Saf.:ty Data Shed on this product. E1!'c:ctive Dale: March .5, 1996. 
Th.: information :iccumulated herein is given in good faith -1 believed to be accurale. but no warranty. cxpraa or implied. ofmcrchanlibility. fitn=. ct 

0therwis.: is made. The suggested procedures are bated oa .:xpc:ricnc.: ;is ofthe date ofpublio:ation. They ate not no:.:ssarily all inclusive nor fuliy 
• ;id,:qu:uc in c:v,ery circumstance. Consult Benco Sales. Inc. for proper lwldling PfOCCdurea in specific silllabOnl or for any further information. 
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Bt:n.:o Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box :}649. Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 93 l-48-l-9578 
Product Name: BENCO #CAE6 INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER 

I. PRODL"CT INFOR.\-IATION: 
Gcn.:ra! or ~eric ID: Cyclic Amide. -~YI .\kthyl Ester, Aliphatic Solvent Blend 
Trade ',"arne: Benco Experimental Stripper C.-\£6 
DOT Hazard Classification: Not a DOT Hazardous :-.Iaterial 
H.-\.V.RDOL"S CO:V!PONENTS: 
['.'sGRED[E:--;T PEL(OSH.-\) TW.-\(OSH.-\i APPROX% 
'."-.\l.:thyl-2-Pyrrolidone NI..\ Ni.-\ 5.0-65 
.-\liphatic Petrokum Distillates 100 ppm 100 ppm 15-25 
.-\Jkyl :Vl.:thyl Esters NU Ni.-\ 15-25 
'."OTE: '.'ione ofthes.: ingredi.:nts are subject to reporting r~uirements of Section 313 ofTitle II[ of th.: 1986 Sup¢rfund .-\mendments and 

R.:authorization ..\ct (SAR..\) and 40CFR Part 372. "'hich apply to busir. :sses with 10 or more employees. 
3. PHYS!C..\L l.lATA: 

Boiling Point: 329F (Initial) V.i.por Pressure: <IO mm Hg 
Vapor Density: Great,:r than Air Percent Volatile: >95.0% 
Specific Gravity 1.01 VOC Content: 672 grams/liter 
Odor: :V[ild solvent odor 

4. FIRE ..\ND EXPLOSION HAZ..\RD DATA: 
Flash Point: > I40F Lower Explosive '...irnit: Unknown 
Extinguishing Media:Water Fog 
Fire and Explosion Hazards: May form tlammable vapor-air mixtures at temperatures above l 40F. Lower temperatures decrease the difficulty of ignition. 
Spec:1::.I Fir.:tighting Procedures: S.:U~Contain.:d Breathing Apparatus with a full facepiece operated in pressure danand or other positive pressure mode. 

5. HE.l...LTH H.--\Z.-\.RD DA.TA· 
Ett;:cts of Overexposure: 
Eyes: Can cause irritation and slight corneal injury. Injury ilnensifies with extended contacL 
Skin: Prolonged or repeated exposure will cause a rash or bum. Tiie bwn will intensify with extended contact 
Skin Absc)rption: A single prolonged ~ is not likdylDremit in the material being ab.orbed through the skin inhamdul amounts. 
IngestiQn: Can cause gastrointestio. iuitatioa, nausea. wmiling. c:limbea. 
Inhalation: Major route ofpatcotial czposare. May causebadac:bo, ~tract initatioa, or caitralnervoussystandeprasioo. · _.,~,,_ ··'· 
Notice: Reports have ~ repc:aled and prolonged ~ to solvents to pcnnanaJt bra.in and nenrous system damage. Pc:rsorn thought to have heart 

or respiratory problems should seek medical advice bd'ore using solvcnts ofany kind. Ifsigns ofallergy develop (breathing difficuhy, eye 
itching, prolonged itching and redness ofthe skin, b.:adaches, dizziness, .:tc.) discontinue use ofthis product immediately and consult a physician. 

Drinking alcohol before or after exposure to sol"ents may .:aus.: undesirable etf~. 
FIRST AID: 
Skin: TI,orou~I:, wash .:xpos.::d ar;!a with soap ar.d water. ?.a:move contall'in•t-,d ,•lr,thi'l~. I.aunder contaminat.!d dothing before reuse. 
Ey.:s: Flush with large amounts of water. lifting upper and tower lids occasionally. Get medical attention. 
Ingestion: Call physician. poison control center, or hospital =crgency room immediately. 
Inhalation: Ifaffected, remove individual to fresh air. Ifbrealbing is difficult, administer respiration. Keep per30n waun. quiet, and get medical attention. 
TOXICITY: 
Chronic Toxicity: This material or its cmissioos may affci;t pregnmicy or fetal davclopmcot. 

6. REACTIVITY DAT A: 
Hazardous Polymerization: Can not occur. 
Stability: Stable 
Incompatibility: Avoid contact with strong oxidizing agms. 

7. SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES: 
.-\.:tion to take for spills or leaks: 
Small Spills: Mop up. wip.: up, or soak up imm.:diat.:i~--
L.u-ge Spills: Contain liquid and transter to .:losed concin.:rs . ..\void ,ontamination of ground and surface Wakrs. If spill occurs indoors, turn offair 

..:onditioning and/or heating syst.om to prevent v~ :rom contaminating entire building. 
Disposal :Vlethod:Dispose in -:ompliance with local, state, .mJ t.:deral regulations. Do not dispose ofthis material or any waste residue into septic systems, storm 

drains, or directly onto the ground. · 
8. HA,'iDLING PRECAUTIONS: 

V .:ntilation: Lise only with adequate ventilation. LOQi exhaust ventilation is necessary for most applications. 
Skin Protection: Wear -:hemical resistant rubber gloves, :ipron, boots, and plastic arm sleeves. 
Eye Protection: Us.: safety glasses. Where contact is lik•"·· use chemical splash goggles. 
Hygien.:: Avoid conta..-t with skin and avoid breatbing vapors. Do not eat, drink, or smoke in work area. Wash hands prior to eating, drinking. or using 

restroom . ..\ny dothing or sho.:s that have been ,onuminated should b.: r~-,noved immediately and thoroughlv laundered before wearing again. 
Sal;:ty Shower and Eyewash Station should be available in ·.,ork area. 

'J .-\DD[T[ONAL INFOR.\-1.-\TION: 
Sp.:~ial Precautions to be Taken in Handling & Storage: ;: \crcis.: reasonabk .:are and caution. Avoid breathing Y3pors. Store in a cool place ou•. of direc"t 

sunlight. Empty .:ontainc:rs are prop.:rty Qf B.:m;o S.i:.:s. Inc. and should not be sold to individuals or other parti.:s. Do not repackage this produ-:t 
for resale ..-\ny product purchas.:d for rcsal.: must h.J,~ this \!SOS atta.i:hed to each container and must be ,n original container. If each container do.:s not 
have an .v!SDS. call Benco at 800-632-3626. Do n..'l ::,:move or deface labels otf-:ontainers. 

Tim \bt~rial Safoty Data Sheet supersc:des any previous ~!~al Safety Data Sheet on this product Effective Dato:: May 31, 2000. 
·n-i., in.formation accumulated herein is given in good faith lllli believed to be accurate, but no warranty, express or implied, ofmcrchantibility, fitness. or 

otherwise is made. The 3uggcstcd procedures are bas.:.foo. experience as of the date ofpublication. They arc DOl oecessarily all inclusive nor fully 
a.dc4uatc: in ev,e-ry cin..-umst.aru:e. Consult 8cnco Sales.. lnc. for proper handling procedures in specific situatiom oc for any further information. 
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M.-\TERIAL SAFETY DAT A SHEET 
Ben.:o Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 3649, Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 93148~-9578 
Product Name: BENCO #CAES INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER 

PRODCCT INFOlU;(ATION: 
Gen.:r:tl or Generic ID: Alkyl M.:thyl Ester, Aliphatic Solvcm, Ester Blend 
T r::id.: '.'-ia.me: Benco Experimental Stripper C.-\£8 
DOT H::iz::ird Classi.tk::ition: '.'-iota DOT H::iz:u-dous \iaterial 
H."'2.-\RDOL·s COMPO!'iE:,.iTS: 
l'-GREDIE'-T PEl.(.OSHA.) TW.-\(OSH.-\J APPROX% 
Alkyl \kthyl Est.:rs :S,,,. :S,.-\ 50-65 
T -:rt-Butyl .-\cetat<! [50 ppm 150 ppm 15-25 
\lc:th.inol 20(; ppm 200 ppm 5-15 
Biod.:gradabk Wetting Agents N/f"'., NiA 1-5 
:SOTE: :Sone ofthcs.: ingredients :ice subject to r.:porting requirements ofSectioo 313 ofTitle III of the 1986 Superfund Amendments and 

Reauthorization .-\.;t (SAR.-\) and 40CFR Part 372. which apply to busimsses with 10 or more employees. 
PHYSIC.-\L DATA: -
Boiling Point: 205F (Initial) Vapor Pressure: <I0mmHg 
V;ipor Density: Greater than .-\ir P.:ri;ent Volatile: >95.0% 
Spe.:ifo: Gravity .85 VOC Content: 79 grams/liter 
Odor: ~lild solvent odor 
FIRE _.\.;.\iD EXPLOSION HAZ.-\RD DATA: 
Flash Point: >140 F Lower Explosiw Limit: Unknown 
Extinguishing Media:Water Fog 
Fire and Explosion Hazards: May form tlammable vapor-air mixtures al ~pera!'Jrcs above I 40F. Lower temperatures decrease the difficulty of ignition. 
Special Firefighting Procedures: Se1t:contained Breathing .->.pparatus with a full facepiece operated in pressure demand or other positive pressure mode. 
HEALTH HAZARD DATA: 
Effects of Overexposure: 
Eyes: Can cal1'C irritation and slight comcal injury. Injury iDUmifics with extended contact. 
Skin: Prolonged or rcpcatcd exposure will cause a rash or bum. The bum will~with cxtmded cclllact.. 

Skin Absorptioa: A single prokmged Cxp0IIUIO is oat likdy to n:mll in1bo ~ being absorbed through 1bo skin in harmful amouw.. 
Ingestion: Can cause pstrointmtina1 irritaticm.-. wmiliDg. dimhea. ·· 
Inhal~ Major route ofpotmti.al exposure. May cause badacbo, respiratory Ind irritation, or central netVOUS sy.stan dcpra.,ion. 
Noti._+,·;•Ri:ports hav~ associated repeated and proloogcd csposure to solv=ts ti:' pcrm.aDCDl brain and nervous sy.stan damage. Prnom thought to have heart 

or respiratory problems should seekmedical advice bcfOR using solveurs ofany kind Ifsigns ofallergy develop (breathing difficuhy, eye 
itching. prolonged itching and redness ofthe skin, hadachcs, dizziness, ;:,c.) discontinue use ofthis product immediately and consuh a physician. 

Drinking akohul h.:for.: or aft.:r exposure to solvents may .::wse undesirable elf.:::ts. 
FIRST. '.:0:' · 
Skin: Thoroughly wash exposed :u-ea with soap and wakr. R.:mov.: coniaminated clothing. Launder contaminated clothing before reuse. 
Eyes: Flush with large amounts ofwater, lifting upper and lower lids occasionally. vet medical attention. 
Ingestion: Call physician, poison control center, or hospital <mergency room immediately. • 
I.nhalation; Ifaffected, remove individual to fresh air. lfbrcalhing is difficult, administer respiration. Kcc:p pc:r300 warm. quiet, and get medical atteotioq. ___ . 
REACTl'\JITYDATA: ··•l!- ·. 

Hazardous Polymaization: Can not occur. --·--:.:....:: 
Stability: Stable -·- ~~? 
Incompatibility: Avoid contact with strong oxidizing agms.. 
SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES: 
Action to take for spills or leaks: 
Small Spills: Mop up, wipe up, or soak up irnrnedi~1,,. 
Large Spills: Contain liquid and transfer to dosed conuin.rn:. Avoid contru:,ination of ground and surface wat.:TS. If spill occurs indoors, tum offair 

.:onditioning and/or heating syst.:m to prevent vapors from contaminating entire building. 
Disposal ~iethod:Dispose in .:ompliance with local. state . .mJ r;:deral regulalioni.. Do not dispose of this material or any waste residue into septic systems, storm 

drains, or directly onto the ground. 
H. .\J.'IDLING PRECAUTIONS: 
Ventilation: Use only with adequate ventilation. Loc:i.i ~:chaust ventilation is necessary for most applications. 
Skin Protecti_on: Wear chemical resistant rubb.!r gloves • .ipron. boots, and plastic arm sleeves. 
Eye Protection: Use safety glasses. Where contact is lik~ly. use chemical splash goggles. 
Hygien<!: .-\void conta.:t with skin and avoid bre31hlng vayors. Do not eat, drink, or srnoke in work area. Wash hands prior to eating, drinking, or using 

restroom. Any clothing or shoes that have been con~ should be removed immediately and thoroughlv laundered before wearing again. 
Safot:y Shower and Eyewash Station sholl!d he :,.v:i.i!able in ·••ork :u-ea. 
illDlTIO'.'IAL INFORMATION: 

Sp~..:ial Precautions to be Taken in Handling & Storage: Ex.'!'l:is.: reasonable car~ and .:aution. Avoid breathing vapors. Store in a cool plac.: out ofdirect 
sunlight. Empty .:ontain.:rs are property of Bence S.1.;,s. Inc. and should nJt b.: sold to individuals or other parties. Do nol repackage this produ~'t 
for resale. Any product purchased for resale must h.,, ~ this ~[SOS anachtd to .:ach .:ontainer and must be in original container. Ifeach container does not 
have an MSDS, call 8.:nco at 800-632-3626. Do n,-t :-,,move or deface lahels offcontainers. 

This Material Sa!~ty Data Sheet supersedes any previous ~IJ.lc:ria.l Safoty Data Sheet on this product. Effective Date: May 31, 2000. 
Th.: information ::iccumulated herein is given in good faith .llld believed lo be accurate, but no warranty, express or implied, ofmerchantibility, fitness. or 

otherwise is mad.:. Tho: suggested procedura :ire ba.s<J un experience as of the date of publication. They arc not necessarily all inclusive nor fully 
adequate in every .:in.-umstance. Consult Beru:o Sales. Inc. for proper handling procedures in specific situatiom oc for any further infonnation. 
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc.. P.O. Box 3649. Crossville, TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 931-48~-9578 
Product Name: BENCO #B25 INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER 

I. PROOCCT l:'iFOR.\i!.--\TION: 
Geno:ral or Go:n.:ric ID: Chlorinated Hydrocarbon. Alcohol. . .\.:etvlc:nic Ch,:mical Blend 
Trade '.'i:une: Benco ,,97 · 
DOT Ha..z:u-d Classification: Paint Related '.\lateria.l. 3. L :'i3066. II 

H.-\Z.-\RDOCS CO:-,!PONE)."TS: 
1:--GREDIE~T PEL(OSHA) TW.~OSHA) APPROX% 
D1chloromo:thane 25 ppm 25 ppm 40°50 
:-;.\[ethyl-2-Pyrrolidone N.A :'-ii•.\ 20-30 
\!ethanol 200 ppm 200 ppm 8-15 
2-Buto:.-yelhanol 5u ppm 25 ppm 1-10 
2-Methoxymethylethuxypropanol 75 ppm 25 oom 1-10 
B1odegradable Wetting Agents & Wax N \. _ NIA.. 1-5 
:SOTE: Oichloromethane and '.\!ethanol are subject to reporting requirements of Section 313 ofTitle III of the 1986 Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization A.1. (SAR..\) and 40CFR Part 372. which apply to businesses with IO or more rniployees. Please call &nco regarding reporting· 
4uantities at 800-632-3626. · 

3. PHYSIC . .\L DAT. .\: 
Boiling Point: 104F (Initial) Vapor Pressure: <300 mm Hg 
Vapor D,msity: 2.93 ( . ..\ir=I) Percent Volatile: >97.0% 
Sp.::1;ifii; Oravity I.! 5 VOC Content: 291 gramsil 
Odor: Typical '.\,1,;:thylene Chloride 

4. FIRE ..l,,.'.0 EXPLOSION HAZARD DAT.--\: 
Flash Point; None to boiling point Lower Explosive Limit: Unknown 
Extinguishing Media: Wauz Fog 
Fire and~losionijaz.ards: May fonn flammable vapor-air .mimlRs at rcu.1,er.dutcs above ambiait. Lowm-taq,a":lblra dcc:msotbc dif!icu1ty ofiginticn. 
Special Firefighting ProceduRs: Self-Contained Bn:athing Awua1DS with afitll faeepia:o opc:rated inprcasme demand CII" otbcr positive prcasme mode.· -

~ 

5. HEALTH HAZARD DATA: 
Effects of Overexposure: 
Eyes: Can cause severe irritation and slight com.:al injury. \":ipor.; may a.Jso ir.itat.: eyes. Injury intensifies with e:!!-=nded contact. 
Skin: Prolonged or repeated exposure will caus.: a. bum. The burn will inter.sity with .:xtended con~--t. 
Skin .~bsorption: A si11gle prcloni:;,::d c:.-vosure is 1avt lik.cly tv r.:s.:...'t ir, :he .,: '.,:ri:l! t>emg abs,,rbe,i-through the skin :n harmful amounts. 
Ingestion: Can cause gastroillI.:stina.l irritation, nausea, vomiting. diarrhea, bl:ndness, and even death. If aspirated (liquid enters the lung), may be 

rapidly absorbed through the lungs and result in injury to other body system.~. 
Inhalation: Major route ofpoeentia1 exposure. Dichloromcthane ~ the central nervous system. Coocemrati.om between 90().1 ;000 ppm may 

cause diz:zioes., or dnmkcnaess. NaJJSe'\ hadacbe, -twmiting can occur atCOOCCDtratiom abovel.000 ppm. At 7,000 ppm, numbness and 
tingling in anns and legs and rapid heartbeat have OCQUCd. um ofcamcioumess and death have occmred at lCY&tb above 9,000 ppn.·'if 
exposure is prolonged. Carboxybemoglobin levels Clllll bo elevated in pmona apoaed to I>idilmJmdbanc and cm camo a mbstailiil"lirea' 011. the· 
canliovuc:ular systan. This elevation can be addilM to tbo inaease caused by smoking and odl« cad>oa nmnmlidonourceL ~ ,- :>~-- -· · 

Medical Conditiom AggraVded by Exposure: Alcoholism, acute and clironic liver disease, chrooic hmg &ease, or dl)1hm cmonkn oftbo bDart.' 
Notice: Reports have associated repeated and prolonged exposure to solvcn!s to permancn1 brain and n«VOUS sy'5tan damage. Pcnom thought to have heart 

or respiratory problems should seek. medical advice b.:fore using solvents of any kind. Ifsigns ofallergy develop (bRathing difficulty, eye 
itching, prolonged itdung and redness ofthe skin, h,::,daches. dizziness, etc.) discontinue use ofthis produ..--t immediately and consult a physician. 

Drinking al<:ohol b.:fore or :ukr exposure to solvents may .:ause undesirable effects. 
FIRST AID: 
Skin: Thoroughly wash e,cpos.:d area with soap and water. ~~move contaminated clothing. Launder contaminated dothing before reuse. 
Eyes: Flush with large amounts ofwa.ter. lifting upper and :.:,wer lids occasionally. Get medical anention. 
Ingestion: Call physician. poison ~ontrol center. or hospital :mergency room immediately. 
Inhalation: If afl".,cted. remov.: individual to fresh a.ir. lfbr~:ithing is dilli<.:ult, administer respiration. Keep person warm. quiet, and get medical atrention. 
'.'iOTE TO PHYSICIAN: This product can induce cardiac s..--nsitiza.tion to circulating epinephrine-like compounds. Do not administer adrenaline or similar 

sympathomimetic drugs for 24 hours following poto:nlially toxic exposures. 
TOXICITY: 
Chronic Toxicity: The findings of chronic toxic affects in lab,.,ratory animals 11.ay indicate toxicity to humans. Overexposure should be avoided. 

Failure to do so could result in injury, illness, or evc:n .!eath. 
This material or its anissions may affeL1. pregnancy ,'t" ti:tal development. 
The State of Califomia has listed !)ichloromethane :mder Proposition ,,5 as a chemical known to the State to cause cancer. Epidemiology studies of75 I 

humans chronically exposed to dichloromethane in th,, workplace ofwllich 252 were exposed a minimum of:0 years did not demonstrate any im,Tease in 
de:tth:s caused by canc.:r or cardiac problems. .--\ sec.:-nJ study of2,227 workers ~onfirmed these results. 
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MATERUL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc.. P.O. Box 3649. CroSS\-ille. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 93 l-484-9578 
Product Name: BENCO #B25 INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER - Page 2 

6. REACTIVITY DATA: 
Hazardous Polym.:rization: Can not occur. 
Stability: Stable 
Incompatibility: Avoid conta~-t with strong oxidizing agents. 
Hazardous D"composition Products: Op"n tlam<!S and wdding ar.:s .:an cause thermal degradation with th" evolution of hydrogen chloride md very small 

amounts of phosgene and chlorin.:. 

SPILL OR LE..\K PROCEDCRES: 
.-\."tion to take for spills or leaks: 
Small Spills: Mop up, wipe up. or soak up immediately. Remove to out ofdoors. 
Large Spills: Evacuate area. Contain liquid and transfer to closed metal or µoly.:thylene container.;. Avoid contamination of ground and surface waters. If 

spill occurs indoors, tum offair conditioning and/or b.::ating system to gr.;:v<:nt vapors from contaminating <llltire building. 
Disposal Method: Evaporate small quantities in compliance with local, state, aJ!i;.. federa.l regulations. Do not dispose ofthis material or any waste residue into 

septic systems. storm drains, or directly omo the ground. 
R<0portable Quantity (RQ) is 1,250 lb. Notify National Response Center at 800-424-8802 ofuncontrolled spills in excess of reportable quantity: 

8. H.-\.'-!DLING PRECAUTIONS: 
Ventilation: Controlling airborne concentrations below the ..\.CGIH TL V exposure guideline is recommended. ACGIH TWA is 50 ppm. OSHA PEL is 

25 ppm 8 hour TWA, and a STEL of 125 ppm. This rule al.so establishes an A~-tion Level of 12.5 ppm. Csc only with adequate ventilation. Local exhaust 
ventilation is necessary for most applications. uthal ;oncenlrations may exist in areas with poor ventilation. Contact Benco for further information. Medical 
monitoring is also required by OSHA for applications that exceed the Action Level of 12.S ppm. 

Respiratory Prote<..-tion: Atmospheric levels should be maintained below the exposure guideline. If this level is exceeded. use an approved air purifying 
respirator. For .:mergcncy and other conditions where the exposure guideline may be greatly exceeded, use an approved positive pressure self-contained 
breathing apparatus. 

Skin Protection: Wear chemical resistant rubber glove,, apron. boots, and plastic arm sleeves. 
Eye Protection: Use safety gw.,es. Where COlllact is likely. use c::hemical spluh goggle.,. 
Hygiene: Avoid COlltaa with skin and swid bmllhiag vap,rs. Donoteat, drink. er smoke in fflldtarea. Wash bands prier to eating. drinking. or using 

mlrOOm. Any clothing or shoes that have beak c,nwninated should bo remom imrnediatc,ly and thoroughly launden,d before~again. 
Safety Shower and Eyewash Station should be available in wart -. 
SARA Title Ill Hazard Categories • hnrnediate Health. ~ HQJth. 

9. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
Special Pre<.:autions to be Ta.ken in Handling & Storage: E.-,;,m;ise reasonable care and caution. Avoid breathing vapors. Store in a cool place out ofdirect 

sunlight. Cunc.:ntrate,.I ·vapors of this prudu...t are hea,·i,er lhan a.ii mu ,-,i!i c..il\ect in low ill'<:a.s such <IS pits :1..nd degreasers. storage tanks, and uther 
contined areas. Do not enter those areas where vapcr.; o>f this product are suspected wtless special breathing appa.rants is used and an observer is present 
for ass~tance. Do not use this product in a tank or \"31. where the product level is 12" from the top ofthe tank. L.:tha.l 1..-oncentrations of vapors occur in tanks 
and every effort should be made to keep from brcathillg below or near the top level of the tank. · 
Do not pressure product out ofcontaine:r with air. When opening bung. open bung partially aod Will aD.Y .,...BllPlated pre.1SUR before rmioving bung 
completely. Empty product COPlaiDcrs may 000Wll liqwd or vapcir raiducs ofthisproduct. All precauti.ons sugmt.cd in this Data Sbecit apply to empty 
contaiocn abo.. Empty COlltainas are propaty of:SC.:0 Sa1ea, lllll. and lbould not be IOld to individuals croda-pmia. DoDIil~11m ~ 
for resale. Any product pun:bNed for raa1o IIIIJSl haw this MSDS damed to eadl ~ and mid be iaorigiaal CCIIIWDCI". If'each CCIIIWDCI" docs oat 
have an MSOS, call 8enco st 800-632-3626. Do not mo this product in aRaS where coot.ct ofvapors with gas flamel or- bot e1cdric elanaD cm occ:ur. · 
Please call Bcnco at 800-632-3626 for advice on proper heating systcms . .Contact with t1amcs or bot electric elcmmts can produce hydrochloric acid and 
phosgene fumes which can be fatal. 
Overexposure to this product can raise the level of ,-arbon monoxide in the blood causing cardiovascular stress. 
Do not remove or deface labels otf containers. 

This Material Salety Data Sheet sup.:rsedes any previous ~l~terial Satety Data Sheet on this product. Effective Date: June I, 1999. 

Th" intorrnation accumulated herein is given in good faith .I.lid believed to be accurate, but no warranty, express or implied, ofm,erchantibility, fitness, or 
oth.:rwise is made. The suggested procedures are b;,..--.,d on experience as ofthe date of publication. They are not necessarily all inclusive nor fully 
ade4uate in every circumstance. Consult Benco Sal.:s. lnc. for proper handling procedures in specific situations or for any further information. 
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MATERL\LSAFl" lDATASHEET 
Ben.:o Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box -,9, Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phor c· .j3 l-48~-9578 
Product Name: BE:'.'fCO #CAE2 l' DUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER 

I. PRODL'CT INFORM.-\TION: 
G.:n.:ral or G.:n.:ric ID: Chlorinat.:d Hydrocarbon. .-'Jcohol. Ester Chem.i1.--a.l Bien,;• 
T r:id.: :'-i :un.:: B.:nco #C.-\E2 Exp.:rim.cnta.J Stripp,,r 
DOT H:izard Classification: Paint R.:lat.:d '.l.!at.,rial. 8, L:>-'3066. II 

2. H.-\Z . .\RDOCS COMPONENTS: 
1;s;GREDIE?-iT PEL(OSH.-\) TW. .\(OSHA) APPROX% 
Dichlororno::than.: 25 ppm 25 ppm 40-50 
T .:rt-Butyl .~co::tat.: I5J ppm 150 ppm 20-30 
\l.:thanol 200 ppm 200 ppm 8-15 
:-Butoxyethanol 50 ppm 25 ppm 1-10 
2-M.:thoxymet!iyl.:thoxypropanol .l-' :,pm 25 ppm 1-10 
Biodegradable Wetting Agents & Wax N"IA_ . NIA 1-5 
'.'i'OTE: Dichloromethanc and Methanol ar.: subj.:ct to reporting requirements ofSection 313 ofTit!e Ill ofthe 19&6 Supcrtbnd Amendments ana 
R"authorization Act (SARA) and 40CFR Part 372. which apply to businesses~ 10 or more employees, Please call Benco regarding reporting 
quantiti~ at 800-632-3626. 

J. PHYSICAL DATA: 
Boiling Point: 104F (Initial) 1; apor Pressure: <:JOO mm Hg 
\":ipor Density: 2.93 ( . ..\.ir= I) Percent Volatile: >97.0% 
Sp.:cifo: Gravity 1.16 VOC Contcnt: i44 grams/i 
Odor: Typical y{ethylenc Chloride 

4. FIRE .-\ND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA: 
. Flash Point: None to boiling point Lower Explosive Limit: Unknown 

Extinguishing Media: Water Fog 
Fire and Explosion Hazards: May fonn flammable vapor-air miir:lures at temp.i:t•es above ambia:4. Lowa- ta.4,eutmes deaease tho diffic:ulty ofignitioo.. 
Special 'Firefighting Procedures: Self-Comaincd Ikeathing ~ with a fiill~ecc op«ated in pressure demand or~po.,itivc pressure mode. •0 

• 

5. HEALTH HAZARD DATA:
Etfects of Overexposure: 
Eyo::s: Can cause severe initation and slight corneal injury. \"apors may also irritate eyes. Injury intensifies with e:iundcd contact. 
Skin: Prolonged or rcpeat.:d exposure will ca~ a bum The bum will intem.if.- with extended contact. 
Skir, ~rptian: A sing!.: prolongedexpc,am, is not !ikelyt-, result i'!cthe 1n.>lto!>,a~ooing absorbc:-:1 thTc;.igh the skin in harmful amounts. 
!ngestiori: Can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, vomiting. diarrhea, blimh;ess, and .:vcn death. Ifaspirated (liquid aners the lung), may be 

rapidly absorbed through the lun~ and result in inj~- to other bo<!y sy:;tems. 
ln!talation: Major route ofpotential exposure. Dichloromclhan.c depresses the c.:ntral nervous system. Conccmrations between 900-1,000 ppm may 

cause dizziness or drunkenness. Nausea, headache, md vomiting can occur at concentration., above 2,000 ppm. Al 7,000 ppm. nwnbaas and 
tingling in arm, and leg., and rapid heartbeat have oocuncd. Loa ofcomcioumess and death have occurred at levels above 9,000 ppm. if 
exposure is prolonged.: Carboxyhanoglobin levels ca be elevated in persons expotOCI to~-can cause 11- snbslantial straa ontbc · 
cardioVIISQlW system. This elevation can be additive ID the iDcreue caused by smoking and oda cmbcm manaside sources. · · , 

Medical Conditions Aggravakd by Exposure: Alcoholism, acato md chronic liv~ disease, chronic hmg disease, or dlJdm disardrn oftho heart. · 
Notice: Report, have associated repeated and prolonged ~ to solvents to pcrmanmt brain and nervous system damage. Pcrsom thought to have he&rt 

or respiratory problems should seek medical advice ~ore using solvents ofany kind. Ifsigns ofallergy develop (breathing difficuhy, eye 
itching, prolonged itching and redness ofthe skin, hadachcs, dizziness. etc.) discontinue use ofthis product immediately and consult a physician. 

Drinking alcohol before or aft.:r exposure to solvents may .::ius.: undesirable etfe~ts. 
FIRST .-\ID: 
Skin: Thoroughly wash exposed area with soap and wakr l;:move ..:ontaminated clothing. Launder contaminatd! ~lothing before reuse. 
Ev.:s: Flush with larg.: amounLs ot'wakr. litting upper and ,'""r lids o.:.:asionally. Get medical attention. 
Ingestion: Call physician. poison control ..:enter. or hospit.a.i ,mergcncy room immediately. 
Inhalation: If atl~ct.:d. remove individual to fresh :iir. [fbre.lthing is diflicult. administer respiration. Keep person warm, quiet. and get medical attention. 
:--.OTE TO PHYSICIA..'I: This product can induce .;ardiac "41Sitiiation to circuliting epinephrine-like compounds. Do not administer adrenaline or similar 

sympathomimetic drugs for 24 hours following pot.:nlially toxic exposurts. 
TOXICITY: 
Chronic Toxicity: The findings of chronic toxic affects in la.Nratory animals may indicate toxicity to humans. Overexposure should be avoided. 

Failure to do so could result in injucy, illness. or ev<n J.eath. 
This material or its omissions may atfe1..-t pregnancy .-r r~ta.J development. _ 
·n,., State ofCalifornia has list.:d Dich.lorornethano .:nJ.:r Proposition 65 as a chemical known to the Stat" to .;aus.: cancer. Epid.:miology studies of75 l 
humans chronically oxpos.:d to dichloromothan.: in:.>:~ workpl;1ce ofwhi~h 252 wen: exposed a minimum 0f :o :,-ears did not demonstrate any in~-reas~ in 
d.:ath.s caus.:d by canct:r or ,ardia.: prob!.:ms..i. sec,-r.J study of2,227 wcrkers conli:med th.:s" results. 
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MATERL\.L SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 3649. Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 931-484-9578 
Product Name: BENCO #CAE2 INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER -Page 2 

6. REACTIVITY DATA: 
Hazardous Polymerization: Can not occur. 
Stability: Stable 
Incompatibility: Avoid contact with strong oxidizing ag"1'11S. 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Op"n tlarn<CS :ind wdding arcs can cause thermal ~gr:i.dation with the evolution ofhydrogen chloride md very small 

amounts of phosgene and chlorine. 

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES: 
A.~1.ion to take for spills or leaks: 
Small Spills: :-.lop up. wip,e up, or soak up immediately. Ranove to out oi doors. 
Lu-g.: Spills: Evacuate area. Contain liquid :ind transf;:r to dosed metal or polyethylen.: contain=..-\void contamination of ground md surface waters. [f 

spill oc~-urs indoors. tum otf air conditioning and/or h.:ating system torr~vent vapors from contaminating entire building. 
Disposal Method: Evaporate small quantities in compliance with local, state, ar.d !ederal regulations. Do not dispose ofthis material or any waste n:sidue into 

septic systems, storm drains, or directly ooto the ground. 
Rq,ortable Quantity (RQ) is 1,250 lb. Notify National Response Center at 800-424-8802 ofuncontrolled spills in excess ofreportable quantity: 

8. H.-\:.'IDLING PRECAUTIONS: 
Ventilation: Controlling airborne concentrations below the ACGIH TLV exposure guideline is recommended. ACGIH TWA is 50 ppm. OSHA PEL is 

25 ppm 8 hour TWA. and a STEL of 125 ppm. This rule also establishes an Action Level of 12.5 ppm. Cse only with adequate ventilation. Local exhaust 
ventilation is necessary for most applications. Lethal ;oncentrations may exist in areas with poor ventilation. Contact Benco for further information. Medi.:a! 
monitoring is also required by OSHA for applications that exceed the Action Level of 12.5 ppm. 

Respiratory Protection: Atmospheric levels should b.: maintained below the exposure guideline. If this level is exceeded, use an approved air purifying 
respirator. For emergency and other L"Onditions whete the exposure guideline may be greatly exceeded, use an approved PQSitive pressure selt:contained 
breathing apparatus. 

Skin Protection: Weac chemical resistant rubba- gloves, apron, boob, and plastic aon sleeves. 
Eye Protec:tion: Use safety glasses. Where coow:t is likdy, mo chemical spla.,h goggles. 
Hygiene: Avoid coatact with skin and awid hRatiog vapan. Do not eat, drink. or smoke in work area. Wash hands prior to eating. drinking. or ll3UI& 

RS1rOOm. Atrj clothing or shoo, that haw bee C>dWIMI etrcl -bouid be removed immediately and tboraagtily lanodaed !>eforc wearing again. 
Safety Shower and Eyewash Statioo should bo available in 'MIik area. 
SARA Title Ill Hazard Categories - Immediate Health, Delayed Health. 

9. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
Sp,:..:ial Precautions to be Taken in Handling & Storage: Exrn:ise reasonable care and caution. Avoid breathing vapors. Store in a cool place out ofdirect 

sunlight. Concentrated vapors ofthis product are he::l\iet than air and ,•,,ti collect in low areas such &~ pit~ :md degreasers, storag.e tanks. and other 
con.tined areas. Do not enter those areas where vapors ofthis product are suspected unless special breathing apparatus is used and an observer is present 
for assistance. Do not use this product in a tank or v:11 where the produL1 level is 12" from the top ofthe tank.. lAhal concentrations ofvapors occur in tanks 
and every effort should be made to keep from brealhio:g below or near the top level ofthe tank. 
Do not prmure product out ofcontainet' with air. When opening bung. open bung partially and vent any amumlatcd prcs.mre before removing bung 
completely. Empty product containers may cootain liipiid or vapor residues ofthis product. All prccautiom mggeated in this Data Sbect apply to empty 
comaincn also. Empty c:ooa.inl:n are property ofBca:o Sala, Inc. and should n,at bo sold to individuals or alba- parties. bo not repacbgo tbis product 
for resale. Atrj product pun-.ba.,cd for RUie must haw this MSDS stw:bed to oacli coatam md IIIIISt be in original c:oatainar. Ifoacli c:oatainar docs DDt 
have an MSDS, call Bcmco at 8~32-3626. Do DOl use this product in areas wbm, c:oow:t ofvapors 'IVilh ps flames or bot elcdric elaneab can occur. 
Please call Benco at 800-632-3626 for advice on proper heating systems. Contact with flames or bot clcdric elcmeots can produce hydrochloric acid and 

. phosgene fume:, which can be fatal. 
· Overexposure to this product can raise the level of c:ubon monoxide in the blood causing cardiovascular str=. 
Do not remcve or deface labels off containers. 

1bis Material Safety Data Sheet supersedes any previous ~b.t.:ria! Safety Data Sheet on this product. Effective Oat<:: May 17, 2000.. 

The: information accumulated h.:rein is given in good faith .u:J belic:ved to be a.:curate. but no warranty. express or implied. ofmerchantibility. titness. or 
otherwise is made. The suggested procc:durc:s arc: ba.s....,J on c:xpc:riencc: as ot"the date ofpublication. Thc:y are not necessarily all indu:ive nor fully 
adequate in evc:ry circurnstan..:e. Consult Benco Sale-. [n,.;. for proper handling pro.:edures in specific situations or for any further information. 
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 3649, Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 931-48-1--9578 
Product Name: BENCO #CAEJ INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER 

I. PRODL"CT ~FOR.\1.-\TION: 
Gen.:r:tl or Generic ID: Chlorinated Hydrocarbon. Alcohol, Alkyl Methyl Ester Chemical Blend 
Tnde '.'fame: Benco ltCAE3 Experimental Stripper 
DOT Hazard Classification: Paint Related :\[atai.al, 8, l";-;3066, II 

H..\Z . .l.RDOL"S COMPONENTS: 
!:-SGREDIE~T PEL(OSHA) TW.-\(OSH.-\1 APPROX% 
Di..:hloromethane 25 ppm 25 ppm 40-50 
Alk,1 \lethvl Est.ars Ni.-1 N,..\. 20-30 
\[ethanol 200 ppm 200 ppm 8-15 
::-Buto11.-yethanol 50 ppm 25 ppm 1-10 
2-\ktho:'C)methylethoxypropanol _2~ ppm 25 ppm 1-10 
Biodegradable Wetting Agents & Wax NIA_ NIA l-5 
NOTE: Dichloromethane and Methanol are subj.:ct to reporting requirements. of Section 313 ofTitle ill ofthe 1986 Superfund Amendments ~d 
Reauthorization Act (SARA) and 40CFR Part 372. which apply to businesses with 10 or more employees. Please call &:nco regarding reporting 
quantities at 800-632-3626. 

PHYSICAL DATA.: 
Boiling Point: 104_F 1Initial) Vapor Pressure: <300mmHg 
Vapor Density: 2.93 ( . .\ir= I) Percent Volatik >97.0°'o 
Sps:cific Gravity l.!6 VOC Content: 142 grarnsil 
Odor: Typical Methylene Chloride 

4. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA: 
Flash Point: None to boiling point Lowa- Explosive Limit: Unknown 
Extinguishing Media: Wala" Fog 
Fire an<l Explosion Hazard,: May form tJammahJe vapoc-air mmum at temperatures above ambiml Lower taq,caatua.:=i ~ ibo difficulty ofignitioo. 
Special Firefighting Procedures: Self-Contained Breathing~ with a full facepiece operated in pressure dcmml 01' othi:r positive pmsare mode. ·· 

5. HEALTH HAZARD DATA: 
ElfectS of Overexposure: 
Eyes: Can .:a.use severe irritation and slight comeal injury. Vapors may also irritate eyes. Injury intensifies with ell.:nded contact. 
Skin: Prolonged or repeated exposure will cause a bum. Tbc burn will intensify with extended contact. 
Skin Absorption: A single prolonged exposure is not likely to result in the mat.:1ial being absorbed ihrough the skin in harmful amounts. 
[ngestion: Can cause gastrointestinal irritation. nausea, vomiting. diarrhea, blindness, and even death. Ifaspirated (liquid omters the lung), may be 

rapidly absorbed th::iugh the lungs and result in injury to other body systems. 
[nhalation: Major route ofpotential exposure. Dichloromediane depresses the central nervous system. Conccatratioos between 900-1,000 ppm may 

cause dizziness or drunkenness. Nausea. headache, md vtmiting can occur at conccotrations above 2,000 ppm. At 7,000 ppm. munboms •nd 
tingling in arms and leg, and rapid baartbeat have occmml Loa ofcamcioumi:as and death haw oa:umd ll lo'i'U above 9,000 ppm,. if 
exp011Ure is proloagcd. Carboxybrmoglol levels 1a1. bo clovated in pcnom ClpOlled to Didibomedlw ..t cm c:ame • 1UhstUD11i mms m tba 
cardio~ systan. 'Ibis elevation QID be additiwtotba inm,ase caused by smoking and ada- cubon!IIIDDido--. 

Medical Condition., Aggravated by Exposnre: Akobolism, acute amd c:broni.c 1ivet disease, c:broni.c lung &eae, or diytbm diaon:bs oftba heart. 
Notice: Reports bave associated repeated and prolonged ClpOSUR to solvems to permanent brain and iavous systrm dmnagt,. Persom thought to have~ 

or respiratory problems should seek medical advice before using solvents ofany kind. Ifsigns ofallagy develop (breathing difficulty, eye 
i:.::hing, prolonged itching and redness ofthe skin, he:idaches, dizziness, etc.) discontinue use ofthis product immediately and consult a physician. 

Drinking alcohol before or after exposure to solvents may .::iuse undesirable effects. 
FIRST .-\10: 
Skm: Thoroughly wash exposed area with soap and water Remove contaminated clothing. Launder cont:uninat"'1 ,;[othing before reuse. 
Eves: Flush with large amounts of water. lifting upper anJ '.ower lids occasionally. Get medical attention. 
[ngestion: Call physi..:ian, poison .:ontrol .:enter. or hospital ,m.:rgency room immediately. 
Inhalation: [f alfocted, remove individual to fresh air. Ifbra!hing is difficult, administer respiration. Keep person warm, quiet, and get medical attention. 
NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: This produ<."t can induce cardia.: ;.:nsitization to circulating epinephrine-like compounds. Do not administer adrenaline or similar 

sympathomimetic drugs for 24 hour.I following polffltially toxic exposures. 
TOXICITY: 
Chroni-: Toxi.:ity: The findings ofchronic toxic affects in l;i.ooratory animals ll'ay indicate toxicity to humans. Overexposure should be avoided. 

F ailur~ to do so .:ould result in injury, illness, or ~Y,n Jeath. 
This mat..:rial or its <!missions may atfoct pregnanc, er t;:ul development. 
The State or Cali fomia has listed Di..:hloromethan< ·.mdcr Proposition 6 5 as a .:hcmical known to the Stat~ to ""use cancer. Epidemiology studies of "15 I 

humans ..:hronically exposed to di.:hloromethane in:.~< workplace of which 252 were exposed a minimum o•:?0 years did not demonstrate any in~-Ye:,se in 
deaths caused hy cancer or cardiac problems. .-\ s.:,·,-nJ study of2,227 workers .:onlirmed these results. 
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J\llATERL\L SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 3M9, Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 931-1-8.i-9578 
Product Name: BENCO #CA.E3 INDUSTRIAL PA.INT REMOVER - Page 2 

6. REACTIVITY DATA: 
Hazardous Polymerization: Can not occur. 
Stability: Stable 
Incompatibility: Avoid ~-ontact with strong oxidizing agents. 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Open flam,:s md welding arcs can cause thermal degradation with the evolution ofhydrogen chloride: and very small 

amounts ofphosgene and chlorine. 

7. SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDlTRES: 
..\,;lion to take for spills or l<?aks: 
Small Spills: Mop up. wipe: up, or soak up irnmediatc:ly. R.miove to out of rioors. 
Luge Spills: Eva.:uate area. Contain liquid and transl~ to dosed metal or polyethylene containers ...\void contamination of ground and surface waters. If 

spill occurs indoors. tum off air conditioning and/or h.:ating system to pre~ent vapors from contaminating .mtire building. 
Disposal Method: Evaporate small quantities in compliance with local, state, aad federal regulations. Do not dispose ofthis malerial or any waste residue into 

septic systems, storm drains. or directly OlllO the ground. 
R.:portable Quantity (RQ) is 1,250 lb. Notify National Response C.:oter at 800-424-8802 ofuncontrolled spills in excess ofreportable quantity. 

8. HA1'l'DLING PRECAUTIONS: 
Ventilation: Controlling airborne concentrations below tho!: ..\CGIH TLV exposure guideline is recommended. ACGIH TWA is 50 ppm. OSHA PEL is 

25 ppm 8 hour TWA and a STEL of 125 ppm. This role also establishes an Action Level of 12.5 ppm. Cse only with adequate ventilation. Local exhaust 
ventilation is necessary for most applications. Lethal ;oncmtrations may eicist in areas with poor ventilation. Contact Benco for further information. Medical 
monitoring is also required by OSHA for applications that exceed the A~-tion Level of 12.5 ppm. 

Respiratory Prote~-t.ion: Atmospheric levels should be maintained below the exposure guideline. If this level is exceeded, use an approved air purifying 
respirator. For emergency and other conditions whae the exposure guideline may be greatly ex::eeded, use an approved positive pressure selt:Contained 
breathing apparatus. 

Skin Protection: Wear chanical resistant rubber gloves, aproo. boots, and plastic arm sleeves. 
Eye Protection: Use safety glasses. Where CODlad is likdy. mo cbcmica1 spla.,h goggles. 
Hygiene: Avoid oomact with skin and awid brealbing vapcrs. Do not eat. drink. or smoke in wodt area. Wah baads prior to eating. drinking. or using 

i-estroom. Asry clothing o.- ,bocl that have beea ccd••• rl maald be rQIIQWld irrm:wdiaWy and thoroughly lmadeied before wearing again. 
Safety Shower and Eyewash Station should be available in wuk area. 
SARA Title ill Hazard Categories - Immediate Health, Delayed Health. 

9. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
Special Precautions to be Taken in Handling & Storage: E:cm:ise reasonable care and cauti(on. Avoid breathing vapors. Store in a cool place out ofdirect 

sunlight. Concentrated vapor.. of this product are hc:s,ier than air and wil! .::ollect in low areas such as pits :ind degreasers, storage tanks, and other 
confined areas. Do not enter those areas where vapors ofthis product are suspected unless special breathing apparatus is used and an observer is present 
for assistance. Do not use this product in a tank or ,-u where the product level is 12" from the top ofthe tank. Lethal concentrations ofvapors occur in tanks 
and every effort should be made to keep from brealhing below or near the top level ofthe tank. 
Do not pre,sure product out ofcontainer with air. Wbm opcaing bung. open bung partially and vcm any aronnulatcd pressure before removing bung 
completely. Empty product coatainers may comain tilpJid o.- vapor residues ofthis product. All precautiom suggcslcd in this Data Sheet apply to empty 
comaincn also. Empty c;ootaincrs ace property ofBmco Sales, Inc. UJd should not be sold to indMduab o.- olbel- parties. Do not rcpacbge thia produd 
for resale. Any product pun-hascd fOI' nalo must haw this MSDS attadlcd to each caatainer and must be in cxigim1 coatam. Ifeach 00dainer cloea not 
have an MSDS, call &oco at 800-632-3626. Do not ax1bis product in area., wbcrc c:oatact ofvapon with gu flames or bot ekdric demmD am occm. 
Pl~ call Bcnco at 800-632-3626 for advice on proper beating system.,. Contact with flames or hot electric elmimb can produce hydrochloric acid and · 
phosgene fumes which can be fatal. 
Overexposure to this product can raise the level of .::ubon monoxide in the blood causing cardiovascular stress. 
Do not remove or deface labels off containers. 

This Material Safety Data Sheet supersedes any previous ~!aterial Safety Data Sheet on this product. Effective Date:: May 17, 2000.. 

The information accumulated herein is given in ~ood faith mJ b.:lieved to be accurate. but no warranty, express or implied. ofmerchantibility, titnl!:SS, or 
otherwise is made. The suggested procedures are ba.-...-J on experience as of the date of publication. They are not necessarily all inclusive nor fully 
adequate in every circumstance. Consult Benco Sal.es. Inc. for proper handling procedures in specific situations or for any further information. 
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MSDS for Alternative Low-MEIB Propylene Carbonate Stripper 
CAE4 
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MATERL\.L SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. lnc .. P.O. Box 36-l-9. Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 93 l-48-l--9578 
Product Name: BE'.'JCO #CAE4 h'l'DUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER 

I. PRODUCT INFOR.\UTION: 
G.,n.,ral or Generic ID: Chlorinated Hydrocarbon. Alcohol ~ Blend 
Trade '.\iame: Benco atC.-\E4 Experimental Stripp.!r 
DOT Hazard Classification: Paint Related :\!at.erial. 8. l~3066. II 

H. .\Z.-\R.DOL'S COMPO1'iE:STS: 
[:'.'aGREDIE~T PEl..{OSH.-\) TWA.(OSHA; APPROX% 
Dichloromethane 25 ppm 25 ppm 40-50 
l.3-<lioxolan-2-one,methyl- ~:A X A 20-30 
:\[.,thanol 200 ppm 200 ppm 8-15 
2-Butoxyethanol 50 ppm 25 ppm 1-10 
2-Methoxymethylethoxypropanol _::., ppm 25 ppm 1-10 
Btodegradable Wetting Agents & Wax N',A NIA 1-5 
NOTE: Dichloromethane and Methanol are subject to reporting requirements ofSection 313 ofTitle mofthe 1986 Superfund Amendments ~d 
Reauthorization Act (SARA) and 40CFR Part 372, which apply to businesses with IO or more employees. Please call Benco regarding reporting 
quantities at 800-632-3626. 

3. PHYSICAL DATA: 
Boiling Point: I04F (Initial) Vapor Pressure: --:-300 mm Hg 
Vapor Density: 2.93 (.-\ir=l) Percent Volatik >91.0°'o 
Sp.,cifo: Gravity l.l 7 VOC Cont.mt: 352 grams/I 
Odor: Typical :\[ethylene Chloride 

4. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA: 
Flash Point: None to boiling point Lower ~losive Limit: Unknown 
Extinguishing Media: W~Fog 
Fire ~ ~losi011 Hazanls: May faun ffNIIINblo vapor-air mixlures at~above ambient. l..owu laJ.\itlatwat decrease tba ditlic:ally afipilian. 
Special Firefighting Procedures: Self'.('.ont•i,wl ~App1n1Ds with a full facepiece opcntcd inpmsure drmmd cratbar positive prrmnmodD. ··0

•·• 

5. HEALTH HAZARD DATA: 
Efte<.-ts ofOverexposure: 
Eyes: Can cause severe irritation and slight c~ injur:·- Vapors may also irritate eyes. Injury intensifies with ext.:nded cont:u.-t. 
Skin: Prolonged or repeated exposure will cause a bum 1bc bum will intensity with extended contact. 
Skin Ahsorption: A single prolonged exposure is no~ likely to result in the material being absorbed through the skin in harmful amounts. 
Ingestion: Can cause gastroint.=stinal irritation. nausea, vomiting. diarrhea, bli.nd.-,,ess. and even death. Ifaspirated (liquid enters the lung). may be 

rapidly absorbed through the 1~and result in injury to other- body systems. 
Inhalation: 11,,!ajor route ofpotential exposure. Dichloromelbane depre.,ses the central nervous system. COIICCDlr3ticlm betwcc:n 900-1.000 ppm may 

cause dizzinea or clnmkcmc:ss Nausea. bradaclio, 111d vumiting can ocair at COIICaltratiom above 2,000 ppm. At 7,000 ppm. amnbaas and 
tingling in 111111 111d legs and rapid heartbeat have oa:uaed. Loa ofcomciouszms 111d death haw oa:umd at lC¥ds above 9,000 ppm. if 
exposure is prolonged. Carbmyhrmoglobi Javels cabe c.vldcd in~expoeed to Didilorometlrmo -1can camo a sobuutial -.traa on the . 
canliovasculat system. This elevation can be addiliw 1o tba increaso c:awred by smoking and other Clllboo ......"lido -aari:es. · 

Medical Conditiom Aggravated by ExposuR: Akoholi.sm, -roam chronic liver disease, cbronic hmg disease, cc mythm. disordc:n oftbcbeut. 
Notice: Reports have associated repeated and prolonged eJPOSUl'l: to solvcnb to permanent brain and nervous S)l$lan damage. Persons thought to have h=lri 

or respiratory problems should seek medical advice bo:tbre using solvent.< of any kind. Ifsigns ofallergy develop (breathing difficulty, eye 
itching. prolonged itching and redness of the skin. ho::ldaches, dizziness. ate.) discontinue use of this produc'1. irnm.:diately and consult a physician. 

Drinking akohol before or after exposure to solvents may .::wse undesirable eftccts. 
FIRST AID: 
Skin: Thoroughly wash exposed ar,:a with soap and wat.:r. :l.:move contaminated clothing. Launder contaminated ~lathing before reuse. 
Eyes: Flush with large amounts ofwater, lifting upper and !ower lids occasionally. Get medical attention. 
Ingestion: Call physician, poison control center. or hospital ,mergency room immediately. 
Inhalation: II aft~<.1.ed. remove individual to fresh air. lfbre:ithing is difficult, administer respiration. Keep person warm. quiet, and get medical attention. 
NOTE TO PHYSICIA.L'i: This product can induce cardia.: ;.onsitization to circulating epinephrine-like compounds. Do not administer adrenaline or similar 

sympathomimeti<.: drugs for 24 hours following pot.:nl.ially toxic exposures. 
TOXICITY: 
Chronic Toxicity: Th" findings of chronic toxic a.Jfects in l;u,.iratory animals may indi<.:ate toxicity to humans. Ov.:rexposure should be avoided. 

Failure to do so could result in injury, illness, or even Jeath. 
This material or its emissions may affect pregnancy x t~tal developmem. 
The Stat" ,,fCalifomia has listed Dichloromethan" ·.:nder Proposition 65 as a chemical known t-~ the State to cause canc.er. Epidemiology studi.:s 01"751 

humans chroni<.:ally exposed to dichloromethane in :.'l.: workplace ofwhich 252 were exposed a minimum of20 years did not demonstrate any inc,ease in 
deaths caused by cancer or cardia<.: problems. A se.:,,nJ m.idy of 2,227 worker.. confirmed th.:se results. 
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MATERULSAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 36-l9. Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 931-lS-1--9578 
Product Name: BENCO #CAE-i INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER - Page 2 

6. REACTIVITY DATA: 
Hazardous Polymerization: Can not occur. 
Stability: Stable 
ln..:ompatibility: Avoid '--onta..--t with strong oxidizing agents. 
Ha.za,,-dous Decomposition Products: Open tlam~ ;ind welding= can caus" thermal d<!gradation with the evolution of hydrogen chloride :ind very small 

amounts ofphosgene and ~hlorin.o. 

' SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDt:RES: 
. .\..:tion to tak.o for spills or leaks: 
Small Spills: Mop up, wipe up, or soak up inunediat.:ly. R=ove to out of doors. 
Large Spills: Evacuate area. Contain liquid and transtor to dos.,d metal or polyethylene containers. Avoid contamination ofground and surface waters. u· 

spill o..:curs indoors. tum olf air conditioning and/or h.:ating system to pr.vent vapors from contaminating .:ntire building. 
Disposal :¼.othod: Evaporate small quantities in ---ompliance with local, state, a,.d federal regulations. Do not dispose of this material or any waste residu" into 

septic systems, storm drains, or directly ol!lo the ground. · 
R"portable Quantity (RQ) is 1.250 lb. Notify National Response Center al 800-424-8802 ofuncontrolled spills in excess of reportable quantity. 

8. H . .\.'-"DLI}iG PRECAu"TIONS: 
Ventilation: Controlling airborne <:oncentrations below th.o ACGIH TLV exposure guideline is recornmend.od. ACG[H TWA is 50 ppm. OSHA PEL is 

25 ppm 8 hour TWA and a STEL of 125 ppm. This rule also establishes an Action Level of 12.5 ppm. Cse only with adequate ventilation. Local exhaust 
ventilation is n.ocessary for most applications. Lethal ;oncentrations may exist in areas with poor ventilation. Contact Benco for further information. Medical 
monitoring is also required by OSHA for applications that exceed the A..--tion Level of 12.S ppm. 

Respiratory ProteL--tion: ,-\lmospheric levels should be maintained below the exposure guideline. !fthis level is exceeded, use an approved air purifying 
respirator. For emergency and other conc.!1tions where th.o exposure guideline may be greatly exceeded, use an approved positi\:; pressure seU:Contained 
breathing apparatus. 

Skin Protection: Wear chemical resistant rubba- gloves, aproo, boots, aod pla.'llic ann sleeves. 
Eye Protection.: Use safety gla3ses. Whc{e caaraa is likely, me c:hmnical spla.,h goggles. 
Hygiene: Avoid coow:t with skin and avoid bredingvapors. Do DDt eat, drink, or smoke in work area. Wuhuod., pri« to eating. drinking. or using 

restroom. Any clothing or shoes tbal haw been"'''" · .4Nf lboald be ranoved irnc:oectiatcly and thoIOugbly .lmndend hebe wearing again. 
Safety Shower and Eyewash Station should be amwablo in-it--. 
SARA Title ill Hazard Categories - Immediate Health, Delayed Health. 

9. ADDITIONAL INFOR..\iATION: 
. Special PreL-autions to be Taken in Handling & Storage: E.'l:ercise reasonable care and caution. Avoid breathing vapors. Sto,e in a cool place out of direct 

sunlight. Concentrated vapors ofthis produ<.--t are h.::i,;er than air and will collect in low areas such as pits and degreasers. storage tanks. and other 
~ontined areas. Do not enter those areas wh.:re vapors .:if this product are ,uspeL-ted unlc:ss special breathing apparatus is used and an observer is present 
for assistance. Do not use this produ<.--t in a tank or,~ wh,i::re the produL-t level is 12" from th.o top of the tank. Lethal concentrations of vapors occur in tanks 
and every effort should be made to keep from breathing below or near the top level ofthe tank. 
Do not pressure produd. out ofcontainer with air. Whim opening bung. OPQ bung partially and vent any amnnulatr4 ~ before removing bung 
completely. Empty product cootaimrs may CCldain !ilpiid or vapcc rcaiduea ofthis proclud. All procautiom sugplted in this Data Sheet apply to empty 
colltainen also. Empty c:ooaaiocn are propaty of:Bcso Saks, Inc. and sbould DDt be ,old to individuals or cllhlrpartiea. Do notnptbge1his prodoct 
for resale. Any product purclwed fOI' nmla D111St ~1his MSDS lllacbDd to each coatam and IDIISt be illocigiaal COIIWDlr. Ifoam container does not 
have an MSDS. call Benco at 800-632-3626. Donat mo 1bis procb:t in areas whrze colllac:t ofvapors with gas flamca or bot eleemc elemmlb can oc:cm. 
Please call Benco al 800-632-3626 fOI' advice on proper heating system,. Contact with flames or bot electric element, can produce hydrochloric acid and 
phosgene fumes which can be fatal. 
Overexposure to this produL""t can raise the level of=ban monoxide in th.: blood causing cardiovascular stress. 
Do not remove or deface labds <>ff contain.:rs. 

This :Vlat.:rial Sat~ty Data Sheet supersedes any previous ~l.11erial Safoty Data Sheet on this product. Effective Date: ~lay 17, 2000.. 

Th.: intormation accumulated herein is given in good failh .lnd believed to be accurate, but no warranty, express or implied, ofmerchantibility, fitness, or 
otherwis.: is made. T.1e suggested procedures are basd on experience as oflhe date ofpublication. They are not necessarily all inclusive nor fully 
adequate in every cin;umstance. Consult Eknco Sal<:s. In..:. for proper handling pra.;edures in specific situations or for any further information. 
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MATERL-\.L SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 3649. Crossville. TN 38557 

Emergencv Phone: 931-484-9578 
Product Name: BENCO #CAE7 INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER 

l. PRODUCT INFOR.\fATION: 
G,mera! or G.meric IO: Chlorinated Hydrocarboo... Cyclic Amide •.-\romatic Solvent. Ester Chemical Blend 
Trad.: '.'lame: B.:nco #CAE7 Experimental Strip~ 
DOT Hazard Classification: Paint Rdated :\lata-ial. 8. L~3066. II 

H. .\ZARDOL"S CO\lPO~E:\TS: 
l:SGREDlE:-iT PEL(OSHA) TWA.(OSHA.J .-\PPROX0 ·o 

D1.:hloromethan.: 25 ppm 25 ppm 40-50 
Tert-Butyl .-\c.:tate I 50 ppm I50 ppm 8-15 
:-,,;-\lethyl-2-Pyrrolidon.: NIA Ni.-\ 8-15 
.~kyl ~&thy! Esters NIA NIA 8-15 
\!ethanol 20C ppm 200 ppm 8-15 
Biodegradabl.: Wetting Agents & Wax ':'hA NIA 1-S 
:s;OTE: Dichloromethan.: and :\!{ethanol are subj¢<.."t to reporting requirements of S.:ction 313 ofTitle III ofthe 1986 Supcrfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization .-\~1: (SA.RA.) and 40CFR Part 3 72. which apply to businesses with IO or more employees. Please call Bence regarding reporting 
4uantities at 800-632-3626. 

PHYSIC.-\L D.-\T.-\: 
Boiling Point: I04F \ Initial) Vapor Pressure: <:JOO mm.Hg 
\"apor Density: 2.93 (Air-I) Perc.:nt Volatile: >97.0% 
Sp.:citic Gravity l.15 VOC Content: 125 grams/I 
Odor: Typical M.:thylene Chloride 

4. FIRE AL'lD EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA: 
Flash Point: None to boiling poinl Lower Explosive Limit: Unknown 
Extinguishing Media: Wata Fog 
Fire a.nd Explosion Huards: May [Of!'I\ flammable vapor...mi:llmes al tanpcntum above ambiem.. Lowa tempcntum deacase the diffic:uhy ofipmcn 
Special Firefighting Proccdw-cs: Self-Contained Breathing AppanlUs with a tull &cepiece opcntcd in pressure danmld er otlxr positive pressure mo&. -- · 

5. HEALTH HAZARD DATA: 
Effects ofOverexposure: 
E y.:s: Can cause severe irritation and slight com.:a.l injury. Vapor,. ma.y also irritate eyes. Injury intensifies with extended contact 
Skin: Prolonged or repeated exposure will cause a bum The bum will intensify with extended contact. 
Skin Ab.;orption: A ;ingle prolonged eiq,osure is not liket: to resuh :n the m:lt<'W"J being ahi:oroed through the ~.in in harmful amounts. 
Ingestion: Can cause gastrointestinal irritation. nausea, vomiting. diarrhea. blindness, and .:vcn death. Ifaspirated (liquid enters the lung), ma.y be 

~-lpidly absorbed through the lungs and result in inj~· to~ body sys.em~. 
Inhalation: Major route ofpotential exposure. Dicbloromt:lhane depresses the =itraJ nervous system. Concentraliom bc:twccn 900-1,000 ppm may 

cause dizziness or drunkCNJe:S3. Nausea, headache, -1 vomiting can omir at coocamatioas above 2,000 ppm. A1 7,000 ppa,, munhocfl md 
tingling in arms and 1ep and rapid bcialtbeat have oa:amd. Loa ofcomciousmas md death have O<:QJD"ecf at~&bow 9,000 ppn. if 
exposure is prolonged. Carbozyhemoglobin lavels cabe ckiwted inpame.-1 to Dichlarami,lban wl c:m QIQ3e a soblt1mal_'!Ina 001bo_ ~,;.:, .:. 
cardiovascular systan. This elcvmm canbe ■dditifttD 1bemme camed by smdcil,g ml oa.cmbor DYJOOXido ,iaarces. • ' ·: - -- -;,-.,.".':,-

Medical Conditions Aggravated by Exposure: Alcoholism. xute and chronic liwr discue, dirooic lung disease, er mytbm di,crden of1be heart. · · · 
Notice: Reports have associated repeated and prolonged ellpOSUl"C to solvents to permanent brain and navous system damage. Penoos thought to have heart 

or respiratory problems should seek medical advice b.:fore using solvents of any kind. Ifsigns ofallergy develop (breathing difficulty, eye 
itching, prolong.:d itching and redn.:ss of the skin. l=Jaches. dizziness.. .:tc.) discontinue use of this product immediately and consult a physician. 

Drinking akohol before or a.J:kr eiq,osun: to solvents may =.: undesirabl.: elft:cts. 
FIRST AID: 
Skin: Thoroughly wash .:xposed area with soap and watc:r 1emove contaminat.:d clothing. Launder contaminat.:d ~lathing before reuse. 
Eyes: Flush with large amounts of water. lifting upper and :Jwcr lids occasionally. Get m.:dical attention. 
lng.:stion: Call physician, poison control center, or hospiui <tncrgency room irr.mediately. 
Inhalation: lf a.lfected. remove individual to fresh air. IfbrQWl\g is difficult. administer respiration. Keep person warm, quiet, and get ms:dical attention. 
NOTE TO PHYSICIA.J.\/: This product can induce: cardiac ;..--nsitization to circulating epinephrine-like compounds. Do not administ.:r adrenaline or similar 

sympathomimetic drugs for 24 hours following potenua!ly toiric exposures. · 
TOXICITY: 
Chronic T 0xicity: The findings of chronic toxic affects in lJ.Nratory animals may indi.:at.: toxicity to humans. Ovc:r~xposure should be avoid.:d. 

Fa1lurs: to do so could result in injury. illn.:ss. or s:v.:-:i Jeath. 
This mats:rial or its emissions may atf.:i.1: pregnani."\ :r :~ta! d.:v,:lopment. 
Th.: Stats: ,>f California has listed Dichlorom.:than~ .:nder Proposition 65 as a chemical known to th.: State to .:aus.: cam:c:r. Epidemiology studies of75 l 
hu:nans c:hronically expos.:d to dichlorometham: in:.':.: workplace of which 252 were ex;sosed a minimum 01"20 years did not demonstrate any in~Teas,: in 
dc,aths caused by cancer or cardia.: probl.:rns, A sec,aJ ,tudy of2.227 v.orkers continnec: these results. 
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MATERL.\L SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Benco Sales. Inc .. P.O. Box 3649. CrosS\;Ue. TN 38557 

Emergency Phone: 931484-9578 
Product Name: BENCO #CAE7 INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVER - Page 2 

6. REACTIVITY DATA: 
Hazardous Poljmerization: Can not occur. 
Stability: Stable 
lncompatibi lity: Avoid contact with strong oxidizing agents.. 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Op,!n t1arn.:s and welding arcs can cause thermal degradation with the evolution ofhydrogen chloride ,nd very small 

:unounts of phosgene and chlorine. 

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDCR.ES: 
.-\.:tion to take for spills or leaks: 
Small Spills: ~lop up. wipe up. or soak up irnmediauely. Ranove to out of doors. 
Lu-ge Spills: Evacuate area Contain liquid and transfor to closed metal or polyethylene containers ..-\void contamination of ground and surta.:e waters. If 

spill occurs indoors. tum otfair conditioning and/or heating system to prevent vapon from contaminating ~e building. 
Disposal :Method: Evaporate small quantities in compliance with local, st.ate. aftli federal regul:rtions. Do not dispose ofthis material or any w= residue into 

septic systems. storm drains, or directly OIIIO the ground. 
Reportable Quantity (RQ) ill 1,250 lb. Notify National Response Center at 800-424-8802 ofuncontrolled spills in excess ofreportable quantity.' 

8. HA'\/DLING PRECA(JTIO:--;S: 
Ventilation: Controlling airborne .:om:-entrations below the .-\CGIH TLV exposure guideline is re.:ommended .-\CGIH TWA is 50 ppm. OSHA PEL is 

25 ppm 8 hour TW.-\. and a STEL of 125 ppm. This rule also ~lisho:::i an A.:tion Level of 12.5 ppm. l"se only with adequate ventilation. Lo.:al exhaust 
ventilation is necessary for most applications. Lethal ~on.:c:ntrations may exist in areas with poor ventilation. Contact Bence for further information. \ledi~al 
monitoring is also required by OSHA for applications that exceed the Ai:tion Level of 12.5 ppm. 

Respiratory Protection: Atmospheric levels should be maintained below the exposure guideline. U-this level is exi;:eeded, use an approved air purifying 
r.:spirator. For emergency and other conditions where the exposure guideline:: may be greatly exceeded, use an approved positive pressure self-contained 
breathing apparatus. 

Skin Protection: Wear chanical resistant rubber gloves,. ap1JO, boots, and plastic ann sleeves. 
Eye Protection: Use safety gJu,es. Where comac:t is likely. me c:hanical splash goggles. 
Hygiene: Avoid c:carac:t with skin and avaid brea1hiag vapc:n. Do JlGt cat. drink. or smoke in wad: area. Wash banm prior to eating. drinking. or using 

restroom. Any clothing or sbi,es that bPe beca "'''" · ,tot :dMJuld be removed imrncctiately and thoroughly buadered before wearing again. 
Safety Shower and Eyewa.sh Station mould be available in 'l1l'Ollt area. 
SA.RA Title III Hazard Categories - Immediate Health, Delayed Health. 

9. .-ummONAL INFORMATION: 
Special Precautions to be Taken in Handling & Sto,:age: Es.:rcisc reasonable care and caution. Avoid breathing vapors. Store in a cool place out ofdirect 

~unlight. Con~entralcd vapors of this product arc hca~ier than air and will collect in low areas such as pits and degi:easer.i, storage tanks, and other 
confined areas. Do not enter those areas where vapors of this product arc suspected unless special breathing apparatus is used and an observer is present 
for :issistance. Do not use this product in a tank or ~"31 where the product level is 12" fro!ll the top ofthe. taok. IAhal concentrations of vapors occur in tank:; 

and every effort should be made to keep from breathing bdow or near the lop level ofthe tank. 
Do not pressure product out ofcontainer with air. Wbm opming bung. opc::n bung partially and vait any aa;nmnla!ed pressure before removing bung 
completely. Empty product cootainers may ooata.in liquid or vapor residues ofthis product. All precaution, mggated in this Oat. Sheet apply to empty 
coutainas also. Empey l:Oll1ainen are propaty ofBcn::o Salm. Inc. and mould not be sold to individuals or oCbaF parties. Do not RplCbpthis podDct 
for resale. Any product purdmed for rcsaJo mmt haw Ibis MSDS auadled to each cootainer md DaJlt be in arigjml coolainer. Ifeach c:omintZ docs not 
have an MSDS, call Bmco at 800-632-3626. Do not ase this product in areas where contact ofvapors with gas flames or hot eledric elane:nls can oa:ur. 
Please call Benco at 800-632-3626 for advice on proper heating systems. Contact with flames or hot electric clcm:ms can produce hydrochloric acid and 
phosgene fumes which can be fatal. 
Overexposure to this product can raise the level of .::irbon monoxide in the blood causing cardiovascular stress. 
Do not remove or deface labels offcontainers. 

This ~laterial Sat~ty Data Sheet supersedes any previous \l;iterial Safety Data Sheet on this product. Effective Date: \.lay 17, 2000.. 

The information ~cumulated herein is given in good faith mJ bdieved to b<: accurate. but no warranty. express or implied, of merchantibility. tit'less. or 
otherwise is made. The sugg.:sted procedures are ba.«:J on experience as of the date of publication. They are not nec.:ssarily all inclusive nor fully 
ade,1uate in ev,:ry ,i!\.-umstance. Consult Bc:nco Sal.::;. [nc. for proper hai1dling pro.:edures in specific situations or for any further iniormation. 
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AppendixJ 

SCAQMD Modeling Calculations for Strip Joint 



Table 2 

Dispersion Factors (X/Q) Values ([µg/m3]/[tons/yr]) 
For Existing Scenario (l stack and 1 volume source) at Redondo Beach Strip Joint 

Emission Rates by Downwind distance (meters) 
Percent 

Stack Volume 25 so 75 100 200 300 500 1000 
100% 0% 14.43 7.78 4.10 2.45 0.65 0.29 0.11 0.03 
80% 20% 15.60 7.67 4.00 2.39 0.64 0.29 0.10 0.03 
50% 50% 17.35 7.51 3.87 2.31 0.62 0.28 0.10 Q.03 
20% 80% 19.11 7.34 3.73 2.24 0.61 0.28 0.10 0.03 
0% 100% 20.28 7.23 3.64 2.18 0.60 0.28 0.10 0.03 

Table3 

Dispersion Factors (X/Q) Values ([µg/m3]/[tons/yr]) 
For Improved Ventilation Scenario (2 stacks and 1 volume source) 

at Redondo Beach Strip Joint 

Downwind distance (meters) 
25 50 75 100 200 300 500 1000 

14.64 7.59 3.99 2.39 0.64 0.29 0.10 0.03 

Note: Table 1 in SCAQMD not needed for analysis 

Source: South Coast Air Quality Management District "Risk Assessment Module for· 
Furniture Stripping Operations," June 2, 1998. 
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